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About the Author 

My name is Mirsad Hasic and I was born in former 
Yugoslavia (Bosnia). During the war at Balkan I came 
to Sweden where I have been living since 1993.  
As a little boy I used to run around and kick that 
leather ball. We used to play in the backyard, and it 
didn’t matter if it was raining, snowing or -10 Celsius. 
Every game was like a cup final, and it was during 
these years I realized that I was in love with the game 
of soccer.  
 

Somewhere at the age of 11 I joined my first soccer team, and I still remember it 
very well (even if it was 16 years ago). It was a rainy and cold day in March, and 
we played on coarse sand. I was very nervous and worried about whether my 
new teammates would accept me into the team. However, all guys on the team 
were really cool and helped me a lot. I also scored 3 goals, and after the practice 
you could really see the happiness in my eyes.  
 
At the age of 15 I joined an elite club and played with pretty skillful players. It was 
highly competitive, but the atmosphere was unfriendly, so I stayed there only for 
two years and moved then to a club in the second division. Despite the lower 
level of competition, I was still facing a lot of skillful players. Some of these are:  
 
- Alexander Östlund (played Euro 2004 for Sweden) 
 
- Daniel Nannskog (Top scorer in Norway's first division) 
 
- Pa Dembo Touray (46 caps for Gambia)  
 
What I've learned from playing against these players is that in soccer you need to 
always think two steps further than your opponents. In high tempo games you 
don't have many seconds to do something with the ball. That's why these players 
are so successful: they are able to master the ball in high tempo.  

Playing with great players will likely improve your own skills by several levels. 
The reason is that these players will always offer themselves as passing 
alternatives and in that way help you make right decisions. They will not run 
around and hide themselves from the ball like amateur players often do. In this 
way, you will make very few mistakes which will improve your performance 
greatly.  
 
Currently I am playing as defensive midfielder in a division 4 league here in 
Sweden. I have a lot of friends there so that is the main reason why I have been 
playing here for several years. It is a league where young players have a chance 
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to show off their skills and improve their chances of becoming professionals. In 
fact, several of the players I have been playing with have joined various elite 
clubs here in Sweden.  
 
So, my advice to you is the following: If you have a dream, then do not give it up 
just because someone says that you will not make it. Also, hard work will take 
you much further than just relying on your talent. I know several great talented 
players who never made it to professional soccer; however, I know also a few 
players with very low talent who were able to reach great goals. So, don’t give up 
and keep on trying because if you do give up, you will never know whether you 
would have made it or not! 

You can reach Mirsad at http://www.Soccer-Training-Guide.com/contact-me.html  
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Introduction 

The eBook that you have opened on your computer or printed out is the ultimate 
guide to all soccer positions. It will describe all small details, secrets and skills 
you need to know in order to perform well on various positions. No matter what 
position you are playing, I strongly advise you to read the whole book. I want you 
to do this because this way you’ll be able to learn the secrets of other positions 
as well which will help you understand how to dominate over your opponents. For 
example, if you are playing as striker, you should carefully study the section 
about defenders and goalie. By doing that you will be able to get around your 
defenders easier and also score more goals as you will learn the mind of your 
opponents. 

 

Why Did I Create This eBook? 

I often receive e-mails from players asking me how to score more goals, dribble 
like a professional, dominate in the air and many other similar questions. Many of 
these questions are very general and would require several hours of writing. I 
always try to answer the questions as honestly as possible, but in order to 
provide my users with a complete answer, I would need to write at least five A4 
pages every time and I really don’t have time for that. 

One day while I was writing answering one of these e-mails, it came to me that 
maybe I should write an eBook and share everything I know about each position. 
I decided also that I will not share things mentioned in this book anywhere on the 
net. In other words, you will not find any of the text in this book in any other 
place. 

In my soccer positions guide I am providing my visitors with general discussion 
about every soccer position; however, in this book you will be able to study each 
of these general things detailed. I didn’t want to create an encyclopedia and an 
impersonal book. Instead, I wrote this book with you in mind.  

A lot of books tend to focus too much on general things like how to kick the ball, 
right heading technique, how to dribble and so on. However, these books never 
take you behind the coulisse, like how to read the game, avoiding unnecessary 
risk, interpreting your opponent’s next move and secrets to scoring more goals. 

In the beginning you may find all the detail overwhelming, and this is 
understandable, especially if you are new to soccer. However, while reading you 
should also try to visualize yourself in real world situations while adapting things 
in this book. By doing this you’ll be able to analyze and discover possible pitfalls. 
Now, let’s start with the first position, the glory keeper! 
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Goalie (GK) – The Last Part of Defense 

 

Goalkeeper is one of the most exciting, action-packed positions in soccer. 
Although goalies are exiled to a small portion of the field, they are involved in the 
plays that determine the fate of the game. Knowing the secrets of how to be a 
great goalkeeper can be the difference between winning and losing – a  
difference that can make or break your status on your soccer team. Here are the 
traits and skills that all of the game’s top goalkeepers share.  

 
1. A good goalkeeper knows how to play safely. If you injure yourself 

repeatedly, you will not be goalie for long. Knowing how to catch the ball 
safely, dive safely, and land your jumps safely is the key. You should learn 
good technique and then practice it until it is second nature. If you do not 
play safely, you will never have a chance to build up other essential goalie 
skills. 
 

2. A good goalkeeper preserves stamina. As a goalie, you will need to put 
out impressive bursts of action, but save these extreme moves for when 
they are truly needed. If you use all of your energy in the first twenty 
minutes of the game, you are bound to lose. 
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3. A good goalkeeper uses the entire body to block the ball. Don’t just 

put out an arm or a leg; throw your entire body in the path of the ball. 
While this may hurt at first, you will soon learn how to take a hit without 
much pain or injury. Putting your entire body in the way creates a larger 
barrier. Even if you have misjudged the precise angle and placement of 
the ball, you will likely still make the save. 
 

4. A good goalkeeper stays focused. A soccer ball moves quickly; if you 
take your eyes off it for even a few seconds, it may move into your goal 
without your even noticing. As a world class goalie, you should always be 
assessing, not just where the ball is, but where it may be in a few seconds 
and what you can do to prevent a score. This kind of thinking ahead will 
allow you a few extra precious seconds when you need them the most, 
and also give you the opportunity to position and angle yourself so the 
opposing team has no opportunities. 
 

5. A good goalkeeper knows how every position on the field is played. 
Most goalkeepers are familiar with a few positions; after all, few players 
start as goalie. However, knowing the strengths and weaknesses of all of 
the positions allows goalies to predict when and where they need to be to 
intercept the ball. You should not just know the basic skills of each 
position, but how to execute them yourself. Skills such as passing and 
dribbling, while not unique to the goalkeeper position, are as important to 
you as to any other player on the field. 
 

6. A good goalkeeper leads the defense. As a goalie, you have a unique 
vantage point and can see the field better than any other player on your 
team. This gives you the opportunity to direct your third of the field to 
positions and moves that allow your defense to make a coordinated 
response. 
 

7. A good goalkeeper is fearless. Everyone feels a little anxiety when they 
are crowded and seemingly overwhelmed by aggressive forwards, but you 
can’t let this show or affect your decision making. It’s important to keep a 
cool head. You can be the most intimidating player on the field without 
ever making a move, and this alone can prevent scores. Not only are you 
going to be facing down the forwards from the opposing team, you may 
also find yourself having to defend your plays to your own team. While it’s 
easy to blame the goalie for every score, you should not let this tendency 
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stop you from making the bold and sometimes risky moves that can 
change the course of the game. 

Are you ready to give the challenging and demanding position of goalkeeper a 
shot? If so, you are in for the ride of your life! With a little confidence and a few 
basic skills, you will soon find yourself the cool, confident goalie that the other 
team dreads. 

 

10 Ways to Devastate Your Goalie Game 

As every experienced goalkeeper knows, 
success lies not just in having the right attitude 
and the essential skills, but in avoiding the 
common pitfalls of this position. What are the 
snares that seem to catch many good goalies? 
Here are the ten most common mistakes a 
goalkeeper makes, and how to avoid them. 

 

 

Mistake #1: Being intimidated by the other team. 

What to Do Instead: Fear won’t accomplish anything, but it will affect your ability 
to think and play well. Instead of focusing on your opponents, focus on what they 
are about to do, and how you will respond. Even the most formidable forward 
can’t get a ball past an alert, skilled goalkeeper.  

 

Mistake #2: Waiting for your opponent. 

What to Do Instead: If a facedown is approaching, you should be approaching 
as well. Straighten up, put your elbows out and make yourself as large as 
possible, then move in on the ball. This will not only make it physically harder to 
get the ball around you; it will intimidate your opponent and make it harder for 
them to think quickly and clearly. 
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Mistake #3: Kicking or throwing the ball without forethought. 

What to Do Instead: Always have a plan! Analyze the situation and know 
exactly what end your move is going to accomplish. Where is the ball going? 
Who will take possession? Will you be defending your goal once again in just a 
moment? This split second of thought can make all the difference in the outcome 
of a game. 

 

Mistake #4: Ignoring or denying your weaknesses. 

What to Do Instead: The only way to fix a problem is to acknowledge it and then 
make a plan to overcome it. You aren’t the first goalkeeper to have flaws – quite 
to the contrary, all soccer players have them. The difference between 
professional soccer players and born losers is the willingness to seek out every 
weak point and work on it until it actually becomes a strength. If you are having a 
hard time assessing your own performance, ask your coach for guidance. 

 

Mistake #5: Thinking inside the box. 

What to Do Instead: Come out of the goal box when the situation demands it. 
Staying back in the goal makes you look smaller and less powerful, and it will 
force you to become a ball catcher instead of a fully fledged goalkeeper. Coming 
toward your opponent will have two effects: it will make it harder to get the ball 
past you, and it will force them to make a move before they are ready. 

 

Mistake #6: Spending all of your time and energy on a few key players. 

What to Do Instead: While it’s important to identify and watch the best opposing 
strikers, focusing exclusively on one or two players will leave you and your goal 
wide open. Watch the star strikers, but keep an eye on everyone else as well. 

 

Mistake #7: Holding back in practice. 

What to Do Instead: Give it your all, and let no skill go unlearned. Many goalies 
assume that, in their position, they are above basic skills such as dribbling, when 
in fact nothing is farther from the truth. Do drills with the rest of your team, and 
don’t let any part of your game get rusty. 
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Mistake #8: Having unattainable goals. 

What to Do Instead: Set realistic goals for improvement. While it’s good to 
challenge yourself, expecting, for example, to play a perfect game every time will 
only discourage you. 

 

Mistake #9: Taking unnecessary risks. 

What to Do Instead: Learn good form and practice it until you are doing it out of 
habit. Too many potentially great goalies must forever leave the position or even 
the game of soccer because they make risky moves and permanently injure 
themselves. 

 

Mistake #10: Giving 90% or even less. 

What to Do Instead: Your team deserves every ounce of energy, skill, and mojo 
you can summon. Play every game like it was a cup final and not just a friendly 
game. 
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10 Easy Steps to Being a Great Goalie 

Many people think that learning to play the 
position of goalkeeper successfully is a 
complicated and difficult process, but 
nothing could be farther from the truth. 
There are just a few common practices and 
habits that make all the difference in a 
goalkeeper’s success. By learning these 
ten simple “do’s”, you too can be a truly 
great goalie.  

 
1. Do stay fit. It’s easy to let yourself 

go when you are spending less of 
the game running, but fitness is just 
as important to a goalkeeper as it is 
to any other team player. Goalies 
may do most of their work in short 
bursts, but these short bursts will be 
compromised if the goalkeeper doesn’t make an effort to stay in shape. 
 

2. Do participate in all drills; even the ones you don’t think apply to goalies. 
Goalkeepers cannot ignore basics. 

 
3. Do develop a good goalie stance, and use it in both practice and games! 

Goalkeepers should not stand perfectly upright, because this is not a good 
starting point for the dives and other quick movements that the position 
requires. Instead, keepers should keep their knees bent and stand on the 
balls of their feet, with the feet about shoulder width apart. This allows you 
to respond quickly with movement in either direction and to shift your 
weight around effectively and quickly. The more the bend in the knees, the 
greater your ability to respond to a low ball or a high one. 
 

4. Do watch professional soccer and watch the way the goalies defend their 
goals with strength, skill, and intuition.  
 

5. Do learn how to use your hands to catch a ball without hurting yourself. As 
a goalie, you will be the only player who spends a lot of time with their 
hands on the ball, and it’s important that you use this privilege to your 
advantage. More importantly, learning how to catch a ball safely, using 
holds such as the Heart and the W, is going to help you prevent broken 
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fingers and ensure that you keep your position in the games and seasons 
to come. 
 

6. Do catch the ball with your body instead of your limbs. After catching the 
ball, you should immediately pull it into your torso. This absorbs some of 
the shock of the catch, stabilizes the ball, and allows you to use a wider 
section of your body to block, all of which are to your team’s advantage.  
 

7. Do become an expert on goal kicks and throws. These two skills can 
make or break your game, because they determine where the ball is and 
who takes it there. Few players in the game have this kind of power, so 
don’t let the chance go to waste. 

 
8. Do watch for angles where the opposing team can attempt a goal. You 

don’t want to wear out your cleats endlessly chasing balls, so limit these 
occasions as much as possible. Because few players will kick a ball where 
a score is impossible, just angling yourself correctly can discourage them 
and save your precious stamina.  
 

9. Do be intimidating (without breaking rules). It’s okay (and sometimes 
completely necessary) to be and look aggressive in defending your space 
and your goal.  

 
10. Do tell your teammates how to support you. Many times, a goalie can see 

plays before they happen. You will also be the first person to see the team 
changing strategies, and therefore the perfect person to direct the defense 
accordingly. Don’t be afraid to direct your defense to the positions where 
they can best help you. You all have a common goal: to win the game. 
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Diving Without Risking Your Life  

A goalie’s position will often take you closer to the ground than you would prefer, 
as you dive for balls and do everything possible to protect your goal. However, 
this dedication to your position can have a very negative effect: injuries that take 
you out of the game temporarily and even cause permanent damage. 

What kinds of injuries are common with diving? 
Bruises and scrapes are the most common, but 
these are ever-present in all soccer positions and 
often unavoidable; however, goalkeepers also 
commonly experience a few more serious 
injuries. Some of these may include broken 
bones, serious strains, sprains, and even head 
injuries  

Many of these injuries are caused by diving with 
improper form. It’s easy to get hurt when you are throwing yourself around in 
pursuit of the ball, but it’s important to be as safe as possible on the soccer field. 
Here is a plan for diving safely, without risking life and limb. 

Set up the dive properly. Many goalies find that the best way to do this is to turn 
out your “diving side” leg and keep the foot squarely on the ground until you 
actually leave the ground. Meanwhile, use the other leg to pivot and position 
yourself, then to lift your body off the ground. This will enable you to be 
aerodynamic, reaching the ball faster, as well as give you more control over the 
dive. 

Extend your body to receive the ball, then immediately tuck yourself in. Once you 
have the ball in your hands, pull it into your abdominal region and immediately 
tuck your arms and elbows in to your side. Limbs that are sticking out will receive 
more than their fair share of the force of the landing, which can lead to injuries 
and breaks.  

Try to land in the safest possible position. Avoid at all costs landing on your 
stomach or back, where internal damage and broken ribs are a very real 
possibility. The ideal dive landing is on your side, with the ball in your stomach 
and your shoulder properly tucked. In this way, your elbow will receive most of 
the impact. Many goalkeepers find that rolling slightly as they hit the ground 
allows them to dissipate much of the force of the impact and cut down on 
bruising and injuries 

Do not ever dive with your head first. Always dive from the side and keep your 
cranium out of the path of the ball. If you dive with your head first, you run a high 
chance of landing on your stomach or even your face, as well as having your 
opponent accidentally kick your head instead of the ball. These are all 
unnecessary risks with a high chance of injury.  
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Diving with your head first also takes away your control of the dive and keeps 
you from watching the ball, making this a risky as well as unsuccessful move. 
Stay focused on the ball. This may not do much for your physical safety, but it will 
improve the success of your maneuvering.  If you are on your side, watching the 
ball should be much easier.  

Dive only when it is necessary. There is a huge 
difference between taking a calculated risk and 
taking an unnecessary risk. The key difference 
lies in your chance of success. While diving for 
the ball is dramatic and impressive, it carries with 
it a high chance of injury. Never dive when 
another move will have the same result and a 
lower risk of harm. 

Goalies have a high injury rate, and many of 
these injuries are unnecessary. Knowing when to 

take extreme measures to save the ball and how to do these with minimal risk 
will both protect you and allow you to play the position of goalie for years to 
come. 

 

Knowing When to Jump for the Ball 

To jump or not to jump: that is the question for many novice and experienced 
goalkeepers. The ability to jump is an absolute “must know” for a successful 
goalkeeper, because it allows you to save high shots and move quickly from one 
area to another. However, many soccer goalkeepers abuse jumping because it is 
dramatic and has a unique ability to grab attention.  

How, then, are goalkeepers to decide when to jump and when to keep their feet 
firmly planted on the ground? Many goalies assume that they should jump 
whenever in doubt, but the most successful veteran goalkeepers know that a 
very different approach is actually best. 

Before jumping for a ball, you should assess whether you can better reach it from 
the center. If you can get to a ball without extreme measures, this obviously is 
the best choice. Also, you should be relatively certain before you jump whether 
you can safely make and land the jump necessary to reach the ball. The key is 
using good common sense and keeping safety in mind at all times. Although this 
is a foreign concept to the dedicated goalkeeper, no single score is so important 
that you should compromise your physical well being for it. 

When should you jump for the ball? Obviously, as a goalkeeper you should jump 
for a ball when this is the only way to save it and when you are reasonably sure 
you can execute the play safely. This kind of knowledge comes from hours of 
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practice and game play, so allow yourself a broad learning curve, especially in 
the beginning. 

There are several good reasons to avoid making unnecessary jumps. First, 
goalkeepers often must decide on a course of action before they can clearly 
discern the other team’s actual move. Because a jump is usually taking you far 
from the center, it may actually allow the opposing team to make a score if you 
have misjudged their intent.  

Similarly, because landing and recovering from a jump can take time, you will 
likely be out of play immediately after a jump, opening up a window of opportunity 
for your opponents.  Another bad side effect is that injuries are common in 
jumping, especially in the landing. Every time you jump, you are taking a risk that 
it may not end as planned.  

Why would a goalkeeper make a jump even when the situation does not demand 
it? Sometimes they are too impatient to wait and see whether it is called for. 
Other times, a player would rather regret taking action than regret not taking 
action. Popularity among your soccer team may also be a key factor.  

Often, teammates are quicker to berate a player for not jumping because they 
perceive this as laziness or not giving one hundred percent. Last, many 
goalkeepers, and soccer players in general, enjoy making bold moves that will 
bring them attention and allow them to showcase their skills, even if these shows 
of skill do little to help the outcome of the game.  

Accurate jumping with a safe landing is an essential skill for goalkeepers, but 
knowing when to jump is equally important. Regardless of your reason for 
jumping, be reasonably sure that it is the correct course of action and that you 
can complete the jump safely before your feet leave the ground. This will 
increase your chances of success and make sure you are able to continue 
playing goalkeeper in seasons to come. 

 

Interpreting Your Opponent’s Next Move 

There are many advantages to being able to interpret your opponent’s next 
move. First, it gives you time to contemplate your next move and time to position 
yourself for the best response. Second, it allows you to influence the outcome of 
the game by making moves that might have been impossible if you had allowed 
the situation to take you by surprise.  

While most soccer players would agree that interpreting an opponent’s next 
move is important, few have as much ability as the goalkeeper or as much 
opportunity. Because you, as goalkeeper, have a unique position on the field, 
you can spot and react to the opposing team’s plays more quickly than any other 
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player. A goalie with a special gift for this skill can singlehandedly save a game 
and emerge as a team leader. How can you learn this special breed of goalie 
intuition? Here are a few concrete things to look for; 

 
 Develop your intuition by predicting possible situations and 

preparing for them - Then, assess your success and try to understand 
where you went right or wrong. Often, the best goalies have a very 
developed intuition. The only way to gain this vital skill is to begin making 
and testing predictions.  
 

 Keep your eyes low - While it’s easy for an opponent to fake with their 
body or their eyes, it’s more difficult for them to set up a pass or other 
move without showing it in their feet. More specifically, watch their 
supporting foot. The direction that this foot is pointing is often the direction 
in which the player intends to shoot. Another advantage of watching your 
opponents’ feet is that the ground is the most likely place for the ball, 
which you should never lose sight of, even to watch your opponents.  
 

 Pay special attention to diagonal movement - While it is normal for a 
player to move sideways or up and down the soccer field, an opponent 
moving diagonally is most likely positioning themselves for a play. Take 
note of these people and be prepared for them to take possession of the 
ball. There can be no surprise scores if you are prepared.  
 

 Pay attention to chatter - Some teams play a quiet, straightforward 
game, while others like to talk. Sometimes they are trying to lead your 
team astray by tricking you into thinking they are making certain plays. 
These types should be easy to pick out at the beginning of the game. 
Other times, opposing players may try to taunt and intimidate you. Often, 
this talking is used either to intimidate you and keep you from making an 
important save, or to distract you from a key play. Either way, knowing 
how the team operates can help you predict your opponent’s next move. 

 
 Watch the star players… but not only them - One common goalie 

mistake is to focus almost exclusively on the opponents most likely to 
attempt a score. While it’s important to pay special attention to these 
players, it’s important to be aware of the other players as well. You never 
know when a “less than stellar” player is going to attempt and make that 
rare score. 

Honing these skills will give you time to think of your own strategy and put 
yourself in the perfect position to carry it through. Knowing how to watch your 
opponents and interpret their next moves is the key to success as a goalie. This 
vital skill will allow you to act quickly and intelligently to counter their strategies 
and lead your team to victory.  
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So You Want to Be a Defender… 

Are you wondering if the position of defender is right for you? If so, there are a 
few easy ways to tell. Knowing the unique skills and attributes of this position can 
help you decide if you have what it takes to be the defender your team deserves.  

The first thing you should know about the 
defender position is that this is a position 
where thinking quickly and logically is the 
key to success. A good defender can swiftly 
assess the strengths of their opponents and 
develop a plan that allows them to exploit 
any weaknesses while mitigating any 
strength. They are experts at deductive 
reasoning. 

Another key trait of defenders is their ability 
to strategize. They are good at reading the game and predicting the moves of the 
opposing team. As a defender, you should be able to overcome even the fastest 
or most skilled offense through quick and creative thinking. Similarly, you should 
be able to analyze your own performance on the field. As a defender, you need 
to learn from your own mistakes and move on quickly to a more appropriate plan 
B. Everyone makes mistakes, but it takes a real star to admit them and learn 
from them. 

A defender’s strengths are not limited to their cerebrum. If you want to be a 
defender, you will need to be one of the most physically fit players on the field. 
Not only must you be fast and strong enough to face down any opponent, but 
you must have the stamina to do this for hours at a time. In order to win games, 
you need to be able to end the game with the same fast reflexes and superior 
energy that you began it with. 

Teamwork is another essential trait of a defender. Defense is one area of the 
field where no renegade is going to win the game without the support of the 
teammates. Not only do you need to be able to direct your teammates to the 
positions where they can best support you, but you need to also be able to take 
their directions and to support them. The defensive team must have a high level 
of trust, respect, and cooperation in order to successfully defend their goal and 
win the game. 

As a defender, you will need to have some of the best technical skills on the 
team. You should be well rounded and able to mark or tackle an opponent and 
win duels. Superior ball skills are also a must so be sure to practice basics such 
as heading, dribbling and passing.  You should be experienced in using these 
skills in a variety of situations, both in practice and while in the midst of the most 
intense moments of game play. 
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Last, even if you aren’t the perfect defender right now, this is one area where 
practice definitely makes perfect. The best defenders are often the most 
experienced and dedicated, not the ones who began with the most talent. This is 
because this position gains a unique benefit from facing and overcoming 
challengers. You can learn strategy, teamwork, technical skills, and all of the 
things you need to know to be an awesome defender. 

Do you have what it takes to be a defender? With a unique mix of intelligence 
and physical strength, this may seem like a tall order, but every day people like 
you decide to take it on. Many are successful, thanks to a lot of hard work and 
dedication. You too can be a great defender if you are willing to give it all you 
have. 

 

Top Five Tactics for Defenders 

If you are thinking about playing as defender, you have a large pair of cleats to 
fill. Becoming a good soccer defender requires a lot of practice, a lot of game 
play and a unique set of skills. What skills are needed to play this crucial 
position? Because the main role is to keep the opposition from scoring, your 
strongest skills should include marking, playing in conjunction with teammates, 
heading, passing and ball control. Here are a few tips for honing these important 
abilities. 

 
1. Marking - While guarding an opponent “one on one” is not always 

necessary, it is a skill that you will be using every single game. A good 
way to learn this skill is by simply practicing. Two players can attempt to 
pass the ball back and forth while you attempt to prevent them and take 
possession of the ball. It’s important to practice this and other marking 
techniques with a variety of players so you learn how to deal with different 
levels of skill and different styles of play. 
 

2. Cooperative Play - As a defender, you will have to play in conjunction 
with your team’s midfielders as well as the other defensive players. This 
requires a close relationship with your teammates in which you can 
interpret and respond to each other’s signals. This can only be built by 
regular practice and by working hard to gain the respect and trust of your 
teammates. 
 
A vital area of cooperative play for the defender is playing in conjunction 
with the goalkeeper. Because the goalkeeper has a good position from 
which he can monitor the entire field, he is often the coordinator of 
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defensive play. This makes it especially important to be comfortably 
responding to your goalie’s needs. Be sure to practice regularly with him 
and try to learn his unique cues and game style as fast as possible. 
 

3. Heading - Heading is not just an impressive play; it is an infinitely useful 
one as well. If you have mastered this skill, you can take possession of 
aerial balls as well as pass them to another player on your team, making a 
huge difference in the outcome of the game. You can hone this skill by 
having players kick or throw the ball to you and then heading it to different 
targets. This will help you learn good heading form and improve your 
accuracy as well. 
 

4. Passing - Although passing is the most elementary of all soccer skills, 
there is no way a player at any level can succeed without regular practice 
in this area. The ability to transfer the ball from one player to another with 
accuracy and precision is paramount to the outcome of your game. 
Equally important is the ability to pass the ball without interceptions from 
the other team and to show these abilities under high pressure and the 
highly distracting atmosphere of game play. There are a variety of passing 
drills which can benefit players from the youngest junior leagues to 
international football stars. 

 
5. Overall Ball Control - At the very heart of every good soccer player’s list 

of vital skills is the ability to control the ball. Moving the ball from place to 
place and from player to player, even with obstacles and opposing players 
at every turn, is the only way to win a soccer match. So the majority of 
your practice time should focus on different ball handling techniques in a 
variety of different contexts.  

The role of defender is one in which there is a huge potential for success as well 
as a large risk of highly visible failure. Luckily, all of the practice drills needed to 
learn to be a great defender require the most minimal supplies: just a few players 
and a soccer ball. The key is to practice a variety of skills in a range of situations 
and to give this practice the time and energy it deserves.  

If you are successful, you can single handedly win a game. If your skills are not 
up to par, you may find yourself standing helplessly as your opponents make 
score after score. A defender must be physically, psychologically, and technically 
strong to excel in the rigors of the position. Practice is the key to attaining the 
success that you want and your team needs.  
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Centre Back (CB) - The Heart of Defense 

 

Centre Backs, also called central defenders, form the core of a soccer team’s 
defense. They are strong, fast players with superb intuition and an uncanny 
ability to be in the right place at the right time. 

 

Key Duties 

The key duty of a centre back is to defend the goal. As such, good tackling 
abilities are an absolute must, especially intercepting and blocking. Being able to 
play offensively is a good trait in any player, but in the position of centre back this 
should take back seat to defensive play.  

A centre back is the counter to the opposing team’s centre forward, so they need 
to be physically and emotionally strong, with the mental gumption to face down 
players and take the ball with confidence. Because they play as part of a team 
and often take direction from the goalie, a high level of teamwork and 
cooperativeness is another necessary skill. 
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Essential Traits 

One of the key traits of a centre back is communication. Defensive players must 
cover a relatively large area of the field and keep track of the movements of 
several opposing players. In order to spread the work evenly and ensure that 
there are no “holes” in the defense, centre backs and other defensive players 
must be good at communicating with their teammates.  

Awareness is another personal quality that can be 
very beneficial to a centre back. People often talk 
about the intuitiveness of this position, but this is 
actually the product of being very aware of one’s 
surroundings. Good centre backs will be the first 
player to see a strategy unfolding in the other 
team’s offense or to notice and fill a deficiency in 
their own team’s defensive line. 

While centre backs once were strong rather than fast, this has changed. A 
modern centre back is usually a very fast player who prefers to use his or her 
superior speed to take the ball rather than outright challenging opponents. Even 
so, strength is still an important trait of the centre backs because they will be up 
against strong center forwards. Although it’s not absolutely essential, most top-
notch centre backs tend to be tall. This makes it easy to intercept high crosses. 
Height is also an advantage when you go up against the opposing team’s centre 
forwards, who tend to be tall, themselves.  

Last, centre backs need to have solid technical skills, especially tackling, heading 
and controlling the ball. Although it’s important to be strong in all major soccer 
and ball handling skills, these three skills will be necessary in every single game 
you play as a centre back. 

 

Drawbacks 

There are a few drawbacks to the position of centre back. First, because there 
are so many competing demands, it can be easy to be distracted in this position. 
Second, you need to be aware of the boundaries of your position. While it’s 
wonderful to take the ball all the way to the goal when you have the opportunity, 
you should always make sure that your own position is covered.  

 

Type of player who makes a good centre back 

The ideal centre back is tall, fast, and strong. More important, they are mentally 
strong and not afraid to face down intimidating opponents and difficult situations. 
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Good centre backs have solid technical skills and a fast intellect that allows them 
to use their skills for the good of their team. 

If you think you have what it takes to fulfill this necessary role on your team, it 
may be time to give it a shot. With a little talent and a lot of practice, you may find 
that you are the perfect person for this challenging position. 

 

Don’t Take any Unnecessary Risks  

Centre backs are truly central to the success or 
failure of their soccer game. They play a crucial 
role in the defense and must have both superior 
technical skills as well as an unfailing sense of 
confidence. However, many centre backs take this 
confidence a little too far. Indeed, one of the 
common mistakes of the centre back position is 
taking unnecessary risks and making rash 
decisions that jeopardize the entire game. 

What are some of these unnecessary risks? First, there are risks related to your 
defenders’ position. Many defenders in general and centre backs in particular, 
“push up” toward the centre line. While there are definite advantages to 
spreading out the defensive players, this can leave only minimal support for the 
goalkeeper. In many formations, a better choice is to stay deep in the defensive 
third. This makes it difficult for the opposing team’s forwards to make any 
headway, and almost impossible for them to make a score. 

Another common unnecessary risk is committing too early to a play or another 
course of action. Some types of tackles and other physical plays require time to 
recover and regroup, so don’t attempt one of these until you know the opposing 
team’s offense is committed to their own play. It is much too common to see a 
centre back tricked into committing to a move, then left dusting themselves off as 
the opposition runs away with the ball. Don’t let this happen to you! 

Playing without knowing the likely outcome of your plays is a risk that is almost 
always unnecessary. Many centre backs are quick to jump into a heading duel. 
However, it does no good to be the one whose forehead contacts the ball if you 
have no plan for taking and keeping possession of it. If you head the ball without 
thinking about where and to whom it is going, you have just fought for nothing.  

Another broad category of defensive risks is the long shot pass. If there is only a 
small probability of a pass making it to your teammate without being taken over 
by the opposing team, you should find another solution, such as dribbling or 
finding a teammate who is more likely to receive your pass. Making a pass that is 
likely to be intercepted is like handing the soccer ball directly to your opponents. 
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It’s okay to think before making these types of risky moves, especially when this 
creates a better defense for your team. 

The definition of an unnecessary risk changes from team to team and even from 
situation to situation. If you have the speed, reflexes and sharp wit necessary to 
recover from a play, it is not as much of a risk as it might be for another, slower 
person. If your team is good at recovering balls, you may not have to worry as 
strenuously about the direction of the ball when it leaves your head or foot. It’s 
important to assess every situation individually and use your best common sense 
and intuition in making a decision. 

Every defensive play holds a certain amount of risk. You risk letting the offensive 
players make a score, but you also risk using your limited energy and stamina or 
even hurting yourself. However, as a soccer player you should be learning with 
every practice and every game to assess and mitigate these risks. Reading the 
game and showing discretion are two traits that set truly great soccer players 
apart from the merely good. Learning when to take a risk and when to play it safe 
can make all the difference in the quality of your game. 

 

Heading Duels – A Turning Point 

Heading duels are among the most 
dramatic moments in a soccer 
game. There is a huge potential for 
either gaining footing or losing it. 
Every player of the team and the 
audience watch anxiously to see the 
outcome. If you are a centre back, 
this is a chance to show off your 
superior soccer skills and be the 
hero of your team.  

This is why so many centre backs 
are eager to improve their heading 

skills. Even if you are already good, who doesn’t want to be truly great? Because 
it is one of the most important skills for your position, heading can make all the 
difference in both your game and the team’s success. If every 50-50 ball is going 
to your team, that is a lot of potential scores. With heading so important to your 
position, you will want to win every single heading duel.  
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Here is a concrete, step-by-step plan for success. 

 
1. Determine the ball’s line of flight and put yourself in its path (almost). You 

will want to be just a foot or so back from the expected point of impact to 
allow for forward movement. If possible, keep the ball in your sight at all 
times and try to stay ahead of opponents.  
 

2. Time your positioning so that you can take a step forward and jump to 
make contact with the ball. This will give you more momentum and, 
therefore, a higher jump and a more solid attack. You would be surprised 
at the difference a step can make.  
 

3. As you jump, put out your elbows and arms to keep competition back and 
away. Raising your arms too dramatically may cause a penalty to be 
called, but simply keeping your arms slightly to the back and away from 
your body with flexed elbows should go a long way toward asserting your 
space without causing a problem. 
 

4. Keeping your eyes focused on the ball, head the ball to your desired 
destination. If possible, head the ball with the area just above your eyes. 
Using your lower forehead will not only give you greater control over the 
ball, but reduce the risk of injury as well. As a bonus, this allows you to 
keep your eyes on the ball through the point of contact. 
 

5. Remember form. It’s important that you use good heading form in heading 
duels, however difficult it may be in the high pressure, low reaction time 
situation. After all, the point is not so much to take possession of the ball 
as it is to give possession of the ball to a teammate. Using good form will 
ensure good control and prevent the more common centre back injuries.  
 

As with all soccer skills, it is crucial to practice this plan until it is second nature. 
Many centre backs like you have found that having teammates kick balls toward 
them from a variety of heights and angles allows them to practice this skill in 
many different situations. With a plan and a lot of preparation, there is no reason 
to let another heading duel be the one that got away.  
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Safely and Legally Tackling 

As a center back, you are in a unique position. While most other positions are 
focused on moving the ball, your main purpose is to stop the opposing team’s 
players. Quite simply, your goal is to keep them from scoring in any way 
possible. While you may occasionally score a goal, your skill in your position is 
defined by your ability to effectively stop opponents. 

One of the most effective ways to do this is by tackling; however, tackling has 
become a touchy subject in modern soccer. There has been a movement to ban 
many types of tackling, such as tackling from behind. Many centre backs avoid 
tackling altogether because it is just too easy to get a yellow or even a red card. 
Centre backs often focus more on intercepting the ball, which has traditionally not 
been their primary purpose. 

The fact is, tackling is a vital skill, and knowing how to do it legally and safely can 
give you an incredible edge. Here are three different types of tackle that are 
effective and totally legal in the game of soccer.  

 
1. The Block Tackle - This is a great centre back technique because no one 

gets hurt, but the ball changes possession quickly. It is best used when 
opponents are coming straight toward you. As they approach, you should 
get squarely in their path. Keep both legs out with weight evenly 
distributed so you can shift your weight quickly. As the ball approaches, 
simply extend the leg closest to the ball and allow the inside of your foot to 
change the ball’s direction. It’s important that you keep your leg firm, with 
a great deal of muscle tension, to prevent both injury and being knocked 
off your feet. 
 

2. The Poke Tackle - In a poke tackle, you will approach your opponent from 
the side or from the back. You will need to quickly discern where the 
player is going and stay just behind him or her on their path. When the 
moment is right, simply extend your leg either around the player or 
through the legs and tap the ball out of away. Because you will recover 
quickly, you can then take possession of the ball. It is very important that 
you not touch or make contact with the opponent, or the referee will call a 
foul. 
 

3. The Sliding Tackle - This is a dramatic move that involves throwing 
yourself to the ground and sliding across the grass. It is one of the more 
effective forms of tackling, but you must execute it correctly to prevent 
injury and penalties. First, the grass should be thick and at least damp, if 
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not truly wet. On dry or thin grass, you will fall hard instead of sliding. 
Second, keep the tackling foot low on the ground, or you may 
inadvertently kick your opponent. Under the newest regulations, an 
ineffective sliding tackle can earn at least a yellow card, so this is a move 
that is best reserved for a “can’t miss” moment. 

 

40 Yard Crosses - When, How, and Why? 

A 40 yard cross is a make or break moment in your game. If the cross is 
successful, morale will skyrocket and you will be the hero of your game. If the 
cross fails, your teammates may blame you for taking unnecessary risks. This is 
one skill that every centre back must master to win and keep the confidence of 
the team.  

Although they have the potential to change the course of a game, many players 
ignore 40 yard crosses and other 
long passes when they are training. 
This comes at a great cost, 
because knowing how to execute 
this skill accurately can “wow” 
teammates and intimidate 
opponents at the same time.  

Doing them well can also get you 
out of danger when the opposing 
team moves in and no teammates 
are near. Here are a few tips to help 
you decide when to perform a 40 

yard cross and how to be as accurate as possible when executing it. 

 

 
 Be safe – Don’t even try a 40 yard cross if you have two or more 

unmarked mates near you. If it misses (and many otherwise good 40 yard 
crosses do), you will have to explain to some very angry teammates why 
you decided to take the chance.  
 

 Know when to keep the ball – Only try a long shot when you are in 
danger or if it has a high chance of leading to a score; otherwise, keep the 
ball in your possession or move it to a teammate who is nearer. There’s 
just no need for unnecessary risks. 
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 Know that your teammates are ready – Ideally, this means that they are 

watching the ball intently and unmarked, or able to lose their opponents 
when the moment comes.  
 

 Follow through – Your job is not over once the ball has left your foot. You 
should immediately mark any opponents near you to keep them from 
moving in on the ball or on the teammate who now possesses it. Until a 
teammate has trapped the ball, you are one hundred percent responsible 
for its safety.  

As with all soccer skills, no one is born knowing how and when to execute this 
pass. It takes a lot of practice and a healthy dose of game intuition. However, the 
40 yard cross is a skill worth learning and honing. Once you have mastered the 
art of the 40 yard cross and know the unique circumstances when you can safely 
execute it, you will have another weapon in your passing arsenal.  
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Sweeper (SW) – The Soccer Field Maestro 

 

 

The position of sweeper, or libero, is both one of the most versatile in soccer 
and also one of the most specialized. Although sweepers play primarily in the 
relatively small patch of real estate immediately in front of the goal, they also 
have been known to carry the ball forward and give support to other defenders 
and the midfielders when necessary. If you are a sweeper, you are one of the 
most gifted and “multi-talented” members of your team, and you are liberated to 
use these skills to your team’s best advantage. 

 

The Role of Sweeper 
Roaming just meters from their own goal, sweepers are the last line of defense 
against the opposing team’s offense. Because you as sweeper are not generally 
responsible for marking opponents, tackling the ball, or other traditional defensive 
duties, you will be free to defend the goal exclusively, wherever this takes you. 
This freedom is the reason for the position often being called the “libero”, which 
means “free” in Italian. 
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Every sweeper has a distinctive style that meshes with his or her unique gifts, 
skills and weak points. Some prefer to stay back immediately in front of the goal 
box and limit their play to times when the ball has broken through the defense. 
Others play the ball forward on the field and even back up midfielders. There are 
definite benefits and drawbacks to both styles of play, and different variations 
work for different teams. 

However, there are a few restrictions on the freedom of this position. Although 
the sweeper can play immediately in front of the box or leave his area to support 
other positions, they generally do not venture far into the flanks of the field. 
Because your team is depending on you to defend your goal, you cannot venture 
too far from it.  

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

One obvious benefit of the sweeper position is the freedom. You are free to go 
wherever your team most needs you. However, this can present a “catch 22” of 
sorts. If you venture too far from the goal, you leave your assigned area wide 
open. If you stay deep in the defense, you may feel that you are spending much 
of your time watching the game instead of playing it, often at times when your 
help might have been useful. Sometimes the freedom can be a detriment 
because you must define your own role on the team. 

 

Necessary Skills 

A sweeper must often come up with strategies that they alone can carry out. The 
stakes are high by the time the ball gets to the sweeper’s area of the field, often 
with a goal for the opposing team imminent if no immediate action is taken. As 
such, a sweeper’s number one requirement is the ability to read the game, 
predict what will happen next and make plans for every contingency.  

Because you may be executing these plans without any assistance while under 
great pressure from the opposing team, you will have to have superior ball skills. 
In order to get the ball away from the goal, you will need to be able to pass 
quickly and with accuracy.  

Intercepting the ball is another key skill that you must have to be a successful 
sweeper. You must take possession of the ball and move it immediately and 
safely to players on your team. Interceptions will be a large part of this task, as 
will other skills such as tackling. 
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Necessary Personality Traits 

Not only must you be a fast thinker and strategist to play the position of sweeper, 
you must be calm and confident as well. Most of your moves will be performed 
under extreme pressure, both the physical pressure from the opposing team and 
the mental pressure of knowing that your actions will determine whether your 
opponents make a goal and thus whether your team wins the match. You must 
be assertive enough to take the ball from opponents and gutsy enough to pass it 
through a seeming throng of forwards.  

Do you still think you have what it takes to be a sweeper? If you have superior 
ball skills and a strong mind and you find yourself longing for the freedom to play 
the game without restriction, this may be the perfect position for you. Just 
remember that with the freedom comes responsibility and accountability. 

 

Good Fitness and Sweepers 

No other defensive player is as important to a soccer team as a sweeper and few 
players have the same physical demands. Sweepers must both defend their 
team’s goal and, often, follow up with their own offensive players as well. 
Although the sweeper does not have to run up and down the field as often as 
other players do, they have to perform in intense bursts of energy, out-thinking 
and out-running all of the opposing team’s offense.  

How can you get yourself in prime sweeper condition? For many players, it is a 
simple matter of a few minutes a day devoted to exercise. Here are a few areas 
of physical fitness where sweepers must excel and suggestions for exercises to 
help you develop them. 

 
1. Sprinting – Although sweepers don’t run long distances on a regular 

basis, they must run quickly over a short distance to catch breakaway 
shots or beat an opponent to the ball. As such, sprinting ability is a must. 
The best ways to develop sprinting ability is through simply sprinting or 
through interval training. To sprint, simply have a teammate time you 
running a set distance and practice consistently to beat your time. Interval 
training is also simple, consisting of alternating between less strenuous 
exercises and more aerobic activities.  
 

2. Accuracy – Although many people think of accuracy as a skill that can be 
solved with practice, there are exercises that can help you in this area as 
well. First of all, you can work on the muscular strength of your legs with 
weights. Second, you can work on your abdominal strength using sit-ups 
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and other callisthenic exercises. Although abdominal strength does not 
seem like a necessary asset, your core is very important in helping to 
move your entire body with control and precision.  
 

3. Strength – Want to send the ball flying down the field so fast it’s like a 
black and white streak of lightning? You are going to need strength, the 
third component of a sweeper’s fitness. As with accuracy, you can develop 
strength through simple weight exercises as directed by your coach or 
trainer. 
 

4. Stamina – Again, sweepers do not have to move over the length of the 
field, but they still are moving and on high alert for much of the game. This 
requires a large energy reserve and excellent stamina. There are many 
ways to work on stamina, but many soccer players find that simply 
extending the length of time they are active in practice with a brisk run 
before and after is enough to improve themselves. Again, your coach or 
trainer is the best guide in this area because they know your unique 
abilities. 
 

5. Reaction time – Nowhere in the game of soccer are reflexes as important 
as they are in the position of sweeper. Although many people think that 
reaction time is a gift that some are born with, it is in fact a component of 
fitness that can be worked on in practice. Many players who struggle with 
reaction time find that simple one-on-one or two-on-one drills allow them 
to develop the ability to discern movement, assess it and react 
appropriately. 

Physical fitness is crucial to your success in the position of sweeper, so working 
on this vital area can pay off quickly. Many soccer players see immediate 
improvements in the quality of their game play when they begin focusing a 
portion of their practice time on improving fitness. If you are ready to take your 
game to the next level, becoming a leaner, meaner player just may be your best 
option.  
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Your Opponent’s Next Move 

As sweeper, you will often need to predict 
your opponents’ next move and identify 
exactly what tactic they are attempting to 
execute. If you can do this with accuracy, 
you will be able to plan your own moves 
accordingly and take the decisive action 
that can turn around your game and give 
the ball back to your own offense. However, 
for many sweepers this is easier said than 
done. 

How, exactly, can a player learn to read their opponents and predict their future 
actions? Although many claim this is a matter of intuition or even ESP, this is 
actually a skill that can be taught and learned. Here are a few ways to learn this 
important ability and apply it to your own game:  

 
 Look low – In the role of sweeper, you want to be following the ball with 

your eyes. This makes it impossible to spend much time reading the 
opposition and easy to see exactly where the ball is right now and where it 
is going to go next. Most opponents will show where they are going to 
pass the ball with their supporting foot, usually by pointing in the direction 
of their next pass or kick. While it is easy to fake with their eyes or body, 
few soccer players can convincingly fake with their feet. Learn to read the 
feet, and you’ll know what your opponents are doing next. 
 

 Judge the importance of movement by its direction – Most soccer 
players will move either up and down the field or horizontally across it. 
When you see diagonal movement, be on your toes. This usually means 
that the opposing team is positioning itself for a play of some kind, a play 
that you now know about in advance. 
 

 Pay attention to key players – Most teams have a few extraordinarily 
talented players who dominate much of the action. You can bet that they 
will be the center of the team’s key plays, so watch them carefully and be 
prepared for any surprises. However, don’t forget the other guys while 
doing this. In almost every soccer game, an unexpected play is made by a 
player who was underestimated by everyone on the field.  
 

 Watch your own offense – Watching your team’s offense practice can 
give you valuable insight into the way different offensive combinations 
work, all from a “stress free” perspective. You can then take this 
knowledge of offensive strategy to your own game. There is only a small 
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list of offensive tactics in the game of soccer, so getting to know the most 
common will prove very useful.  
 

 Practice your intuition – How can you do this? Either during game play, 
during practice games, or while watching soccer matches on the 
television, try predicting what certain players are going to do next and then 
checking your predictions. When you are good at this skill, try predicting 
and then thinking of how you would respond. This will help you develop 
your intuition, which often is based on nonverbal cues that you don’t even 
consciously notice.  The only way to learn intuition is to start trying it out.  

Learning how to predict offensive tactics can give you an incredible advantage 
while playing as a sweeper. Knowing how to watch your opponents and interpret 
their next move will give you not just a window into their minds, but also time to 
consider different responses and choose the best one. Nowhere in the game of 
soccer is intuition needed more than in the position of sweeper and nowhere else 
will this skill yield such fast results. 

 

To Dribble or Not to Dribble? 

If you are playing sweeper, you may be wondering whether you need to practice 
your dribbling skills. Will you ever need to know them? Wouldn’t your practice 
time be better spent learning other techniques? This confusion is not uncommon. 
There are two different schools of thought on dribbling as a sweeper.  

Some people believe that the sweeper’s only job is to back up the goalie in 
defending the goal, which should not require the skill of dribbling. Others believe 
that well rounded players are an asset in any position. Will you ever need to 
know how to dribble? Is dribbling in the defensive third a good idea or a potential 
disaster? Here are a few issues to consider.  

 
 A sweeper generally should not be in possession of a ball. Rather, 

this position should take the ball from the opponent and pass it forward to 
another teammate. If played correctly, there shouldn’t be an opportunity to 
possess the ball for more than a few seconds, much less to dribble it. 
 

 A sweeper’s job is to sweep. You are not just another player, but the last 
route of defense on your team. When the ball is in your area, your team is 
in dire straits. The enemy is moving in and just a hair away from making a 
score. Is this a time to dribble? Most soccer experts would agree that the 
sweeper’s first action should be to move the ball farther away from the 
goal. This is usually best accomplished by a swift kick. 
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 In many formations, sweepers play a big role in coordinating the 

defense. This is because they are often unmarked and thus can move up 
and down the field, following the ball and analyzing different situations. 
They must be intelligent and quick on their feet, and this requires being 
unencumbered. If they have possession of the ball on a regular basis, they 
will soon be marked by an opponent. They will then have to focus on 
protecting the ball, not on doing their job. 

If you are a sweeper, there are certainly rare situations when dribbling will be 
necessary for you, if you need to move the ball to the opposite side of the field 
before an effective pass can be made, for example. However, these situations 
are few and far between. For the most part, if you are a sweeper who is dribbling, 
you are simply not doing your job.  

While every soccer player should know dribbling on at least a rudimentary level, 
as a sweeper you will need to focus the majority of your practice time and energy 
on skills that will be used every game, skills like shooting, passing, and blocking 
the goal. Because you are responsible for finding and closing holes in the 
defense, your job as a sweeper is too important to the defense to spend your 
time dribbling the ball from side to side. Rather, you should quickly move the ball 
away from your goal, and then continue watching the field for potential danger. 

 

When to Speak Up? 

One of the most essential skills to being a good sweeper is leadership. Whether 
you are supporting the defense or playing solo, it is imperative that your team 
understand what you are doing and back you up 100%. How can you get this 
understanding and support? The first step is to clearly communicate. Obviously 
you can’t spend the entire game in a monologue, so knowing when to 
communicate is a necessary second step. Here are a few situations when you as 
a sweeper should make sure you are heard loud and clear. 

 
1. When a play isn’t working. Because the sweeper has a unique vantage 

point from which to view the game, you may be the first to see when a 
play isn’t working. Sharing this with your team can help them stop wasting 
time on an ineffective play and move on to an idea that works. 
 

2. When there are holes in the defense. Sometimes a crucial part of the 
game isn’t being played, allowing the opposing team to wreak havoc. A 
sweeper can recognize when the team isn’t taking care of business and 
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assign someone to fill in the gaps. This can help prevent the other team 
from scoring. 
 

3. When the defensive players need to be reorganized. Sometimes a 
particular configuration simply isn’t working. A sweeper is often the first to 
see this, and you as sweeper can then move players around to a 
formation that better suits the needs of this particular game. 
 

4. When a teammate needs support. Not only can you put out the call for 
support, you can also step in yourself when needed. A sweeper can 
provide cover for a teammate executing an important play or help another 
teammate mark a particularly tricky opponent. This creates an atmosphere 
of cooperation within the team. 
 

5. When the goalie needs to communicate. Because the goalie is limited 
to a much smaller area, you as the sweeper may be called upon to 
execute a play at their recommendation or to communicate the goalie’s 
wishes to the rest of the team.  
 

6. When the ball is coming toward the goal. The sweeper has the best 
view of the field and can often see when the opposing team is making an 
advance before the other players can. This allows you to act as “town 
crier”, notifying the team that they are under attack. 
 

7. When the ball is moving forward. Often a sweeper is the player to move 
the ball away from the goal. This is the time to speak up and let your 
centers and forwards know that an opportunity is coming their way. 

The sweeper position is also called the “libero”, which means “free”. This is a 
very appropriate title. Not only are you free to observe the field and the game and 
free to defend your goal when the time comes, but you can also speak freely 
when the time comes. Using this freedom to help your team achieve victory can 
make you a de facto team leader and allow you to be the soccer hero that your 
team so desperately needs.  
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Six Keys to Building Instinct as a Sweeper 

If you are looking for a soccer position with a combination of physical talent and 
mental gifts, the sweeper is the most obvious choice. As the last line of defense 
between opponents and the goal, the sweeper needs the freedom to assess and 
respond to situations wherever they may arise. However, this freedom can be a 
detriment as well as an advantage. It’s easy to become distracted or to end up 
far away from the demands of your own goal box when you are most needed. 
The key to being a successful sweeper is to know where you should be and 
when to be there. This is why this position, more than any other in the game of 
soccer, requires instinct. 

Instinct may be the most important sweeper skill. Whether you follow nursery 
school soccer games or world class professionals, you will notice that the best 
players in this position have an uncanny ability to predict the future. They see 
plays develop long before anyone else does, and they always seem to know 
exactly where to position themselves for maximum benefit. A good sweeper can 
see the big picture on the field and avoid getting caught up in the little details.  

Many solid soccer players avoid playing sweeper because they don’t think they 
have what it takes; however, intuition and instinct are skills that can be learned 
just like any other character trait. How can you train yourself to be the freakishly 
intuitive sweeper your team needs? Here are a few ideas: 

 
 Keep your eyes on the prize. You cannot predict what is happening next 

if you don’t know what is happening right now. Don’t let anything distract 
you from following the ball and the key players on the opposing team. 
  

 Scan the field regularly. Although it is important to watch the ball, you 
should also notice what key plays are happening elsewhere. These can tip 
you off to what will happen next, allowing you to position yourself 
accordingly. Often, players who are believed to have good instincts are 
merely the ones with the high attention span and ability to notice details. 
 

 Stay near the goal box. Avoid moving toward the midfield or the flanks of 
the field. Not only is the goal box the most obvious place to defend the 
goal, it is also the best vantage point. From the center, you can see all of 
the action on the field in one sweeping glance, making it harder for 
opponents to surprise you. An effective sweeper must be able to see the 
whole field. 
 

 Follow your instincts. The only way you will ever develop intuition is 
through trial and error. Making mistakes and then learning from them is an 
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essential step toward becoming the confident and discerning player your 
team needs. 
 

 Don’t play other positions. Because sweepers are free to move around 
the field, they sometimes end up taking over their teammates’ duties. 
While even pros sometimes fall into this trap, it’s important to avoid it at all 
costs. Don’t become just another defensive player. 
 

 Have a friend or family member videotape your games and practices. 
Often, factors that aren’t obvious during game play can be easier to see 
when watching at a calmer moment. You can begin to see the cause and 
effect relationships and learn what cues to watch for. 

Most sweepers with superior intuition have a winning combination of both natural 
ability and years and years of practice and study of the game. Although instinct 
can be difficult to learn, it is by no means impossible. You can begin to develop 
this skill by practicing and trying to incorporate the above suggestions into your 
game play. 
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Fullback’s (FB/RB/LB) - Real Life Soccer Heroes 

 

Fullbacks are the super heroes of their soccer team. They wait patiently in the 
wings of the field until the time is right and then swoop in and save the day. 
However, don’t think that their position on the sides of the field makes them a 
less important player. Despite their patience, they are often among the strongest 
players on their team, both technically, physically and mentally. If you want to be 
a fullback, consider whether you have what it takes to fulfill this challenging role. 

 

The Role of Fullback 

Though positioned on the flanks of the field, the fullback is always in the middle 
of the action. The position of fullback is right in the middle of the center line, 
defending one side of the field. They have a dual role that is both offensive and 
defensive: they must take possession of the ball and then take it down the 
outside lines to the offensive third, where it can be passed to the team’s 
forwards. Although this sounds simple, it can present quite a challenge that is 
met every day by the talented fullbacks who answer the call. 
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Benefits and Drawbacks 

An obvious benefit of being a fullback is that it is a position that sees a lot of 
action. As fullback, you will always be right in the middle of the plays that are 
determining the fate of the game. Another benefit is that you will keep moving 
constantly. It is the ideal position if you hate being confined to a small area. 

However, there are also drawbacks to this. One drawback is that a fullback rarely 
has the opportunity to score goals or any other glamorous play. Even when you 
are on the offensive, you will likely end your play by passing the ball to an 
offensive player so they can score. This is a role for the solid player who cares 
about the team, not an attention-hog looking for an opportunity to shine. 

Another drawback is that it can be difficult to maintain your position in 
relationship to the ball. Although there may be times when you want to move 
backward into the defensive third, you must always make sure that the ball is in 
front of you. Staying in formation is one key challenge, but players quickly get 
used to it. 

 

Necessary Skills 

Such a key player of course has a long list of skills that are crucial to their 
success. If you want to be a fullback, you will need to possess excellent 
technique in areas such as crossing, heading, and tackling. Accuracy and 
precision combined with strength make a good fullback’s passes stand out from 
the crowd.  

Intuition is a good trait for fullbacks to have, especially if they are strong in other 
areas as well. Many of the most successful fullbacks have an uncanny ability to 
take possession of the ball even when it seems impossible, a skill that can save 
the game in itself. This is due to a combination of their intuition, which allows 
them to predict the movements of the opposition, and their superior technical 
skills. 

 

Necessary Personality Traits 

At a time when tackling is closely watched and any slip can mean a yellow or red 
card, patience is an important trait of a successful fullback. If you can wait 
patiently for your opponent to slip up instead of tackling them, you will often win 
the ball without any referee interference. Another important trait for fullbacks is 
courage. You will often find yourself in one-on-one face downs where sheer gall 
can be the determining factor. Last, you will need initiative. The opposing team 
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will be pulling out all the stops to make a score and you should be putting the 
same effort into stopping them. 

Whether you are playing as a left or right fullback, you will still have a challenging 
position with duties in both defense and offense. As you notice, the list of skills 
and traits required may seem to be hopelessly long; however, many players take 
on this role and with hard practice find that they are successful. There is truly 
nothing as rewarding as a challenging job done well. 

 

Beating Fast Running Forwards 

Fullbacks play a crucial role in the game of soccer. Like all center and defensive 
players, their goal is to keep the opposing team from scoring. They also protect 

teammates who are moving to 
score. It is imperative that they are 
alert, pro-active, and extremely fast. 
If you play the position of left or right 
fullback, you are truly indispensable 
to your team. 

If you are like many fullbacks, you 
have also noticed that it is difficult to 
keep up the often insane pace that 
your position demands. Not only do 
you have to beat the fast running 

forwards on the other teams, but you must also stay wide and provide 
overlapping coverage on the field. This means that fullbacks are covering a lot 
more area and must have incredible speed on their side. If you are an otherwise 
gifted fullback who is having trouble keeping up with the pace, here are a few 
ways to beat those fast running forwards.  

 
 Warm up and cool down properly. Nothing will slow you down as 

quickly as worn out or injured muscles, which are bound to occur if your 
body isn’t treated with the respect that it deserves. Make sure you take the 
time to stretch well and warm up your muscles before playing. They’re 
getting enough of a beating anyway. 
 

 Pace yourself. While there is a lot of ground to cover, do so in a natural 
stride unless the situation demands more. This will leave you with the 
energy to sprint when approaching the opposing team’s Speedy Gonzalez 
forward. 
 

 Practice both distance running and speed. Both of these running 
strategies will be absolutely essential to your skill as a left or right fullback. 
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Distance running will train you to find and keep a comfortable and 
maintainable stride, while sprinting trains your body to respond quickly. 
 

 When possible, use the laws of physics. Every fourth grader knows that 
the shortest distance between two points is a straight line, so don’t waste 
time zig-zagging if you can help it. Similarly, don’t dribble a ball if you can 
get it to the same place by passing it to a teammate. With so much 
physical activity required of your position, there is no need to add to the 
pain. 
 

 Defend deep. This means to stay in the defensive third of the field and 
meet the forwards on the battlefield instead of following them from one 
side of the field to the other. Not only will this conserve your energy, it will 
reduce the number of goals made from breakaway runs. 

In other words, the rule that you most need to remember as either left or right 
fullback is to work smart as well as hard. In this physically demanding 
position, your body is pushed to the limit. Often, the difference between the 
team who wins the match and the team who loses is who reaches their limit 
first. You’ll be getting plenty of exercise even with all of these energy saving 
tactics, so feel free to use a few energy saving tactics when the game allows. 

 

Following Up in the Offense 

The position of fullback is one of the most versatile in the game of soccer. 
Fullbacks have a unique role that is a mixture of both defense and offense. 
However, many fullbacks neglect their offensive aspects and remain on 
defensive duty while letting the offense clean up after them. 

As a fullback, one of your key duties is to mark opponents, as well as to use 
tackling and other techniques to take possession of the ball. Most fullbacks excel 
in this area and are experts at taking the ball effectively and legally. The next 
step is where many fall short: following up in the offense.  

Why are fullbacks afraid to follow through when they take possession of the ball? 
Often, they worry that they don’t have the speed and stamina necessary to take 
the ball down the field. However, anyone who has seen a fullback in action 
knows this absolutely is not the case. Fullbacks are among the strongest players 
on any soccer team, and they have the physical abilities to move the ball down 
five soccer fields if necessary. All it takes is a little self-confidence and some 
initiative. 

Another reason fullbacks stay in the defense may be that they don’t want to face 
down the opposing team’s defense. This can be an intimidating experience, 
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especially for a defensive player used to being the tackler and not the one being 
tackled. However, once you do this a few times it is no longer an intimidating 
experience. As a fullback, you should be used to facing opponents, so simply 
apply your assertiveness to this new situation. 

Last, fullbacks may worry that they don’t have the offensive skills necessary to 
take the ball all the way. Because they often train more as defensive players, this 
can require a new skill set and a new frame of mind. However, most defensive 
skills, such as dribbling and passing, translate well on the offensive field. There 
are skills unique to offensive play, but they are quickly learned through drills and 
regular practice.  

There are no good reasons not to pass off the ball at the first opportunity, but 
there are many good reasons to follow up in the offense. First, many players find 
satisfaction in following up the ball themselves rather than passing it to a 
teammate and letting them finish the job. Also, passing the ball on a crowded 
field is always a risk, because the pass can easily be intercepted by a member of 
the opposing team. It is often safer for the fullback to move the ball to the 
offensive third themselves.  

A third reason is that the center of the field tends to be more crowded than the 
flanks, where a fullback usually is located. Less people in the way can mean a 
straighter and therefore shorter path to the goal, as well as fewer opponents to 
do battle with. This means that fullbacks often have a higher chance of success. 

Last, fullbacks should attempt to follow up in the offense because the other team 
will likely not expect this. Sometimes, a fullback can take the ball all the way to 
the offensive third completely uncontested, simply because their opponents didn’t 
see it coming. These are the plays that legends are made of, and they are great 
morale boosters. 

Although fullback is traditionally a defensive position, it is one with a strong 
offensive component. As a fullback, you can maximize your abilities by using 
them both for defense and for offense. No other position allows so much 
versatility in a single game, so take this opportunity to shine. Take the ball all the 
way down the field and turn your tackle into a goal. 
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Don’t Transport the Ball Too Long! 

Fullbacks have plenty to occupy their time. You lurk on the flanks of the field, 
waiting for an opportunity to step in and take the ball. Once you have the ball, 
look out! A fullback has the speed and ball handling skills to take the ball down 
the field to the offensive third and sometimes even all the way to the goal. 
However, some fullbacks are a little too eager to go the distance with the soccer 
ball. Indeed, one of the most common traps of a right or left fullback is 
transporting the ball too long when another move would be more effective and/or 
more efficient.  

Why shouldn’t you transport the ball? When does it become “too long”? Consider 
the goal of a soccer game. The point is, simply, to make goals and prevent the 
other side from doing the same. If you are running out of energy and vigor before 
you run out of game, you are probably transporting the ball too long. If you are 
transporting the ball when you could pass or cross with the same effect, you are 
probably transporting the ball too long.  

If you find that your team is not finishing their offensive plays with a viable shot, 
you may be transporting the ball too long. If any of these situations are plaguing 
your team, it’s time to find other options. Luckily, there are ways to avoid this 
common trap. Here are a few strategies that can be more effective than 
transporting the ball. 

 
 Pass to an offensive player. Look around for an open forward and pass 

to them. This will move the ball faster and with less chance of interception, 
as a bonus using less energy in the same measure. 
 

 Cross the ball to a midfielder. They may have a straight shot at one of 
the forwards and be able to pass to them.  
 

 If you are close enough, shoot. Although shooting is not one of your 
primary duties, opportunities to do so will definitely come up. Many 
fullbacks decide unwisely to give up these opportunities and instead 
transport the ball to a forward. Never, ever, pass on a chance to shoot. 
You never know when you will score a surprise goal.  

Why not transport the ball instead of passing it? First, you need to stay in your 
position for maximum impact. Your coach has planned your formation for a 
reason, and you thwart that purpose every time you stray. Second, it is 
distracting. You have plenty to do as a fullback with your basic duties. You can 
leave the risky maneuvers to the forwards.  
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Last, as a fullback you must conserve your energy at all costs. There will be 
enough running and moving for you to do. You should take any rest, however 
short, that is offered to you. Transporting the ball when passing or another play 
would work as well is wasting your resources and robbing the end of the game of 
your full impact. 

Sometimes transporting the ball is the right option, but, just as often, there is 
another choice that makes better sense. Your team depends on you to be the 
very best fullback you can be, and using your best judgment is part of this. While 
transporting the ball is an option that requires just a few skills and even less 
contemplation, this easy way out is not always the answer. Always look for a 
pass or another opportunity. After all, your job is to take the ball to the offensive 
third of the field and deliver it to your forwards. How you do it is not as important 
as how quickly and how effectively.  

 

Fullbacks and the Offside Rule 

There are very few drawbacks to 
being a fullback in the game of 
soccer. This position basically has a 
limitless reign of the field, with a 
strong role in both defense and 
offense. They wait in the flanks to 
step in and assist in the plays that 
make all the difference in the 
outcome of the game; however, 
many fullbacks are guilty of breaking 
the very complicated offside rule. 

This can be an extreme detriment to both you and your team if you don’t learn 
how to play successfully without breaking this rule. 

The offside rule can be confusing, especially for players like fullbacks who play 
both offensive and defensive roles on the team. Basically, the offside rule states 
that a player who is on the opposing half of the field as well as closer to the 
opposing goal than the ball and the last defender besides the goalie is in an 
offside position. Although this sounds like a confusing rule, it is easy to stay on 
your side if you keep a few key details in mind. 

 

These are the situations in which you are never offside: 

 
 When you are behind or next to the soccer ball (closer to your goal). 
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 When you are on your own half of the soccer field (the side your goal is 
on). 
 

 When you receive the ball from a corner kick, goal kick, or throw in. 
However, you may be offside as soon as the ball is received. 
 

 When you pass the ball backward. 
 

 When you personally have possession of the ball, making you the first 
non-goalie defender. 

This is a far flung and varied set of circumstances, but it pays to remember all of 
them. If you as fullback are found offside, the other team will likely be awarded 
an indirect free kick, which is basically a free road straight to the goal. Here are 
the two most common situations in which your opponents might be awarded this 
free kick because of your breaking the offside rule. 

 
 You are in an offside position (that is, not in any one of the above five 

circumstances) while the ball is being played by one of your teammates.  
 

 You or your team gain an advantage by you being in an offside position, 
such as if your being offside interferes with your opponent’s plays or if you 
are distracting the opposing goalkeeper.  

You have to be especially careful when passing the ball to teammates. Even if 
you are not offside when in possession of the ball, if you pass the ball to a 
teammate who is closer to your side of the field, you may be declared offside. 
Because there are so many rules, there is a lot of interpretation left to judges.  

For this reason, it is always a good idea to stay as clearly onside as possible, 
especially while you team is making crucial plays. If there is anything worse than 
having a play interrupted by an official, it’s having that official giving the opposing 
team a free kick. If you always stay several steps behind the ball, you will never 
be in violation of the offside rule and therefore never lose out to this common 
fullback mistake. 

As you can see, the offside rule has many facets, but it is worth your time to 
understand this rule along with all of its variations and applications to different 
circumstances. Take the time to understand what it means to be onside, and 
avoid being just another fullback who broke the rules and gave their opponents 
an advantage. It’s hard enough to win a match against a talented opponent 
without giving them a hand up. 
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Extreme Measures for Extreme Moments: Clearing the Ball 

As a fullback, you will spend a lot of time in both an offensive and a defensive 
capacity. However, no single one of your duties is as important as clearing the 
ball. Knowing how to use this maneuver and when it is appropriate can make all 
the difference in the quality of your game. 

What is Clearing the Ball? 

Clearing the ball is basically kicking or otherwise moving the ball out of scoring 
range. It is necessary because whenever the ball is within scoring range, you risk 
having your opponents take possession and make a goal. It is a defensive 
measure that, when used correctly, can make scoring practically impossible for 
the opposing team. If you are a fullback, learning to clear the ball can make you 
the hero of your soccer team. 

When to Clear the Ball? 

Generally, the rule of thumb is that you should clear the ball whenever it ends up 
within scoring range of your goal. This involves several basic soccer skills, 
including dribbling, passing, crossing, and ball handling. While these foundational 
skills are important, it’s also critical that you know how to clear the ball, who to 
pass it to and what to do in situations where all traditional options are closed to 
you. 

Fullbacks can often clear the ball most effectively by kicking it directly to their 
own team’s fullbacks and midfielders. Along with teaching clearing skills to 
defenders, it’s important to teach fullbacks and midfielders to stay within a 
reasonable passing range of the defensive players when the ball is on the 
defensive third of the field. They must fight for the ball with the same initiative 
and assertiveness that the fullback used in clearing it. 

 

Extreme Measures 

Sometimes there is no obvious person to clear the ball to. In these situations, it is 
important for fullbacks to use discretion. If there is no imminent danger of the 
opposing team taking possession, the fullback has options such as dribbling the 
ball to a safer position, taking it up the field to the offensive end, or other plays. 
However, when there is no player ready to take the ball and the opposing team is 
moving in, the fullback may have to resort to extreme measures, such as kicking 
the ball over the end line for a corner kick or kicking it over the side line for a 
throw in.  

While it is not ideal to give the opposing team possession of the ball, it is 
preferable to risking letting them make a score. Don’t be afraid to be 
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nontraditional and even a little naughty in protecting your goal. Even extreme 
measures are better than watching an opponent make a goal while your team 
stands by helplessly. 

 

Practicing It  

The fullbacks who are learning this skill should practice it along with the 
midfielders and forwards who will be backing them up. The midfielders should 
practice taking possession of the ball and taking it forward to the offensive end. 
The fullbacks, for their part, should learn to clear the ball straight to them. If your 
team uses a ”shift and sag” formation, they should have no trouble maintaining 
coverage while moving the ball away from the danger zone. 

Clearing the ball is a “simple skill” that can help fullbacks make a huge difference 
for their teams by taking the ball away from a dangerous area and moving it to 
their teammates. Mastering this area of defense can lead to both less scores 
made against you and more scores made by you – a true winning combination. 
Don’t let another goal make it by you when it can be stopped with a simple plan. 
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Wingback (WB/RWB/LWB) – A Super Dynamo 

 

Do you want to be a soccer wingback? Although wingbacks don’t actually have 
wings, they often seem to fly as they swoop into difficult situations and save the 
day. Having a well trained and well disciplined wingback can make the difference 
between winning and losing games. If you have the speed of an eagle and the 
eyes of a hawk, wingback just may be the perfect position for you. 

 

What is a Wingback? 

As the name suggests, the position of wingback is a cross between winger and 
fullback. In general, a wingback is a soccer player who plays the fullback 
position, but on the far left or right of the field. Like a fullback, you will have both 
offensive and defensive duties and be required to have a diverse range of basic 
and specialized skills.  

Wingers need to excel in a variety of situations. They need the aggressiveness to 
fearlessly take possession of the ball if the opportunity presents itself, along with 
the stamina and good soccer skills to take the ball all the way to the forwards. 
Despite these requirements, wingbacks are primarily midfielders and must also 
have the solid skills of this position as well.  
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Essential Skills 

A wingback is often the most athletically gifted player on the team. In fact, when 
you think of the best players on any given team, the wingbacks will come up over 
and over. These athletes must run up and down the field tirelessly and have 
plenty of energy to spare when other players are flagging. Stamina is a must, or 
you will find yourself breathless after just a few minutes of game play with this 
busy itinerary. The ability to recover can be a huge asset, as wingbacks have to 
change gears as often as the soccer ball changes hands. Last, the wingback 
needs solid basic skills such as dribbling, passing, and tackling.  

 

Essential Personality Traits 

There are certain personality traits that will definitely help you be a better 
wingback. Fearlessness is one “must have” personal attribute, as wingbacks 
often go up against the other team’s best players. Intuition is another trait that will 
make your job as wingback much easier, because it will allow you to better 
predict what the other team is planning and decide on the best response.  

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

One of the benefits of being a wingback is that you are physically and 
strategically at the center of the game. Few important plays go down without at 
least some involvement from the team wingback. Another benefit is that it allows 
you to use a variety of skills, making it a good position for people who are easily 
bored; however, one drawback of playing wingback is that it offers very little 
glory. Although wingbacks have their hand in every part of the game, their role is 
still largely one of support. Whether they are supporting the strikers or backing up 
the defense, there is little opportunity for a wingback to shine. 

 

Is Wingback Right for You? 

When deciding whether wingback is the right position for you, ask yourself a few 
questions. First, do you have the basic skills necessary to play the part, or at 
least the initiative and willpower to develop them? Do you have the stamina to 
maintain the high energy level necessary? Are you willing to work hard every 
minute of the game but let others take most of the glory? Although wingback is 
hardly a thankless position, it nonetheless has little of the glamour that others 
enjoy. If you are not in the game for recognition and want an opportunity to make 
a difference in your team’s future, this is the perfect position for you. 
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In conclusion, the wingback is one of the key positions of any team, so they need 
to be one of the strongest players both mentally and physically. Basically, the 
wingbacks’ duties depend on what their team is doing. When the team is 
defending, the wingback plays as a defender. When the team is attacking, the 
wingback will play as a winger. This multi-tasking allows a wingback to carry the 
weight of two players. If you think you have the stamina, initiative, and skills to 
carry this load, the role of wingback just may be perfect for you.  

 

Four Rules about Dribbling 

The position of wingback is one of the more modern soccer positions. It can be 
defined as a fullback with more attacking capabilities. This requires a very 
specific and specialized set of skills and abilities. If you are a wingback on a 
soccer team, you have been chosen because you meet a long and particular set 
of necessary gifts. 

Because this is a relatively new position in soccer’s history, there are a lot of 
contradictions regarding the role and duties of a wingback. If you play this 
position, you may be wondering what plays are best for you, and especially when 
you should dribble. Although there are no hard and fast rules, here are a few 
things to keep in mind when playing this position. 

 
 In general, soccer players should never dribble when they could 

pass unless there is an impending score. This rule is the same for 
wingbacks. Dribbling is a high risk activity with a lot of potential for losing 
the ball. Passing makes more sense if an opportunity is open. On the 
other hand, if you have an open opportunity, all bets are off. 
 

 The midfield can get crowded and difficult to navigate during game 

play. If dribbling can keep you out of this quagmire of people, it may be a 
good idea. If dribbling takes you into the heart of the teeming masses, find 
another way of moving the ball. Taking a soccer ball into a crowd is a sure 
way of losing it. 
 

 Dribbling holds you back. Every step that you take in possession of the 
ball is a step that you will take without the freedom and mobility you need 
to do your actual job as a wingback which is attacking the ball and moving 
it forward. Don’t let dribbling take up time that could be used to play this 
position. 
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 Do what works. In the end, this is what makes a great soccer player in 
any position. Knowing what will save a situation and how to pull it off is the 
one “X factor” that sets star soccer players apart from the rest. Dribbling is 
always the right choice if it leads to a score, and it is always the wrong 
choice when it sets your team back. If an opportunity presents itself, move 
quickly and without reservation. 

Ironically, one of the most common modern criticisms of the position of wingback 
is that they have poor dribbling skills. This should tell you how important dribbling 
skills are to your position and to your team. Although dribbling is not usually a 
wingback’s first resort, it is still used on a regular enough basis to justify knowing 
this skill well. 

As a wingback, discretion and intuition will be two of your most vital attributes. 
Practice often and let your sixth sense, along with these suggestions, be your 
guide. Knowing when to dribble is a skill that can only be learned in the context of 
practice and real live game play. 

 

Wingback, not Midfielder 

Because wingbacks and midfielders are playing in close proximity, it’s easy for 
them to get their unique roles and duties mixed up. Just to clarify, here are the 
definitions of these two positions. 

Wingback - A wingback is basically a blend of winger and fullback. While they 
have the defensive capabilities of a fullback, they have the additional demands of 
an attacking position. 

Midfielder - Players whose range of play is in the center third of the field, 
between forwards and the defensive players.  

As you can see, there is a lot of overlap between the two positions. While it is 
easy to see how a wingback might be confused about their scope of practice, it is 
still important to stay within the confines of one’s own position. So what exactly 
should you be doing as a wingback? Simply put, you should be attacking the ball.  

While a midfielder exists to take possession of the ball and act as a segue 
between the two outer thirds of the field, wingers should avoid performing this 
type of task. There are usually more than enough midfielders to adequately 
perform these duties. 
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A wingback, on the other hand, should be 
acting more offensively, albeit outside of 
the offensive section of the field. As a 
wingback, you should be backing up the 
strikers and keeping the ball in 
possession. There are plenty of center 
backs and other defensive players so that 
wingbacks don’t usually need to play 
defense. Similarly, your formation likely 
has enough midfielders and forwards. 

Why should you avoid playing other positions? First, because it is confusing to 
your team. Every player should know exactly what role they play on the team, or 
there will be valuable time lost to second guessing and wondering who will go 
after the ball. There is a reason the roles on a soccer team are so thoroughly 
divided: that is how the game is best played. When no one knows their piece of 
the puzzle, it creates an atmosphere of chaos that makes it almost impossible to 
score. 

Second, taking over the duties of other positions, such as a midfielder, bogs you 
down in performing a role you have not trained for. The midfielders were 
specifically chosen for their skills, and they have honed them through hours of 
practice and game play. You, on the other hand, were chosen because of your 
excellent wingback potential, and you have likely spent much of your training 
learning wingback specific techniques. Also, when you are spending time on 
duties that are not your own, you will be unavailable when a wingback is really 
needed. Suddenly a striker will need support, and no one will be there. 

No one wants to let down their team by not coming through when the situation 
demands it. While you may be tempted to help out another position when you 
have a moment to spare, you should avoid making this a regular practice. In the 
end, you probably won’t end up a hero so much as an irresponsible player who 
let an opportunity get away because they were playing every position but their 
own.  

 

Avoiding Unnecessary Rushes  

As a wingback, you are likely wearing yourself out in every game. This unique 
blend of a winger and a fullback gets a lot of action in most soccer matches. 
However, many wingbacks are tiring themselves out for no good reason, leaving 
little energy for plays that can change the course of the game. Ask an 
experienced soccer coach how wingbacks waste valuable energy, and the 
number one response is likely to be unnecessary rushes. 
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What is a “rush” in the game of soccer? When is this move necessary or 
unnecessary? Basically, it’s a play in which a wingback or other defensive player 
aggressively pursues the ball along with the opposing player who happens to 
possess it. Here are a few times when rushing is necessary, and some examples 
of times when it is not. 

Rushes Are Necessary When: 

 
 Your opponent has the potential to shoot and score if left to his own 

devices. 
 

 You are closely matched to your opponent in skill, size, and energy. 
 

 You have a plan, which means that you know how to effectively capture 
the ball.  
 

 There is no player closer or more able to take possession of the ball. 
 

 Rushing is the only way to take control of the ball. 
 

As you can see, taking off after every ball is not always a good idea. In fact, there 
are many times when it is a downright terrible idea. Rushes are unnecessary, 
and even disastrous, when: 

 
 You don’t have an offensive back up. A rush at this point will likely be a 

colossal waste of your energy. 
 

 There is another teammate closer to the situation and capable of handling 
it without assistance. 
 

 You are overmatched. If an opponent is bigger, stronger, or simply less 
worn out, this is a time to pass and let someone better matched take over.  
 

 You have to commit a rule violation to make a successful rush. 
 

As you can see there are times when rushing is definitely the right decision, but 
there are also times when it can be disastrous to your energy level as well as 
destructive to your morale and the quality of your game. You must always 
consider the possible benefits of rushing along with the obvious disadvantages, 
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including the loss of energy as well as the wear and tear on your body. Is there 
another time in your match when your vigor can be put to better use?  

While it is important to give 100% to every game, you should take care not to use 
that all in the first half hour. The key to succeeding in your position is to be a 
good steward of your stamina, conserving your precious effort and energy for the 
times when it is going to pay off for you and your team. Knowing how to balance 
the needs of your team along with the limitations of your body is one skill that will 
always set amateurs apart from the professionals. 

 

The Importance of Crosses 

The cross is, basically, kicking the ball from one side of the field to the center or 
to the other side. It usually involves crossing the front of the line. Crosses are 
important because, when performed correctly, they move the ball from one part 
of the field to the other quickly and with little risk of interception. When you are 
crossing to a forward or a striker, you are not just positioning the ball, but 
creating an opportunity for them to score as well. Indeed, scoring is the primary 
end goal of crossing. Always cross with some idea as to how the player in 
question will receive the ball and score a goal with it. 

 

How to Cross 

Crossing is an easy skill to learn on a superficial level, but mastering it will 
require some work. Basically, you as wingback should take the ball down the 
outside of the field without letting it be intercepted by opponents, then locate a 
teammate who is open. If you are near the teammate, simply pass the ball. If the 
teammate is further away, you can chip the ball to them. Most crosses are 
airborne, but this is not a requirement.  In fact, if the teammate who is receiving 
the ball is near the goal, you may want to send them a low cross that can be 
easily received and kicked into the goal. 

 

Different Types of Crosses 

As with other types of passes, a cross can vary widely, depending on; 

 how far it needs to travel; 

 the height of the ball in the air; 

 the curl and spin of the ball.  
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However, there are four major types of crosses that you will need to know in 
order to be a successful wingback.  

These Are:  

 The chip cross. 

 The low cross.  

 The in swinger.  

 The out swinger. 

The chip cross is as simple as it sounds. 
The ball is kicked from beneath, chipping it 
into the air. Forwards and strikers can then 
see the ball as it comes toward them and 
position themselves properly for it. This cross 
is typically used when all players involved 
are near the goal line, where a landlocked 
ball may be easily intercepted.  

The low cross is as easy as it sounds. The ball is simply kicked to the receiver, 
staying low on the ground the whole time. Although many view this cross as a 
beginner’s move, it can be very appropriate and effective over short spans of 
space and time, especially if your opponents aren’t expecting it. 

In swinging and out swinging crosses both have a curve, but the difference is 
in where the curve leaves them. An in swinger curves toward the goal, while an 
out swinger swings away from it. These passes are excellent once mastered 
because their subtle change in direction can confuse opposing defenders and the 
goalie alike.  

 

To Cross or Not to Cross? 

Well, that is the question. The most important things to consider are who will be 
receiving the ball, what they can do with the ball once it is in their possession and 
what are the chances of the ball being intercepted by an opponent? Generally, a 
high risk move must have a high potential for scoring, while a low risk move 
requires less calculation.  Learning how to cross and when this move is 
appropriate can make all the difference in your success as a wingback and your 
team’s success as a whole.  
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Wingbacks and Sprinting 

If you study a soccer team with an offensive formation, you’ll see them: tireless 
wingbacks running up and down the field in pursuit of the ball. Why are they 
running when the ball is nowhere near their end of the field? How can they keep 
up this incredible pace?  

Indeed, as a wingback you must be prepared 
to sprint many yards at a time without even 
touching the ball. Much of this is due to the 
dual roles of the wingback. When your team 
is on the defensive, you will be playing the 
role of fullback.  

When your team is attacking, you will be 
acting as a winger. This means that you are 
constantly switching roles and running back 
and forth to different zones of the field. 

Why Are You Running? 

Because a wingback has both defensive and offensive roles, you must keep up 
with the game, literally. If you are a wingback, you have to be prepared to jump 
into the action wherever it may be. Wingbacks must be swift when they come into 
a situation, and this means following the crowd. Unfortunately, this can often 
mean sprinting endlessly without even getting possession of the ball.  

There are several things you can do to preserve your stamina. First, you should 
find a good pace that you can maintain without getting tired or winded too fast. 
Second, you can see if your team can have a substitute for your position so you 
can take an occasional breather. This will allow you to play harder when you 
come back on the field. Last, you should dedicate a significant portion of your 
practice time to endurance training. 

 

Exercises to Develop Stamina 

There are several exercises that you can do to develop your endurance and 
stamina. First, long distance running (more than two miles to begin with) can train 
your body to maintain itself over long distances as well as allow you to 
experiment with different paces. Second, weight training can help you target the 
muscles you will be using and allow you to build up your body, which will prevent 
injuries as well. Last, sprint training is crucial because you will be sprinting over 
much of your time on the field. 
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However you decide to exercise, what’s most important is that you do indeed 
exercise. Just the act of getting up your heart rate every day will do wonders for 
your stamina and your energy level. Building up your body and becoming strong 
is one step toward being a stronger player.  

 

Staying Hydrated and Nourished 

Sprinting will deplete your body of many nutrients, so make sure to take care of 
yourself. A good game begins with a healthy diet, so make sure to eat healthy, 
especially in the days before a game. The night before the game, you should try 
to eat a meal high in carbs to load your muscles with quality energy. During and 
after the game, drink lots of fluids to replace those lost in your constant activity. 
Taking care of yourself will not only give you more energy; it will prevent injuries 
and ensure that you are a healthy, active player in years to come. 

Because you are a key player on your team, you can expect to be involved in 
most of the plays. This will require a huge amount of energy and stamina, more 
than any person can muster without some serious training. Patience, energy, and 
strategy are all paramount to the position of wingback, and if these are your 
strengths, you can bet on finding success.  
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Midfield Line 

Conducting the Game  

Some soccer fans compare the midfield line to a battleground. Others compare it 
to a machine that can constantly change gears. However, the most accurate 
comparison may be to the conductor of a symphony orchestra. Like conductors, 
you set the tempo for the game and direct others to best create a successful 
whole. Like the great masters of classical music, in order to be a midfield line 
player you must be able to organize, direct, and inspire.  

Some people are born with good leadership skills while others must practice with 
diligence and dedication. Luckily, being an effective leader is a skill that can be 
learned by people willing to put in the effort.  

 First, you must watch the game and be aware of where there are holes 
that need filled. Your main job is to watch for these weak spots and either 
fill them yourself or direct other players to do so. If the team is playing 
offensively, the midfield generally should play forward, while if you are 
playing defensively, it’s important to immediately segue into a defensive 
game, marking opponents and attempting to take the ball. You should be 
watching the game, predicting your opponent’s next movements, and 
working to counteract them before they even act. 

 Second, you must communicate often and at great volume. There is 
simply no other way to make your needs known. Communication is also 
important when it comes to encouraging your teammates. Morale is 
essential to the outcome of a game, and there’s no better way to raise it 
than to offer regular verbal support and encouragement. 

 Third, you should take note of mistakes and learn from them. In order to 
lead effectively, you must know what direction is the best for your team, 
and learning from mistakes is the only way to develop an effective soccer 
strategy. While it’s important not to dwell on mistakes, you should use 
them to see your team’s weaknesses so you can continue to improve with 
every game. 

 A fourth essential leadership skill is dedication. You must always show a 
good example, being the hardest worker at every practice and in every 
match. You should be on time, in uniform, and en pointe at all times. Your 
teammates will not take direction from you if you do not set a good 
example and show that you are dedicated to the success of your team. 
Not only will extra practice and solid technical skills show your teammates 
that you care, it will also help you manage the multi-tasking and many 
duties expected of midfield line players.   
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 The fifth and last skill you need to possess as a leader is the ability to 
avoid negativity. This includes not just verbal criticism, but body language 
and facial expressions as well. It’s important to be patient with other 
players and remember that, although you may be the most obvious and 
even the most capable leader on the team, you are just another team 
member if your teammates don’t trust you. Your leadership position and 
your teammates’ confidence are both privileges that must be earned in 
every single match. Staying positive is an important component of good 
leadership. 

Not only must a midfield line player perform all of these leadership tasks, they 
must also play the game as well, making this an extremely challenging role. It’s 
important to know not just how to play the game, but also when to be a leader 
and when to fade back to being just another player on the team. If you can learn 
to be good at leading and good at teamwork while maintaining superior technical 
skills, you are sure to have a long and illustrious tenure in the game of soccer. 

 

Midfield Line Essentials 

Midfield line is one of the most misunderstood positions in soccer, and it’s easy 
to see why. Even on a world class level, the exact roles and duties of a midfield 
player vary from team to team and player to player. However, there are a few 
commonalities. Understanding the very basics of the midfield line will help you 
understand the position in all of its many forms. 

First, although the midfield team is by definition stationed in the middle third of 
the field, they may play either defensive or offensive depending on the player and 
the needs of the team. Some midfielders will lean toward defense, while others 
prefer to back up the forwards. The ideal midfield line player is multi-talented and 
capable of backing up both defense and offense when this is needed.  

What kind of talents makes this role shifting possible? First, the midfield line 
players should have good ball skills. In this position, you often must move the ball 
from defense to offense, and this makes skills like dribbling and passing absolute 
necessities. Good crossing skills can save you and your teammates a lot of 
unnecessary footwork. Because the midfield line sometimes leans toward the 
defense, these players should be able to tackle and mark opponents. For their 
attacking role, shooting can be a very helpful skill, especially if the player is 
skilled at long shots. 

Versatility obviously is another skill that will help you become a successful 
midfield line player. Depending on the circumstance, you may be called upon to 
play virtually any position in the game of soccer, sometimes changing gears with 
a moment’s notice. If you know how to play a variety of positions and have a 
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quick mind that can switch quickly from task to task, you are almost guaranteed 
to be a good midfielder.  

Another helpful skill is physical fitness. Is fitness a skill? Absolutely! Just like 
dribbling and marking, stamina, strength, and speed must be worked on with 
diligent practice and determination. You should be regularly working on fitness 
through sprinting, distance running, and other types of physical training. Your 
work will certainly not go unrewarded; because midfield line players are some of 
the most active on the team, a focus on fitness will pay off in these positions. 

Although midfield line players come from a variety of temperaments and 
backgrounds, there are a few traits that make it much easier to play the position. 
The first is fearlessness. Because you are playing in a variety of positions, you 
will likely have to face down imposing opponents on a regular basis. Another key 
trait is good communication skills. From the middle of the field, it is easy to see 
approaching threats and devise ways of dealing with them.  

If you can communicate your plans to the rest of the team, you are bound to find 
success in the match. You may also be called upon to relay communication 
between forwards and defensive players as well. Last, teamwork is essential to 
the midfield line. You will be called upon to work with just about every player on 
your team, so you will need to know how to be an effective team player with a 
variety of temperaments and playing styles. 

Although most midfielders don’t get the credit and recognition they deserve, they 
are very important players with a crucial role on their team. The midfield alone 
can win or lose a game. If you want to play in this position and play well, it’s 
essential that you work on a wide range of skills and call upon every bit of nerve 
you possess. Only the boldest and most talented need apply! 
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Central Midfielder (CM) – The Wise One 

 

 

Are you ready to be a central midfielder? This single player is so important to 
both offensive and defensive sides she or he is often called “the playmaker”. 
There is a good reason for this nickname: almost every play in the game will 
come through your position on the field, and the ball will be passed to or from you 
constantly. Because this position is so important to every aspect of game play, 
it’s important to have a well developed set of skills. Although there is no end to 
the demands of this position, the following list includes the absolute necessities 
for success as a central midfielder. 

 
 Positional awareness – To be an effective central midfielder, you will 

need to be constantly aware of where the ball is, who possesses it, and 
where you should go next in order to best help out your team. Generally, 
although you are a midfielder, you should position toward the end of the 
field where the ball is being played. If the ball is in your defensive third, 
you should be marking opponents or pressuring the player with the ball. If 
you team is on the offensive third, you should be making runs at the ball. 
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Because there are so many facets to this position, the player needs to be 
aware at all times of their optimal placement in relationship to others. 
 

 Quick thinking – When the ball comes your way, you won’t have much 
time to contemplate what to do next. A great central midfielder knows what 
action to take in any situation and how to do it quickly. You should always 
be planning several moves ahead and know how to respond to a variety of 
outcomes. 
 

 Physical fitness – Stamina and strength are paramount to a player that 
will be involved in game play almost constantly. You will need to be able to 
dribble endlessly and never become fatigued or distracted. Although this 
player does not need the bursts of extreme energy that other positions 
may, you will be constantly in game play with little or no downtime.  
 

 Superior passing skills – Every player needs passing skills, but none as 
much as this position! Much of a central midfielder’s job boils down to 
distributing the ball, so you will need to be not just good at passing, but the 
best on the field at this skill. You will also need to be a versatile passer, 
able to move the ball accurately and swiftly in almost any possible 
situation.  
 

 Calm under Pressure – Most of the plays you will be involved in will be 
executed under extremely high pressure from the opposing team. You 
simply cannot be intimidated or you will lose the focus you need to play 
quickly and well. An effective central midfielder doesn’t just perform well in 
these high stress situations; they actually look forward to and thrive under 
them. 
 

 Instincts – Sometimes quick thinking isn’t quick enough. You need to 
have foresight to know what your opponent is going to do next and how 
you can counter for the maximum benefit of your team. Having good 
instincts will allow you to be proactive instead of reactive. 

Central midfielder is the position where skill meets strength. If you think you have 
the combination of physical and mental talents to play this position well, there will 
always be a place for you on the soccer field. These capable, well rounded 
players can take almost any situation and turn it into a score for their side. 
Although these players don’t often get the credit they deserve, they truly are the 
backbone of the soccer team. 
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Five Tips for Reading the Game 

As a central midfielder, you are the hub of your soccer team. You are the 
offensive star who will have a large role in almost every forward play. Because 
you are so important to your team’s success, it is crucial that you have both 
impeccable technical skills and an incredible ability to read the game. 

What does it mean to read the game? Basically, it means to use the current 
activity on the field to predict future activity. It means knowing what plays and 
other little surprises the other team may be planning, and to be proactive in 
dealing with opponents. It means positioning yourself and your teammates so 
you can move in on the opposing team’s weak spots. As you can imagine, being 
able to read the game quickly and accurately can be a huge advantage for a 
central midfielder. 

While it’s easy to explain what reading the game entails, explaining how to read 
the game is another story. While much of this skill is intuitive and must be 
developed through game play, here are a few tips to help you get started: 

 
1. Look for holes in the defense. Every team has a player who is the 

weakest link or an area of the field that is not well managed. Identify this 
“blind spot” early in the game, and you will know how and where to make 
the goal every time. 
 

2. Watch your opponent’s eyes. While it is important to watch the ball, you 
should also take note of significant looks and facial expressions. No one 
kicks a ball in a certain direction without even looking, so following an 
opponent’s gaze can tell you what he or she is planning to do next. 

 
3. Know where the ball will be. The ball is the most important player in the 

game, so if you can focus on only one thing, focus on predicting where the 
ball will end up. If you are the only player thinking this way, you will likely 
be the player who ends up in possession. 
 

4. Think before acting. Every action has a consequence. Before making 
any action, think for a millisecond about its potential consequences. This 
will not only help you make better decisions, it will let you move on to 
another move immediately after executing a play. 
 

5. Be unpredictable. This will make it more difficult for a central midfielder 
on the opposing team to read your game. 
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The good news about reading the game is that, although it can take time and 
energy to learn, it is a skill that will keep on giving. The player with a superb 
ability to read the game doesn’t have to be the smartest player, the fastest 
player, or the player with jaw-dropping skills.  

Simply, knowing what is going to happen and being able to react to it ahead of 
time will save you a lot of time, energy, and anxiety. Because the position of 
central midfielder is an endlessly demanding task, reading the game can help 
save you blood, sweat, and tears for when they will yield maximum results. 

 

First Touch is the Key 

Do you have a truly exceptional first touch? As a central midfielder, this is a 
necessary skill that is worth perfecting. While practice can do wonders for 
teaching you how to handle the ball from the moment it touches your feet, here 
are a few basic concepts to keep in mind whether you are a newbie to the 
position just learning this vital skill or a veteran working on improving your team’s 
offensive play. 

 
1. Take control immediately. You cannot afford even a second of 

hesitation. Your first touch should be taking control of the ball; your 
second touch should be proactive, moving the ball where it needs to go.  
 

2. Aim toward your goal as a default. When you don’t know where to go, 
start moving the ball toward your goal. You can then think about what you 
are going to do next. This practice prevents that moment of hesitation that 
can lose games, and moving a ball toward the goal is rarely a bad idea. 
Unless the ball is under pressure, in which case… 
 

3. Steer the ball away from the opposing team. It seems intuitive, but 
many players panic at this moment and try to get through the opposition. 
Go around the crowd, go away from the crowd, go anywhere except into 
the crowd. 
 

4. When under pressure, pass. If the opposing team is moving in on you 
from all different sides, you likely won’t get very far with the ball. The best 
option in this case is usually to pass the ball to the nearest open 
teammate. It’s important to make this decision and execute early, before 
you are completely surrounded. 
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5. Follow through. Once you have committed to a course of action, don’t be 
intimidated. Follow through unless there is a compelling reason not to. 
However…. 
 

6. Be flexible. If the play you originally envisioned is clearly not going to 
work out, switch to Plan B immediately. Don’t waste another second on a 
strategy that won’t yield results. 
 

7. Shoot, if you can. Sometimes a window for a goal opens up just as the 
ball hits your feet. If you see this, go for it! Every second you hesitate is a 
second that the opposing team is noticing that same window and working 
toward closing it. 
 

8. Use your body to protect the ball. If you intend to keep possession of 
the ball, even for a second, direct your body so you are always directly 
behind the ball. This may take some fancy footwork, but, after all, this is 
soccer. 

Why is a good first touch so important? Your first touch is likely the first of 
many, and it will set the tone for the rest. If you take control immediately and 
move the ball toward a score every time you touch the ball, your team is 
practically guaranteed a victory. Your first touch as a central midfielder is the 
first step toward a score, whether it’s your team’s score or your opponents’. 
There are truly no gray areas when it comes to this essential skill. 

 

Six Ways to Keep it Simple 

Are you perplexed by some of the complicated, multi-step plays that you see on 
the soccer field? Are you wondering if you should spend more time learning 
fancy footwork and passing strategies? While complex plays can be huge morale 
boosters, it’s the simple plays that are the bread and butter of a central 
midfielder’s game. Here are a few areas in soccer in general, and in the central 
midfield position specifically, where a simple, strong play can make all the 
difference. 

 
1. Passing – While a 40 yard cross is impressive, the short simple passes 

are usually more effective and less likely to be intercepted by the opposing 
team. They offer less opportunity for error and higher accuracy. Keep your 
passes as short and straightforward as possible for maximum accuracy. 
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2. Reading the game – Although a lot of effort and time as a central 
midfielder is spent trying to anticipate and counteract the actions of your 
opponents, all you really need to know is where the ball currently is and 
where it will be in a few seconds. In the end, if you have the ball, the 
actions of the other people on the field are irrelevant. Don’t worry about 
reading the game so much as reading the ball. 
 

3. Communicating – Whether you are communicating with your teammates 
vocally, through gestures, or by meaningful looks, keeping communication 
short and simple reduces your opponent’s ability to figure out what you are 
saying and what you plan to do next. 
 

4. Closing options – Although it is easy to get overwhelmed when your 
team is under attack, the best plan of action is a rather simple one. Simply 
find places where the opposing team can break through and close them 
one by one. If you close down the holes in your defense quickly, your 
opponents will be out of options. This is one rare occasion when you want 
to look at details instead of the big picture. 
 

5. Creating danger – As a central midfielder, you will be most effective if 
you put most of your focus on creating dangerous situations for the 
opposition. The closer these situations are to the goal, the better. Instead 
of focusing on making the big score, reduce your stress and improve your 
chances of winning by keeping your attention on simply creating 
opportunities to score. 
 

6. Moving the ball – This is another area where a simple strategy can be 
both easier and more effective. When in doubt, move the ball forward. 
This lowers the chance of your opponents scoring while increasing your 
chance of scoring which is a win-win situation. 

It may sound like a lot to remember, but it all boils down to focusing on simple, 
easy to execute plays that have a high chance of success. When playing as a 
central midfielder, you are the most important player besides the goalie. It is 
crucial that you keep a long laundry list of information in your head as you 
evaluate the opposing team and develop a game strategy. With all of these 
details to keep straight and important decisions to make, focusing on making 
simple, easy to execute plays will make your job easier and increase your 
chance of success all at once. 
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He Shoots, He Scores… 

The central midfielder is an important player in the game, perhaps second only to 
goalie in the importance of their competence on the field. In this position, you 
need to be incredibly fit and have the stamina to participate in just about every 
offensive play made by your team. Because so many people are relying upon 
your skill, good basic ball skills and a honed sense of precision are an absolute 
must. 

A central midfielder is the distribution center of the team. You must take the ball 
and move it to the forwards on your team. When the ball is in the defensive third, 
you must work with the defenders to regain control. Central midfielders are 
masters of intimidation, pressuring opponents until they lose their wits (hopefully 
the ball as well) and then scaring them out of the way as they take the ball down 
the field.  

With such an imposing presence and this impressive list of attributes, it’s hard to 
understand why so many central midfielders lose their nerve when they get close 
to the goal box. Every soccer fan has seen this scenario: the central midfielder 
fearlessly claims the ball, takes it across the field, approaches the goal, and… 
passes. 

This can be a huge let down, and it is usually a strategic mistake as well. When it 
comes to scoring goals, even a split second of hesitation is enough to give the 
goalie a heads-up that you are about to shoot. You cannot be timid when it 
comes to shooting. Because there is no time to think, many central midfielders 
have found that they do best when they decide to simply shoot at every 
opportunity. However, just as many seem to do just the opposite and give up 
almost every scoring opportunity. 

There are obvious drawbacks to both policies. Every time the ball leaves your 
possession, there is a high potential for interception. Once the goalie has the 
ball, they will likely make sure one of their own teammates gets it. Not only this, 
failed shots can be embarrassing and devastating to a team’s morale. However, 
failing to shoot has its own side effects. Passing the ball to a teammate gives the 
goalie extra time to prepare for the inevitable shot. Every shot is a possible 
score, so logic suggests that the more a player shoots the more goals they will 
score. 

If you are a central midfielder suffering from shooting anxiety, there are a few 
ways to get over your fear: 

 
1. Work on shooting in practice sessions.  Simply, getting more time in 

will make you feel more comfortable. As a bonus, this added practice will 
likely make you a much more accurate scorer as well.  
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2. Try out a policy of shooting at every opportunity. Just for one game, 

shoot at every possible chance. Later, compare your performance to times 
when you have hesitated to shoot. You will probably notice that you made 
the same number of goals or even more.  
 

3. Practice faking out the goalie. You are more likely to shoot if you know 
that the goalie isn’t onto you. Being able to trick the keeper may make you 
more confident and more successful in your shooting. 

The moment when you approach the goal box with a soccer ball is an 
intimidating one. You are facing down a stern goalie and surrounded by 
opponents. Although it’s easy to back away from a situation like this, the only 
path to success is to shoot. As you shoot more often, you will gain confidence 
and shooting skills, adding yet another skill to your already expansive central 
midfielder repertoire.  

 

Staying in Position 

Are you a central midfielder in soccer? If so, you are the key interface between 
the offense and the defense on your team. From your station in the center of the 
field, you can see what play can transport your team to success and then rally 
your team to work together toward this end. This is a key position with a lot of 
influence on the outcome of the game. However, there is one trap that seems to 
ensnare so many otherwise talented central midfielders: chasing the ball to far-
flung ends of the field. 

Although it is not uncommon to see central midfielders making this mistake, there 
are several solid reasons not to leave your position to chase the ball to the sides 
or too high on the field. Here are just a few: 

 It takes you away from the place where you are most needed. As a 
central midfielder, you need to be accessible to both your team’s forwards 
and your team’s defense and moving too far from the center of the 
midfield will make this almost impossible.  Although you should be mobile 
and go after the ball whenever it is feasible, you shouldn’t play as though 
you are the only player on the field. Give the other players a chance! 
 

 It will affect your ability to see and evaluate the entire field. This 
means giving up one of your position’s key advantages. From the center of 
the midfield, where a central midfielder by definition should spend much of 
their time, you have a unique viewpoint. You can usually see and evaluate 
almost every player on the field, which allows you to function as the “brain” 
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of your team. Leaving your position too often or for too long strips you of 
this benefit. 
 

 You may miss a key opportunity. Before leaving your area to chase the 
ball, you should ask yourself whether the ball may come back your way 
soon. If so, when? You don’t want to miss a key opportunity by being too 
easily distracted.  
 

 You may be falling prey to an opponent’s trap. Because your position 
is so important to your team’s success, a smart opponent might try to lure 
you away so your area is completely unmanned. They can then proceed 
with an attack, while you are too far away to respond effectively to it.  

If you are like many central midfielders, you are wondering what your options are 
when the ball travels too far away for chasing it to be a feasible option. Well, 
there are several things you can do in this case. First, never lose sight of the ball. 
At every moment of the game, you should be aware of where the ball is and who 
is in possession of it.  

Second, try to predict where the ball will be taken next, when you can next claim 
it without leaving your possession and what you will do with it then. This gives 
you the ability to step in quickly and decisively when the opportunity presents 
itself. Most important, when chasing the ball is not reasonable, you can focus on 
another one of the central forward’s key functions: closing down options for your 
opponents.  

The central midfielder is one of the most important positions on a soccer team 
besides the goalie. Just as the goalie should be judicious in leaving their goal 
box, a central midfielder should avoid chasing the ball when it takes them too far 
from their position and their main duties.  While every sector of the field has a 
teammate ready to overtake the ball, no one can adequately take your place.  
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Defensive Midfielder (DM) – The Heart of the Team 

 

Defensive midfielder is a complex position, and you have to be a complex player 
to perform well in this context. Although they have a seemingly simple mission, 
which is to defend their goal by keeping their opponents as far away as possible, 
they also have to back up other players, at times taking on almost every 
defensive or midfielder role in the game. This type of versatility requires not just 
flexibility as a player, but a variety of technical skills and a strong mindset as well.  

 

What is a Defensive Midfielder? 

The defensive midfielder is basically a one-person dam holding offenders away 
from the goal. They have a diverse range of skills honed to keep opposing 
attackers back; however, their responsibilities don’t end with this one task. As a 
defensive midfielder, you will often back up other players, such as other 
midfielders and fullbacks, and even direct defensive players in a variety of plays. 
You will be moving from sideline to sideline doing whatever it takes to take 
possession of the ball, whether it be tackling opponents or making supporting 
runs. 
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Essential Skills 

The first and most essential skill for success as a defensive midfielder is stamina, 
as no other player covers as much ground as this position. It has been estimated 
that these players run an average of 12 kilometers in every match. Because you 
will be receiving and passing the ball constantly, you also must have superior 
passing skills and a solid first touch. Last, tackling ability is an absolute must for 
the defensive midfielder, as well as every other defensive position.  

 

Essential Personality Traits 

Defensive midfielders need to be not just technically superior, but mentally strong 
as well. This is a perfect position for a player with natural leadership skills and 
the ability to inspire others. In this position, you will not only be executing plays 
yourself, but directing other players to best help you and even offering 
encouragement during difficult or discouraging moments during the game. It’s not 
a coincidence that the defensive midfielder is often also the team captain. 

However, leadership is not as important as teamwork. Defensive midfielders 
must be able both to give assistance and to let other players have their moment 
in the spotlight. In this case, the leader must have a large dose of humility and 
cooperativeness.  

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

One benefit of the defensive midfielder position is that it is a position that sees a 
lot of play. It’s a great role for the player who likes to always be in the middle of 
the action. Another benefit is that this position gives players a chance to use a 
variety of skills in every single game.  

One very important drawback is that, although you will be integral to every single 
score made by your team, you will rarely have an opportunity to actually score 
the goals, thus missing out on some of the glory that other players may enjoy. 
However, the defensive midfielder is by no means a “behind the scenes” position, 
with a central and easily recognizable goal on the team. 

 

Is Defensive Midfielder Right for You? 

The ideal defensive midfielder is complex and well rounded: good with the ball 
but just as good at tackling, a born leader who can play well as a member of the 
team, and a player with both stamina and the ability to produce short bursts of 
intense speed. Not only is inborn ability important, but players must also be 
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willing to practice hard and regularly to develop and hone their skills. Although 
this is a tall order, many players just like you have mastered the skills and traits 
necessary to find success in this very important position.  

 

A Defensive Midfielder’s Dilemma 

Is variety truly the spice of life? Maybe so, but it is not the spice of a defensive 
midfielder’s game. Although many soccer players have a virtual arsenal of 
complicated plays in their repertoire, as a defensive midfielder you will often find 
yourself falling back on the simplest of strategies: tackling and passing. Although 
it may feel redundant the umpteenth time, some of the most effective defensive 
midfielder plays involve a tackle and a pass. On the other hand, one of the most 
common traps for players in this position is getting caught up in transporting the 
ball rather than passing it on to another teammate.  

There are several reasons to avoid 
transporting the ball instead of passing it. 
First, while there are many soccer positions 
dedicated to moving the ball from Point A to 
Point B, your position as defensive midfielder 
is entirely unique and irreplaceable. You have 
enough on your plate with breaking up the 
opposing team’s attacks and backing up your 
defensive players. It makes sense to tackle, 
pass the ball on and immediately go back to 
your defensive position. 

Second, transporting the ball takes you far away from the opposing team’s 
offense and thus farther from the scene of your next tackle. Why not let the 
forwards focus on moving the ball toward the goal and making the scores? You 
have equally important matters to attend to, like strategically positioning yourself 
to interfere with your opponent’s next attack. 

A third reason not to spend a lot of time and energy transporting the ball is that it 
can be distracting. Defensive midfielders must have good intuition and a large 
part of intuition is simply being aware of the movements of the players around 
you. Taking the ball up and down the field reduces your ability to pay attention to 
the rhythms of the game and discern where you will be needed next. This can 
compromise and even completely undermine your position. 

Another thing to consider is that if you get caught up in transporting the ball 
repeatedly throughout the game, you are more likely to run out of energy before 
you run out of game. It takes less energy to pass and the ball is moved the same 
distance. If you are careful, there is little chance of the ball being taken back by 
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your opponents. So, do yourself and your stamina a favor, and simply pass the 
ball to one of the teammates eagerly waiting to receive it. 

The last and most important reason to avoid transporting the ball is that your 
team depends on you to be their anchor. Some of the best soccer players in the 
world have been defensive midfielders who stood their ground. With you holding 
down the defense, players in more mobile positions can play without worry and 
without wondering who will man key parts of the soccer field. 

No one can be perfect at every soccer strategy; this is why teams are divided into 
positions and strategically placed throughout the field. When you leave your 
position to transport a ball, you are creating a hole where the opposing team can 
break through. Staying in your position will help create not just a more effective 
defense, but a more specialized team with less confusion about duties and roles. 

As a defensive midfielder, you should be playing defensively and staying 
primarily in the midfield. Anything more than that is overstepping your boundaries 
and blurring the lines that keep your team a well oiled, organized machine. 
Passing instead of getting involved in transportation will make both you and your 
team stronger in the long run. 

 

Dealing With Chatter on the Midfield 

Yackety yak, yackety yak. If this is sounding less like a classic rock song and 
more like your opponents, it’s time to come up with a few ways of dealing with 
the inevitable talk and banter that come with the game of soccer. The midfield is 
a crowded area where intimidation and even outright bullying are common 
strategies that you will have to learn to deal with if you want to be successful in 
the position of defensive midfielder.  

If you are getting flustered and distracted by your opponents’ talk, you may feel 
that there is no way to keep your attention on the game. Without having a plan 
for dealing with the situation, you can lose your ability to play and find the game 
slipping away despite your best efforts; however, there are a few strategies that 
other defensive midfielders have used with great success. Here are just a few of 
these winning ideas: 

 
 Focus on the game - Find specific focuses to keep you busy, such as 

trying to keep a clear view of the ball at all times. This will not only improve 
your play; it will also give you something to think about besides your loud- 
mouthed opponent. If you work on watching the ball as it moves around 
the field, trying to predict what will happen next and how you can 
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maximize the situation, before long your opponents’ talk will be mere 
background noise. 
 

 Ignore insults – Although it can be hard not to take these gibes seriously, 
remember that your opponent is simply grasping at straws. Insults are the 
last ditch ploys of a player who knows he has nothing else to offer. Seeing 
insulting talk as a sign of desperation will help you keep your cool and 
keep the comments in proper perspective.  
 

 Never engage in banter – While it is tempting to come up with a snappy 
comeback, doing so will only put you on the (obviously very low) level of 
your opponent. Smiling to yourself and ignoring the talker will not only 
keep you from getting flustered and distracted; it just may intimidate and 
distract an opponent who expects you to react with anger. Nothing is more 
frustrating than a player who refuses to argue! Sometimes taking the high 
road is not just the right thing to do, but the winning thing to do as well. 
 

 Prove them wrong by winning – If you cannot help feeling upset about 
an opponent’s talk, channel this unhappiness into better plays and better 
accuracy. Use your anger as a boost of energy and incentive to make 
every play your very best. In other words, prove your opponent wrong with 
actions instead of talk. This will truly give you the last word and quiet your 
opponent once and for all. 
 

 Be the better player and the better person – You already know that you 
are physically and intellectually superior to a player who hurls out 
inflammatory talk instead of focusing their energy on the game. 
Remember this when you are playing in a chatter-filled midfield and 
continue to focus on your game instead of your opponents’ big mouths. 

It can be difficult to deal with banter and talk, but this is part of playing any 
midfield position. Keeping your spirits high and your focus on the game will 
help you to be a better player. With a little practice and experience, blocking 
out the background noise will feel like second nature, and you will have no 
trouble being the better player in these situations. Winning the game without 
losing composure will really give them something to talk about. 
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Top Ten Skills Needed for a Defensive Midfielder 

Are you wondering if you have what it takes to play the position of defensive 
midfielder? This position is vital to a soccer team’s defense and to the team’s 
success in general. Here are the top ten skills you will be using as a defensive 
midfielder: 

 
1. Passing – As a defensive midfielder, the general rule is: pass first, dribble 

second. Because dribbling will rarely get you far in this position, you will 
need to know how to pass swiftly and accurately.  
 

2. Pressuring the ball – As a defensive midfielder, you should spend much 
of your game moving laterally across the field and pressuring the ball. Just 
your presence can make the opposition’s forwards nervous and more 
likely to make a mistake that costs them a point. 
 

3. Providing backup – If a midfield teammate is beaten, the defensive 
midfielder’s job is to step in and save the day. This ensures that there are 
no holes in the defense that the opposition can exploit. 
 

4. Keeping the opposition away from the goal – This can be done either 
by pushing them toward the flanks of the field or forcing them back. Either 
way, an offensive player who is nowhere near the ball or the goal is 
unlikely to make a goal or any other play that changes the course of the 
game.  
 

5. Tackling – When an opponent is moving in on your goal, tackling is an 
essential skill. You as the defensive midfielder need to move in quickly 
and take possession of the ball to move it back to the other side of the 
field, where it belongs. 
 

6. Intimidation – Sound harsh? A defensive midfielder can pose an 
impressive and imposing presence that never lets the opposition relax. 
Anxiety leads to mistakes, and mistakes lead to more scores for your 
team. 
 

7. Marking – Marking is one of the most essential defensive skills, so is it 
any wonder it is a must-have talent for defensive midfielders? Often, your 
position is assigned to marking the opposing team’s best forward, so take 
these skills seriously. 
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8. Teamwork – A defensive midfielder must play as a member of the team 

one hundred percent of the time. This is not a position for players seeking 
glory and accolades. A defensive midfielder should never have the ball for 
long; your role is to transfer possession to forwards.  
 

9. Anticipation – Anyone can tell you where the ball is right now, but it takes 
an experienced defensive midfielder to tell you where the ball will be in 
fifteen seconds. Having this type of knowledge and intuition gives you an 
immense advantage because it saves you from false starts and excessive 
running back and forth. 
 

10. Creativity – As a defensive midfielder, you are often thrust into impossible 
situations with a confusing amount of demands and pressures. To come 
up with the play that will save the day takes more than superior soccer 
skills; it also takes a high level of creativity. Think of yourself as the 
Picasso of the playing field. 

 

Read the Game and Stop the Attack 

Playing well as a defensive midfielder should be simple. After all, defending is 
simply closing down your opponent’s ability to pass, dribble, or score, leaving 
them no option but to eventually turn the ball over to your team. Although this 
sounds like a simple enough plan, in order to actually execute this you will need 
a diverse range of skills and talents. Here are a few strategies that will help you 
as a defensive midfielder. 

 Read your opponents’ next move – Sound easier said than done? 
Reading the game is not as intuitive and musical as it sounds. First, you 
need to train your eyes to recognize unusual movement, especially 
diagonal movement. Most players will move either up and down the field 
or side to side.  

If you see diagonal movement in your opponents, there is a good chance 
they are setting themselves up for an offensive play. Second, watch your 
opponent’s feet. While players can easily fake with their torsos or their 
eyes, the feet usually tell the true story. Players must position their feet to 
pass or to accept a ball, so keep your eyes low and you’ll always know 
where the ball is heading next.  

 Watch the less used players – Many surprise attacks involve a player 
who has been underestimated. This is a shockingly common strategy, yet 
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it too often is an effective one. While you should focus much of your 
energy and attention on the most skilled players, don’t fall for this oft-used 
trap by letting the little guys slip by you.  

 Know how offensive players work – This can be as simple as 
occasionally watching your own team’s offensive players or as 
complicated as playing an offensive position occasionally. Offensive 
players have a very different dynamic and a different way of executing 
plays, so understanding them will give you a distinct advantage in the role 
of defensive midfielder. 

 Leave no player unmarked – One of your key duties as a defensive 
midfielder is to direct your team’s defense in protecting the goal area, and 
the most effective way to do this in most cases is to mark the opposing 
team’s forwards on a one-to-one basis. Assign your strongest player to the 
person with the ball, and your opponent’s options will be greatly reduced. 
This effectively shuts down passing options and inhibits shooting enough 
that your team is very likely to take possession of the ball. It also reduces 
the chance of a coordinated attack to almost zero. 

 Always be the man with a plan – Even if you don’t have possession of 
the ball, having a strategy gives your side the power because you will be 
the ones dictating where the ball goes and when it goes there. Your 
opponents may make a breakthrough play occasionally, but the most 
focused team is usually the winner. This means that you will need to have 
an impressive mental store of plays, learned from intense hours of 
research. 

 Stay physically fit – In many soccer matches, the winner of duels is not 
necessarily the most skilled player, but the most resourceful and the most 
fit one. While it’s important to know a variety of plays and to have top 
notch ball handling skills, success demands that you have the strength to 
face down an opponent and the stamina to outlast them. 

In short, playing well as a defensive midfielder can be broken down into a short 
list of skills that you can practice and master. None of these suggestions require 
immense amounts of talent or inborn ability, but all of them will take you closer to 
being the defense that every opponent dreads. 
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Attacking/Offensive Midfielder (AM/OM) – The Wings of 
the Team 

 

If you are interested in becoming an attacking/offensive midfielder, get ready for 
the ride of your life. Strategically placed between the midfield and the strikers, 
these players see more action than any other player in the game of soccer. In 
this position, you will be part of some of the most crucial plays in every single 
game. If you are wondering whether you have what it takes, here are a few 
things to consider:  

 

What is an Attacking/Offensive Midfielder? 

Most soccer players know that an attacking/offensive midfielder plays in the 
midfield and that they are involved in offensive plays. However, this is just the 
beginning. An attacking/offensive midfielder is more specifically involved in 
scoring goals. They are the central player around whom the whole offensive 
game revolves. Not only does an attacking/offensive midfielder score goals, they 
also create scoring opportunities for their teammates as well.  
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Because the role of attacking/offensive midfielder is so important to a soccer 
team, he or she is often called the “playmaker”. Indeed, no other player is as 
influential in the success of the offense, both initiating and finishing an 
astonishing number of offensive plays. 

 

Essential Skills 

If you want to be an attacking/offensive midfielder, you will need a diverse range 
of skills. This position requires good ball skills, especially in areas such as 
dribbling, passing, shooting, and general control. You will also need to be an 
expert strategist, able to come up with creative maneuvers while on the field and 
under enormous pressure.  

 

Essential Personality Traits 

Skills are not enough to win matches; you must also have the mental abilities. 
For attacking/offensive midfielders, the most important of these is an 
understanding of their role. It is easy to get distracted in the commotion of the 
game, so knowing your place will help you stick to it. Composure is another key 
trait, as you will often find yourself in difficult and intimidating positions.  

Having good intuition may not be absolutely necessary, but it will certainly be a 
huge advantage as you struggle to determine the next key plays and position 
yourself best for a coordinated response. Last, creativity will be an immense 
advantage in this position. Offensive play requires having the ability to get around 
any roadblock placed in your path, which can require some serious imaginative 
thought. 

Because the attacking/offensive midfielder is an offensive position, a decent 
measure of courage is also required. There is nothing as intimidating as facing 
down a goalkeeper, but as an attacking/offensive midfielder you will do this every 
day and hopefully with great success. Similarly, standing up to teammates may 
often be necessary, such as when there are conflicts over the best way to carry 
out a strategy. Being able to rally support with minimal hurt feelings is a true sign 
of leadership ability. 

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

The main benefit of being an attacking/offensive midfielder is that you are always 
right in the middle of the action. While other players spend the game responding 
to plays, you are busy inventing and carrying them out. However, this has the 
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drawback of being a lot of responsibility. Some players simply may not be ready 
for this crucial of a role. Another key benefit is that these players tend to be 
highly visible and thus receive a large share of recognition when they are 
successful. The obvious flipside of this is that any mistakes made as an 
attacking/offensive midfielder will not be overlooked.  

 

Is Attacking/Offensive Midfielder the Right Position for You? 

There is a lot of variation in the styles and particular skills sets of players in the 
position of attacking/offensive midfielder, but they all have a few key traits in 
common: they have excellent technical skills, a sharp mind, and a willingness to 
play hard for the benefit of the team. If you think you have what it takes to be the 
superior attacking/offensive midfielder your team needs, you should give the 
position a try. 

In conclusion, while the attacking/offensive midfielder is one of immense action, it 
also requires a mental resilience and sharp wits. This can be a tall order, but on 
almost every team there is one person who can stand up to the challenge. Are 
you ready for the high pace and high demands of this position? Many try, but 
only a select few can find success in this demanding role. 

 

The Role of Attacking Midfielders  

Attacking midfielders are unique because they 
are positioned in the midfield, but are responsible 
for scoring goals and assisting in goal scoring. 
This is one of the foundations of the game, 
because, however good the defense, no game is 
won without scoring a goal. If you play this 
position, you must have creativity, intelligence, 
stamina, and of course superior technical skills. 

The best way to make score after score is to 
keep shooting. This means that you should be 

attempting a score at every opportunity. Here are a few skills you will need to be 
ready to score when the opportunity presents itself: 

 
 Technical skills – Because you hopefully will be spending a lot of time 

with that soccer ball, it is essential to know how to work it effectively.  
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 Passing – Because no one can be the hero all of the time. You are part of 
the offensive team, and one of your duties is to create opportunities for 
teammates to score, and then give them the ball so they can take 
advantage of those opportunities. This is usually done under pressure and 
requires high accuracy and quick thinking. 
 

 Shooting – This is where the magic happens and the points are scored. 
Knowing how to skillfully work a ball around the most alert keeper is a skill 
that will make you a star, regardless of your other skills and attributes. 
 

 Running – You’ll be spending a lot of the game running, so distance 
abilities are a must. You’ll also need to power up for quick runs, so work 
on sprinting as well. The fastest soccer player on the team is often the one 
making all the scores because everyone else is simply left behind. 
 

 Dribbling – While passing is always preferred to dribbling, sometimes you 
need to get the ball from point A to point B without risk of interception. This 
is where you will appreciate being a fast and tight dribbler. 

 
 Teamwork – Did you hear the part about being part of the offensive 

team? Working well with your teammates and giving them opportunities to 
score will bring you closer to winning the game and make you look like an 
all around nice person at the same time. You truly are just one player, not 
the superstar. 
 

 Authority – Is authority a skill? Absolutely! Like any other trait, you can 
learn and practice the ability to lead others in a convincing and productive 
way. An authoritative and commanding attacking midfielder can be a true 
team leader, guiding the offense to score after score and victory after 
victory. 

All of these skills combine to make you a shooting, scoring machine. After all, the 
only way to win is to get the ball past the goalie. The only way to get the ball past 
the goalie is to keep trying, giving it as much skill as you can muster. If you and 
your offensive team have a high level of skills, practice hard, and are consistently 
shooting at every opportunity, the scores are sure to follow. 
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Shooting for the Stars 

As important as defensive play can be, your team cannot and will not win a single 
game without scoring goals. As an attacking/offensive midfielder, much of the 
responsibility for scoring these goals falls on your shoulders. Your teammates 
are depending on you both to back them up as a midfielder and to score as many 
points as possible as an attacker. One simple way you can meet these needs 
and increase your number of goals is to increase how often you shoot. 

Although it sounds obvious, too many soccer players give up numerous 
opportunities to shoot. It is a rare and skilled player who searches for these 
opportunities to shoot and takes advantage of every single one. If you watch the 
best attacking midfielders in the world, you will immediately notice that they shoot 
almost every time the ball touches their foot. Indeed, in this position particularly, 
your first instinct upon first touch of the ball should be to find a way to get it into 
the goal. Although shooting often is the most important principle, there are a few 
other soccer skills you can work on to raise your number of scores. 

 
 Predicting the game – It can be difficult to make a sound decision in the 

split second that the ball touches your foot. This is why it is so important to 
watch the game and know exactly what you are doing if and when the ball 
comes your way. 
 

 Teamwork – You won’t be bringing the ball down the field by yourself, and 
this is why a good working relationship with your teammates is crucial. 
Working well with your mates will not only give you the opportunity to 
shoot more often, but it will also allow you to safely move the ball from 
player to player when shooting is simply not feasible. 
 

 Ball handling skills – It is equally important to have the superior ball 
skills needed to execute your brilliant plans quickly and accurately. This 
will allow you to take every opportunity to shoot and to get the ball around 
the keeper. 
 

 Stamina – While many people don’t think of stamina as a skill, it 
absolutely is! Like other soccer skills, stamina must be practiced and 
worked on regularly to develop and perfect your skill. This is the type of 
skill where practice will pay off in score after score. Having a high energy 
level throughout the entire game will enable you to give 100% every single 
time the ball comes your way. 
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 Shooting skills – Although this seems overly obvious, too many players 
neglect continuing building skills in this area, usually to the detriment of 
their success on the field. You should always be looking for new drills, 
new skills, and new methods of getting the ball past the goalkeeper. 
 

 Shoot over… and over… and over – Statistics suggest that the more 
often you shoot, the more often you will score. In addition, you will gain 
confidence in scoring and learn to use new techniques in the high 
pressure setting of team play. 

If you work on these skills and any others that you feel are standing between you 
and an incredible scoring record, you are sure to see rapid improvement in your 
performance and your team’s. Just remember that without making the shot, there 
can be no score. The only way to lead your team to victory is to keep shooting 
and keep working on your shooting skills.  Attacking/offensive midfielders are 
often born leaders, so use your superior skills to lead your teammates in stepping 
up their shooting to step up their overall game. 

 

Following Through with Your Attack 

The position of attacking/offensive midfielder 
is a simple one. Your job is to score goals 
and to create scoring opportunities for your 
teammates. When a player plays in a 
straightforward manner, this can be a 
relatively simple task, because the 
attacking/offensive midfielder is often one of 
the most skilled people on the team. 
However, there are several pitfalls that can 
befall even the most skilled player, and 
distraction is one of the top hazards.  

Too many attacking/offensive midfielders are sidetracked by playing in front of 
the goal when finishing the attack would be both easier and better for the team’s 
bottom line. Why is playing in front of the goal such a bad idea? Here are just a 
few of the many reasons: 

 
1. It gives the opposing defensive players an opportunity to tackle or 

intercept the ball. If your goal is to score (and it absolutely must be), this 
should be your first option in every situation. 
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2. It brings you to the attention of the goalie. Goalkeepers tend to be highly 
intelligent and good at predicting behavior. The longer they are watching 
you, the more likely they are to figure out your plan and find a way to stop 
you. 
 

3. It is completely unnecessary in most cases. While it is possible that 
waiting to shoot may yield a better situation, this is usually not the case. 
Most players avoid shooting because they are simply intimidated by the 
situation or afraid of failing in a highly visible way. This is something that 
you must work to overcome. 
 

4. The more you shoot the more goals you will score. This is an unavoidable 
statistical fact that you should use to your advantage. Whether your 
offensive strategy includes you making the score yourself or passing the 
ball to a teammate so they can score, you should do everything you can to 
move the ball closer to the goal. 

Are you worried that you won’t be able to follow through with success? This 
anxiety keeps many players from shooting even when scoring seems likely. 
There are a few ways you can maximize the potential of every shot and raise 
your confidence in your ability to play your position. 

 
1. Watch the game closely and constantly keep track of opportunities. This 

will prepare you for the inevitable moment when the ball comes your way. 
 

2. Know how you will make the shot if the ball comes your way, even if it 
seems unlikely. No one has time to think once they have the ball, so make 
sure you have a plan for success that you can execute the minute 
opportunity presents itself. 
 

3. Think high or low and make the goalie work to stop the ball. If you have to 
shoot under pressure, make the goalie move quickly to catch the ball. The 
more he or she has to jump, the more likely the keeper is to make a 
mistake that leads to a score for your team. 
 

4. When in doubt, fire the shot. Shooting must always have preference over 
passing and other non-scoring plays. Once you get used to shooting, it will 
become second nature.  

An attack is only as good as its finish, so follow through with your plan despite 
any anxiety or shortcomings. In most cases, this means making the shot. You 
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may surprise yourself by scoring many more goals that you would have 
predicted. Even if you miss, which is truly the worst case scenario, you can 
accept the outcome, learn from it, and begin a new and more effective strategy. 
Either way, you and your team will be improved simply from trying and following 
through. 

 

The One Touch Pass – Your Recipe for Success 

Every position has a few moves that the players can use over and over with great 
success. For attacking/offensive forwards, the one-touch pass is one such move. 
To use the one touch pass to improve your game, you need to understand the 
mechanics of the play and practice using it in a variety of situations. 

 

What is a One-Touch Pass? 

The one-touch pass is basically the act of passing a ball to another teammate the 
second it touches your foot. It can be very effective because this move makes it 
difficult for your opponents to keep up with where the ball is and who has 
possession. This move is well used by forwards and attacking players, because 
they can shift the ball between themselves, and then shoot for a surprise score. 

 

Learning the One-Touch Pass 

Learning the one-touch pass is easy. First, watch the ball and plan your timing. 
You will need to kick the ball to an open teammate at the very second it enters 
your space, with your first touch. You may need to chase the ball before 
receiving it, complicating the move. Many players avoid this strategy because 
they find the challenge of planning their reception and planning the pass at the 
same time to be too much. Another challenge is that your offensive players must 
be in synch with each other and waiting for the pass.  

 

Practicing the One-Touch Pass  

This is a technique that you must practice with members of your team for best 
effect. You will need at least two other players: one to feed the ball to you or the 
other player and another to receive the ball from the intermediate. You can run 
while the teammate is dribbling the ball. Watch the ball and when your mate 
passes it, time yourself so you can receive the ball with your dominant foot and 
immediately kick it to the third player. This completes the pass. 
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When you and your teammates have mastered this, collect a larger crowd of 
players and use the one-touch pass to move the ball around the team rapidly. It’s 
important to pass the ball to many different players without much warning 
because this mimics the way of playing in real games. Practicing this way will 
teach players not just to use the technique, but to follow the ball as it rapidly 
changes possession and to understand cues that indicate they are the next 
recipient. 

Once you are good at one-touch passes, you and a teammate can practice 
making them with your less favored foot and also while using both the inside and 
the outside of both feet. Just as important as the type of practice is the duration 
of practice. In order to master the technique, you and your teammates will have 
to put in hours of training. However, because this is an important move to 
attacking/offensive midfielders in particular and offensive players in general, your 
practice will pay off in better offense and more scores. 

 

Tips for Success with the One-Touch Pass 

When performing this skill, there are a few things to keep in mind. First, you must 
at all times be alert and ready to receive and pass the ball. Another tip is to 
always aim this kick at the player’s feet, where it can be received with ease. Last, 
don’t pass the ball very far from your teammates, or it will likely be intercepted. 
You may have noticed that these precautions are identical to those that apply to 
passing in general, and there is a good reason for this. Although this pass seems 
complicated, it is quite a simple maneuver, but one that can lead to increased 
scoring and success on the field for yourself and your team.  

 

Doubling Your Advantage by Using Both Feet 

There is one common trait that almost all successful soccer players share: the 
ability to play accurately and quickly with both feet. This skill can give players a 
huge advantage because it effectively doubles their opportunities to dribble, 
pass, receive, and shoot. It cuts down on the time necessary to execute 
complicated maneuvers and generally makes a soccer player’s job just a little 
easier. 

As an attacking/offensive midfielder, knowing how to play well with both feet is 
even more important than it is for other players. Your position is one where 
handling the ball is an important and crucial skill. Success will be almost 
impossible without having this vital skill, so working to develop it is bound to pay 
off. Here are a few areas where being able to use both feet is crucial.  
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Dribbling 

Because you will spend much of your time with the ball moving it around the field, 
knowing how to dribble with both feet is essential. It makes it harder for your 
opponents to tackle and makes your movement more difficult to predict. You can 
go up against defenders confidently, able to shift the ball from foot to foot without 
losing control. 

 

Passing and Receiving 

If you can only pass and/or receive the ball with your dominant foot, you will 
constantly have to shift your weight around to accommodate this preference. This 
will use up valuable time and also alert your opponents about your plans. 
Knowing how to pass and receive with either foot alone can improve your game 
immensely. This is a skill that can be practiced easily; however, it will take you a 
lot of time to master it completely. One thing you can do is pass the ball with your 
non-kicking foot to a wall and then receive it with the same foot.  

 

Shooting 

If you can only shoot with your dominant foot, you are likely already aware of 
what a detriment this can be. Being forced to shift your feet before shooting can 
be disastrous to your game. Every time you shoot, the goalie will be aware and 
waiting to intercept the ball. This is the skill where being able to use both feet will 
pay off quickest, and it’s easy to see why. As an attacking midfielder, you need to 
shoot as often as possible. Being able to do this with both feet will make you 
quicker and more accurate, a clear advantage that can place you head and 
shoulders above the opposing team.   

To practice shooting with your weaker foot, simply set up two cones, or even 
better, use a real goal and start shooting. You may be shocked at the lack of 
coordination you have with your weak foot at first, but this will pass with time and 
hard work. Focus on using good technique to avoid creating bad habits and don’t 
let frustration make the process more difficult than it needs to be. 

Improving your non-kicking foot will require work, but it will be more than worth 
the effort. A one-footed player is slower, less effective, and more predictable. If 
this doesn’t describe the type of attacking midfielder you want to be, it may be 
time for a little practice. Being able to use both feet and use them well is a skill no 
soccer player can be without.  
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Left/Right Midfielder (LM/RM) – The Speedy Gonzales 

 

If you are looking for a soccer position with excitement and action in almost every 
moment of the game, wide midfielder may be the perfect role for you. Located far 
to the right or the left of the center third of the field, these players are responsible 
for moving the ball from one side of the field to the other, often with a pack of 
opponents at their heels.  

Because of their positions, they are often called wide midfielders. The “left” and 
“right” designation simply refers to what side the player is assigned to and what 
foot they play with. In order to do well as a left or right midfielder, you must not 
only play well in these high-pressure situations, but actually play at your very 
best in them. 

What exactly does it mean to play your best as a left or right midfielder? Many of 
these hardworking players have a long and illustrious resume and an impressive 
list of skills. If you think you have what it takes, here are a few tips for being the 
best player you can be: 

 
 Work on your stamina regularly. Your basic role in the team requires 

you to run up and down the wings of the field, chasing the ball and 
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working tirelessly to move it to your team’s forwards. Running out of steam 
is simply not an option. Many soccer players find that distance running is a 
good way to build up their stamina.  
 

 Improve your speed. When you are needed on the field, you will be 
needed immediately. This requires being able to move quicker than any 
other player at a moment’s notice. Sprinting and other aerobic activities 
that require intense bursts of energy are good for developing this kind of 
quick response.  
 

 Practice your ball skills. Left and right midfielder positions require that 
you be able to move the soccer ball swiftly and accurately. This means 
that you will need an effective first touch, dribbling skills to get the ball 
quickly from point A to point B, and the ability to pass and cross with 
precision and speed. There are several drills that practice these skills, but 
simply kicking the ball around with teammates is often a good place to 
start. Although you will spend much of the game without the ball, your 
handling it will be crucial to the game. 
 

 Avoid the middle of the field. Although there is a huge temptation to go 
where the action is (which is usually the middle of the field), you usually 
serve your team best by staying on the flanks and providing width to your 
game. Although you may feel exiled, you will be closing down holes in 
your midfield and thus closing down options for the opposing team. 
  

 Take care of yourself. You can’t play well when you have been physically 
neglecting yourself. Make sure you are properly nourished, hydrated, and 
rested before every game. Midfielders more than any other player need to 
be well rested and able to give their physical and emotional best to every 
game.       

Left and right midfielders are integral to the success of a soccer team. Not only 
will you play an important role in moving the ball between the outer thirds of the 
field, but you also will be shoring up the defense and providing extra support for 
attacks. There is no room for failure or mediocrity in this role; when you are 
needed, your team will be depending on you. Learning to be the best wide 
midfielder you can be will provide your team with the extra support it needs for 
maximum success in every match.  
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Shooting with Precision and Plan 

Left and right midfielders often see more action than anyone else in the game. As 
a midfielder, you have a complex and diverse set of duties and a wide range of 
area to cover. While you have an important role in defense, you also are 
responsible for backing up the forwards and performing other offensive duties. To 
confuse matters, the number of right and left midfielders used in a game varies 
from team to team and even from match to match.  

Left and right midfielders are the true multi-taskers in the game of soccer. In any 
given game, you will likely find yourself tackling, dribbling, passing, and shooting. 
While these are important skills, many midfielders have trouble with shooting, 
especially in when and where to do so. Throughout the average soccer match, 
you can see a lot of left and right midfielders taking shots that would need a 
miracle to succeed. In case you are one of these players, here are a few things 
to consider before attempting that long shot. 

 
1. What is the actual physical chance of the shot being successful? If 

you are taking a long shot with only a small window, you are already at a 
huge disadvantage. Add to that the many variables that can mess up a 
shot at the goal, and you have a low potential for scoring along with a high 
potential for interception. 
 

2. How heavily are you guarded? If you are surrounded with opposition, 
your best bet may be to pass the ball to a nearby teammate or to dribble 
out of the danger zone before even trying to make a shot. 
 

3. Does the shot stand a better chance if made by another player or 

from another angle? Often, what seems like an impossible shot from a 
left or right midfielder’s perspective is quite doable when passed off to a 
forward. 
 

4. What is the likely outcome if the shot fails? This is important to 
consider because a shot that will give the other team a huge advantage if 
unsuccessful is probably a risk simply not worth taking, not unless it is a 
virtually guaranteed goal. 
 

5. What is your history of success with similar shots in the past? 

Chances are you have taken similar shots either in other games or in 
practice. If you made those shots, you can take that as an indication that 
this shot has a good chance of success. If you didn’t make those shots, 
you may want to reconsider your plan. 
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This may sound like a lot of decision making for the short millisecond you have to 
contemplate before making a move, but the energy and thought will be well worth 
it. Making a shot on hope alone is simply foolhardy and can leave your team at a 
profound disadvantage. As a left or right midfielder, your job is to help your team 
score goals, not help the opposition by handing them the ball on a silver platter. 
Putting a little thought into the timing and odds of every shot you take can make 
a huge difference in the quality of your game. 

 

Accelerating in Right Situations 

Left and right midfielders are constantly on the 
go. Back and forth across the field, backing up 
forwards and shoring up defense, these players 
are often just a blur to spectators. If you are a 
left or right midfielder, you probably get a lot of 
mileage on your soccer cleats and leave every 
game exhausted. Conserving energy can be 
very important in this position. 

There is one very important way that left and 
right midfielders can save energy for the times when it really matters, and this is 
by knowing when to accelerate. When should you accelerate and when should 
you take your sweet time? Here are a few situations in which both decisions are 
a good use of energy. 

Accelerate when: 

 
 You must rush to get to the ball before an opponent. This is truly an 

emergency situation, the type that you are supposed to be saving energy 
for. 
 

 A teammate needs your back up immediately. Because support is one of 
your key duties, you can’t neglect it. 
 

 You have an opportunity to get away from a player who is marking you. 
This will leave you open to help in a play or make a score. 
 

 You have the ball and an opponent is moving in. This is particularly true 
when there are no good passing options. 

 
 Moving quickly will result in a score for your team, or prevent a score for 

the opposing team. After all, it all comes down to making the shot. 
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 Accelerating in a certain direction will “fake out” opponents and lead them 

away from your team’s next strategic move. This can be a great strategy 
when your team just needs a few seconds of distraction. 
 

 An opponent is on your tail. If quick acceleration is the only way to elude 
an opponent, by all means go for it! 
 

 You have just completed a strategic move. Move quickly to the next move, 
because the game isn’t going to wait for you. 

 

Do not accelerate when: 

 
 Another teammate is closer and capable of handling the situation without 

your assistance. There’s no use wearing yourself out if someone else is 
there and ready to perform the task at hand. 
 

 There is another left or right midfielder in the area you want to accelerate 
toward. Left and right midfielders can play interchangeably, so let the 
closer one handle the situation if they are capable. 
 

 Speed won’t change the outcome of the play you plan to make once you 
arrive at your desired destination. Do not waste your energy rushing 
around where rushing won’t yield tangible results. 

Have you ever reached the end of a game and found that your game was 
deteriorating due to sheer muscle exhaustion and fatigue? Knowing when to 
accelerate and using this knowledge can make all the difference in your quality of 
play. It will allow you to save your energy and strength for the times when having 
that extra bit of pep can yield huge results. There is nothing lazy or selfish about 
reserving energy for when it matters. It is simply investing your power in an area 
where it is sure to pay off. 
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One Way Passing Alternatives 

It’s easy to fall into the trap of one way passing. One player takes possession of 
the ball and passes it to another player, who then scores. This creates a 
predictable game play that is easy for players to execute and just as easy for 
opposing teams to figure out and intercept. Yes, while one way passing is an 
easy rut to fall into, it is nonetheless a rut that must be avoided.  

As a left or right midfielder, it is particularly easy to fall into this trap. Because this 
position has both offensive and defensive capabilities, you are uniquely suited to 
be the first party in a one way pass – the passer. Because you tend to stay on 
the flanks of the game, this strategy also helps you avoid awkward diagonal 
shoots and stay in the position where you are comfortable. 

What are you supposed to do instead of the much maligned one way passes? 
Here are a few alternatives that are easy, effective, and fun to execute. 

 
 Move forward on the field by passing back and forth to each other. 

This not only involves both players intimately in the game strategy, it 
reduces the risk of being tackled and losing the ball to an overzealous 
defensive opponent. 
 

 Give other players a chance. One problem with the one way pass is that 
it often involves the same two people. There are more than two players on 
the field, so pass it to the person who is most open without showing 
favoritism. 
 

 Develop plays that involve three or more different players. This allows 
you to involve more players in your plays, which raises morale and 
teamwork, but it also helps you to break out of the box. Planning a play 
with more people helps you come up with a new framework for success in 
your team. 
 

 Dribble. Common soccer wisdom dictates that players never dribble when 
they can pass. However, if you find yourself in a one way passing habit, 
it’s time to revisit those older skills to see how they can be used to make 
your game more fresh and modern. 
 

 Go for the score. Why pass to a player so they can shoot? Why not 
simply make the shot yourself? Not only will the goalie be more likely to be 
thrown off by your swift movement, the other team won’t have a chance to 
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intercept the ball. More scores and less danger is a situation we can all 
live with. 

The key to all of these techniques is confidence. Almost any play can be 
successful if it is executed with confidence and good form. Learning new plays 
may be scary, but it will build up your game play repertoire. 
One way passes? Now, they can be a thing of the past. Although it’s easy for any 
position to get into a one way pass habit, it is especially easy for left or right 
midfielders to get in the rut. Use these strategies to help you break free of bad 
habits and be the diverse, multi-talented player that you can be. 
 
 

Defense – The Other Side of Left and Right Midfielders 

Although left and right midfielders are supposed to divide themselves evenly 
between defensive and offensive duties, you are not alone if you occasionally get 
caught up in the action and glory of offense. While playing a forward game is 
rewarding and gets you all the positive attention you could ask for, backing up 
the defense is just as important in the grand scheme of the game. After all, one 
team’s offense is another team’s defense. 

What kind of defensive tasks require the magic, versatility, and speed of left and 
right midfielders? The list is too long to name in a few paragraphs; however, here 
are a few of the most important defensive plays that require a left or right 
midfielder’s skills and intelligence. 

 
1. Intercepting wide passes and crossing them on the ground to a free 

player. This move takes a ball that was posing a risk to your team and 
hands it to the forwards who can then use it to make a score. This is a 
defensive and offensive strategy in one easy play that can singlehandedly 
turn a game around.  
 

2. Providing a strong presence on the flanks of the field. This helps the 
defense by closing up any holes that could be exploited by the opposing 
team’s forwards. 
 

3. Marking the opposition’s left and right midfielders and wingers. As 
talented and capable as you are, the other team probably has players of 
roughly the same caliber. Use your skills wisely to render an equally 
talented opponent completely useless to their team. Your team will thank 
you. 
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4. Backing up defensive players however and whenever they need the 

assistance. Every team has moments when they could use another pair 
of feet, and you can provide those feet if you are watching the defense for 
signs of distress. A left or right midfielder tends to be an intuitive player, 
and this is one area where that intuition is put to the test. 
 

5. Making tackles on the opposing team’s offense when the opportunity 

presents itself. This is a common defensive job that is used by almost 
every player. Because players who are trying to break out often go wide, 
you will encounter a need for good tackling skills on a regular basis. Being 
well practiced in this skill will pay off in increased scores and high player 
morale. 

Can you handle balancing the needs of defense along with your offensive duties? 
If you are like the average right or left midfielder, the answer is absolutely! Not 
only is your position known for their technical skills, it is known for its intelligence 
and intuition as well. Your coach put you in this particular position because he or 
she was confident that you had the skills and knowledge that it takes. Chances 
are, after a few games (or less) of functioning in this multi-tasking type of role, 
you will find that it is second nature. A diverse, multi-talented midfielder is sure to 
be appreciated and loved by their grateful teammates. 
 
 

Dueling as a Left /Right Midfielder 

Statistics have shown over and over that the teams who win the 1 vs. 1 duels are 
usually the teams that win the games. This puts a huge amount of pressure on 
left and right midfielders, who face these kinds of duels in every game. If you are 
a wide midfielder, learning how to win duels can have a huge effect on both your 
personal success and the success of your team. Here are a few tips that can 
help you master the art of 1 vs. 1 dueling: 

 
 Master your “first touch”. If you have to spend time getting control of the 

ball, that will throw you off and put you at a huge disadvantage. When the 
opponents are moving in, you will want to be able to speed away. 
Alternately, if you win a duel, you will want to make a speedy getaway.  
 

 Face attacks head on. Whether you are the player with the ball or the 
player trying to take the ball, you should approach the duel head on. 
Although players often try to dribble around opponents, this often leads to 
a trap. Going straight forward often intimidates opponents enough that 
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they get out of your way, preventing the duel altogether. If you are trying to 
take the ball, facing your opponent will often influence them to try and go 
around you. If you continue to move so you are always in front of them, 
they will often become flustered and allow you to take possession. 

 
 Learn to fake. One of the most popular fakes involves stepping over the 

ball, then sharply turning toward it and dribbling away. If this doesn’t work 
for you, make sure you find a fake that does work, and allows you to lose 
opponents or at least throw them off long enough to put some distance 
between you. 

 
 Practice changing directly quickly, both with and without the ball. 

This will allow you greater speed and give you a distinct advantage over 
less agile players. If you are a master of this skill, you will be able to 
confuse opponents enough to win almost every duel. 

 

 Work on changing pace while constantly maintaining control of the 

ball. Often, if you cannot lose a fast-approaching opponent, slowing 
abruptly will force them to run right past you. Similarly, being able to 
change pace quickly will allow you to leave them in the dust. 

 

 Improve your endurance. The player who tires first is almost always the 
player who loses the ball. Working constantly on adding to both your 
stamina and your ability to put out intense bursts of speeds will pay off 
because you will be able to outlast and outperform the other players. 

 

 Don’t get flustered. Allowing emotions to overcome you will only cloud 
your thinking and allow opponents to win the duel. If someone is trying to 
upset or intimidate you, don’t give them the satisfaction of complying. A 
calm head is a clear head.  
 

 Practice dueling. Although this seems obvious, nothing will add to your 
dueling success as much as simply doing it over and over. Every practice 
session for a left or right midfielder should involve lots of dueling. This will 
allow you to see your strengths and weaknesses more clearly as well as 
make you more comfortable going up against a formidable opponent. 
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Building the skills needed to excel at one versus one duels is hard work, but it 
is work that will pay off, especially for left and right midfielders. While practice 
may not make perfect, it will certainly make you confident and capable. 
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Wingers (LW/RW) – The Special Ones 

 

Many soccer players want to be a winger, but few succeed. It takes a strong, 
skilled and indefatigable player to step into these cleats! Can you run up and 
down the field without losing energy? Can you move the ball quickly, either 
running, dribbling, or crossing? If you think you have what it takes to find success 
in the position of winger, here are a few things to consider. 

 

What is a Winger? 

Wingers are very special players because they play both defense and offense.  
They can be found on the edge of the field – in the “wings”. As a winger, your 
typical game will include moving the ball, crossing to other players and even 
moving in for the goal. As you can tell, this is a demanding role that requires a 
multi-tasker with good ball handling skills. 
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Essential Skills 

Because you will be playing in defensive, offensive and even midfielder 
capacities, as a winger you will need a well rounded set of skills. You will need to 
be able to cross with strength and accuracy. Ball handling skills such as the 
ability to perform “stop and go” moves are also important. Positional awareness 
is also crucial because you will be playing close to the boundary.  

Strength is not as vital to this position compared to other positions (e.g. fullback 
or defensive midfielder), but speed is absolutely essential. In fact, speed and 
endurance are the two most important traits you need to have as winger, 
because you need to beat the opponents and then deliver the ball to your 
forwards while the opponents languish in your dust. 

 

Essential Personality Traits 

Unlike many other soccer positions, the best wingers are actually not very 
aggressive. Although they can and often do score goals, just as often they are 
relegated to a role supporting the offense. This makes teamwork an essential 
skill for wingers. Versatility and the ability to change direction quickly, both 
mentally and physically, are yet more important traits. 

Discipline is another essential trait for wingers. You will need to practice harder 
and more often than most of your teammates because you need more endurance 
and a wider range of skills. Discipline will also come in handy on the field. 
Although wingers have a wide range of space, this can be a burden because it is 
easy to wander. Discipline will keep you focused and help you stay in the game. 

 

Benefits and Drawbacks  

The benefit of being a winger is that you can perform a diverse range of duties. If 
you are easily bored, this position will keep your attention every moment of the 
game. If you have often found that you have problems summoning up the 
aggressive attitude that other positions require, you may enjoy being a winger. 
However, if you need to dominate the limelight, this is not the right position for 
you.  

 

Is the Position of Winger Right for You? 

That depends on your skill set and your needs as a player. If you have great ball 
skills and fast feet, you have a good head start in this position. If you are 
comfortable with attention but able to let others take the glory, you have the 
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perfect personality for this position. Wingers definitely have their place in the sun, 
but most of the time they play a supportive role on their soccer team. 

As a winger, you will find that you are always busy and often overwhelmed. This 
is not a position where you will spend much time waiting for the ball. If you have 
the speed and stamina to move the ball up and down the field, good scoring 
abilities and the best cross on your team, this position is absolutely perfect for 
you. While these abilities can be developed, having natural talent will definitely 
give you an advantage. 

Do you have what it takes to be a winger? The list of necessary traits is so long 
and diverse that few people have the necessary abilities from the beginning. 
Luckily, practice makes perfect in this and every other soccer position. If you are 
dedicated to the game and ready to put in countless hours of practice, you can 
become the star winger you want to be. 
 
 

Your Tactical Responsibilities  

If you are confused about your tactical 
responsibilities as a winger, you are in good 
company. While this is a multi-talented, 
multitasking position, it is so diverse that 
beginners and even intermediate players just don’t 
know exactly where their primary responsibilities 
lie. Here are a few tips for wingers who want a 
detailed job description. 

 
 

 Make forward runs. Because these can be very tiring, limit this intensity 
of play to when there is no alternative. Used effectively and 
conservatively, this move has the effect of a shock and awe attack. It is 
completely unexpected and makes the opponents stop in their tracks for a 
moment. 
 

 Stay outside whenever possible. This provides you with a unique 
vantage point from which to analyze the field, and gives you less visibility 
when it matters most. Wingers are supposed to work the wings of the 
game, hence their name. 
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 Move the ball forward. This takes it all the closer to goal, which is exactly 
where you want it. Even if you don’t make a goal, your other teammates 
likely will. 
 

 Mark opponents. This will keep them out of the defense’s hair and hold 
back a few plays. If you are on the wings, where you belong, this also 
keeps them out of the game play.  
 

 Create and maintain width in your team’s attack. This prevents holes 
where opponents can breakaway and potentially score. It also forces the 
opposing team to divide, which is how they are best conquered.  
 

 Creating space for teammates. If your teammate is taking the ball and 
planning to make a run for it, you can ensure the viability of their plan by 
keeping the opposition back and out of their way. Creating space can 
make all the difference in whether a play is successful.  
 

 Beat the opposition’s fullbacks. These guys are playing in the same 
area, so watch out for them. You will need to consistently be the faster, 
more alert, and more skilled player. 
 

 Deliver crosses to the strikers, who are usually in or near the penalty 

box. This allows them to make the shot and hopefully score the goal.  
 

 When possible, score. There is no need to pass to a teammate if you 
can make a point with that kick. Always take advantage of holes in the 
defense whenever and wherever you find them. 

As you can probably tell by now, your job as a winger is not just to perform a 
wide range of jobs, but to perform them well and to perform them with stealth. 
You will need to be a little tricky, a little clever, and think ahead in order to take 
full advantage of the versatility of this position. Wingers perform a valuable and 
irreplaceable role in the game of soccer, especially in the complex and 
competitive atmosphere of modern games.  

 

Building Endurance for Wingers 

For many soccer players, the most challenging part of matches is the huge 
output of energy required over a relatively long time frame. While every 
dedicated soccer player leaves the field exhausted, no player feels this demand 
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as much as the winger. Although wingers are stationed on the wings of the field, 
they must move up and down the field constantly. This requires an enormous 
amount of endurance. In fact, many players who have all of the skills necessary 
to be a winger find themselves unable to perform well in this position due to the 
excessive energy demand. If you want to be a winger but need to build up your 
stamina, here are a few ideas.  

 Before beginning a program, set goals. Perhaps you want to be able to 
run two miles without stopping, or to be able to sprint a certain distance in 
a set amount of time. Regardless of the goals you choose, what’s 
important is that you choose goals, write them down, and work tirelessly 
until you reach them. Many people find that planning a reward when they 
have met their goals is a pleasant incentive.  

 Run several times a week. Soccer players on average run five to six 
miles in every game, and wingers far exceed this. If you can run this 
distance easily, you are bound to perform better than a player who isn’t in 
such good condition. The only way to build up your ability to run long 
distances is to run on a daily basis. Don’t try to power through at a 
sprinter’s pace, however. Just as you will in an average soccer game, vary 
your pace between bursts of fast running and longer stretches at a more 
reasonable jog.  

 Jump rope at least once a week. Most soccer players do not stay on the 
ground at all times, and wingers are no exception to this rule. Because 
jumping requires different muscles than running and kicking, you will 
improve your endurance immensely by regularly working these other 
muscle groups. 

 Practice changing direction and speed. This will also make sure that 
you work alternate muscle groups, but, more importantly, it will imitate the 
way you exercise in actual game play. Soccer games do not involve 
running on a paved track in a single direction at a constant speed, and 
neither should your endurance training. Changing directions, turning, 
running at angles, running backward, and running at a variety of speeds 
will mimic the pattern of games and give you a distinct advantage over 
players who aren’t practicing these skills. 

 Work your body until your muscles cannot take any more exertion. 
Pushing yourself to muscle failure is the fastest and most effective way to 
build endurance and improve overall strength.   

 Take a day off after strenuous training sessions. This is especially 
important if you are working to the point of extreme fatigue as suggested 
above. Overtraining is a serious issue for amateurs and professionals 
alike, and there is no more effective way to permanently damage your 
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body and cut your career short by years or even decades. Although it’s 
important to push yourself, balance this by allowing ample recovery time. 

The bad news is that soccer is one of the most physically demanding sports in 
the world; however, this is only really bad news if you aren’t in peak physical 
condition. The good news is that there are concrete steps you can take to 
improve your endurance and improve your success as a winger. With a little 
dedication and a lot of hard work, you can train your body and build up your 
stamina to outlast and outrun even the fittest opponents.  

 

Learning to Play with Both Feet 

Learning how to play soccer with both feet is a challenge for every player, but it is 
a very important part of taking soccer to the “next level”. Being able to use both 
feet and use them equally well gives a player twice as many chances to pass, 
shoot, and score. It reduces the amount of time spent shifting from foot to foot, 
making a player faster as well as more versatile. Nowhere is the advantage of 
playing with both feet as immense as it is for wingers.  

Because one of a winger’s key duties is to move the ball to forwards and strikers 
with precise and well timed passes, they can double their value on the team just 
by learning to use both feet. Many players balk at playing with their non-dominant 
foot, but it can be easy with just a few modifications to their practice regimen. 
When you perform different drills in practice, give equal time to both feet. This 
may be awkward at first, but switching from foot to foot will soon feel like second 
nature. 

So, how can you improve your non-favored foot? Well, one of my personal 
favorites is to juggle the ball. Although juggling seems like a child’s drill, it will 
force you to use both feet quickly and effectively. Juggling is a great way to build 
up basic skills in general, and using both feet in particular. You may also try 
kicking a ball against the wall with your non-favored foot. This works best if you 
choose or even mark a place on the wall and aim for that, because it will allow 
you to work on accuracy as well as form. 

During practice, you should try to play on the opposite side of the field regularly. 
This will force you to use your less-favored foot for a variety of plays, including 
dribbling, crossing, and passing. If you trade with another winger, you both will 
gain valuable experience and improve your abilities. 

As you get better at using both feet, you can alternate the sides on which you 
approach opposing players. Not only will this force you to use both feet in game 
play, it may throw off your opponents by forcing them to play with a weaker foot.  
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Practicing with the foot you don’t prefer may be difficult at first, but it will pay off 
soon or later. When you start to play equally with both feet, you will double your 
chances to succeed with every player and making yourself twice the soccer 
player you were before.  

 

Good Timing and Awareness for Runs  

If you are a winger in soccer, you probably 
spend a lot of your time making runs. 
While this is an important part of a 
winger’s job, there are many good reasons 
to use good timing and awareness when 
making these runs. Here are a few times 
when making a run is a good idea and 
times when it is not: 

 

 

Times to make a run: 
 

 When it is the most effective or only safe way to exchange a ball. 
Sometimes a cross or other pass simply isn’t going to work. In this 
situation, a run is a necessary and logical choice. 
 

 When it distracts your opponent. Sometimes you may not be able to make 
it to a teammate to help them, but simply making a run will attract your 
opponent’s attention enough to give your team a greater chance of 
success. 
 

 When running forces your opponent to commit to a move. This will allow 
you to be more proactive in your game play.  
 

 When you are temporarily exchanging positions with a teammate. This is 
often done to confuse teammates and create opportunities for your own 
team. As long as you make sure all positions are covered and you return 
to your position after the play is complete, this is a solid strategy that is 
entirely worth your time and energy. 
 

 When you can stay wide. This allows you to stay in position and at the 
same time allows room for plays.  
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 When you can disguise the run so that the other team is caught off guard. 

If making a run allows you to get into position for another play while 
staying under the radar, it can be a good strategic choice. 
 

 When you have a good idea of what chain of events will follow your run. In 
soccer, as in most life situations, having a plan exponentially increases 
your chances of success. If you have a plan that begins with you making a 
run, go for it! However, don’t be afraid to change your plan if the situation 
demands it. 
 
 

Times to stay put: 
 

 When making the run will take you far away from a place you will be 
needed in a short time. Obviously you cannot teleport around the field, so 
staying in position during an important play makes good sense. 
 

 When making the run opens up a “hole” in the soccer field that an 
opponent may exploit. Even if your run will have good results, it rarely is 
worth giving your opponents an opportunity to get an upper hand, 
especially since that upper hand may lead to a score. 
 

 When the opposing team is expecting your run and prepared to deal with 
it. Often, you don’t know this so much as you have a hunch. Either way, 
don’t set yourself up for failure by taking the obvious and expected route.  
 

 When passing will have the same result. Although this seems obvious, it is 
not unusual to see wingers eager to run about the field when there are 
easier options. Show good common sense and be a selfless player who 
allows others to take the ball and the spotlight occasionally.  

While there is no way to list the different situations you will encounter in a soccer 
game, what’s most important is that you evaluate each situation individually to 
determine if making a run is really a good idea. As a winger, clear thinking, good 
timing, and awareness of the game are as important as any other skill. Use your 
best judgment when it comes time to make a run, or not to. 
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Learn to Avoid Offside Calls  

Although most soccer rules are straightforward enough, the offside is regularly 
misunderstood by both avid fans and experienced players. Not only do the 
offside rules vary in different circumstances, misunderstanding them can carry 
some pretty harsh circumstances, from giving your opponents a free indirect kick 
to giving up a hard-won goal. Wingers are especially prone to offside calls, 
because they move on the offensive without the ball on a regular basis and can 
be misinterpreted by a referee as being distracting to opposing players.  

However, there is no need for your team to suffer another offside call. The offside 
rule can be frustrating and have a high cost for your team, but it is also easy 
enough to avoid if you and your teammates follow a few basic guidelines. Here 
are a few instances when you will never be called offside: 

 
 You are never offside when you are on your own team’s side of the soccer 

field. This is the most basic part of the offside rule. 
 

 You cannot be offside unless you are in active play, whether moving the 
ball, moving into position for a play, or somehow interfering with other 
players.  
 

 You will never be called offside when there are two opposing players on 
the defense between you and the ball, even if one of these players is the 
goalie. 
 

 If you are either behind or even with the soccer ball, or behind or even 
with a defender other than the goalie, you cannot be called offside.  
 

 If you are the recipient of a corner kick, you are never offside; however, 
once you have passed the ball, you are once again subject to the offside 
rule. 

When are you offside? It can be complicated because several factors must 
happen simultaneously in order for this to occur. Here are a few of the most 
common instances when offside calls are made: 

 
 When you are positioned between the goal and the ball with only the 

goalie (or other defensive opponent) nearer to the goal, and… 
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 You are either playing the ball, about to play the ball, distracting an 
opponent, blocking an opponent, or otherwise in active play. This can 
include a variety of activities, including distracting a goalie or moving into a 
formation. 
 

 Even if you are accidentally “in active play”, such as if you accidentally 
block a defensive player, you can still be called offside. It’s best to always 
stay in a formation where you can never be misinterpreted.  

Unless you enjoy letting the other team have free indirect kicks, you should 
memorize these rules. Because any goals made while you are offside will not be 
counted, not understanding the offside rule can have a high price for your own 
success and the success of your team.  

Although you cannot be called offside unless your team is somehow benefiting 
from your position, this is a very subjective call. It’s always best to stay on the 
safe side and allow no doubt of your intentions and integrity.  

Many soccer fans and players question the reasoning behind offside rules 
because they seem both unnecessarily complicated and rather pointless; 
however, there are good reasons for these and all other soccer regulations. 
Offside rules force soccer players to play in teams and to move as a line with the 
ball, rather than having one person sprint around and make goals.  

This means that players must play a better game of football and the fans have 
more maneuvering to watch. Soccer is a team sport, and offside rules ensure 
that the game is always played accordingly. 
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Forward Line 

Players on the Forward Line 

The forward line is a very important part of a soccer team. These fast and 
accurate players spend most of the match in front of their team in the forward 
third of the field, waiting to receive the ball and make a shot. Because they are 
the players making most of the shots, they are also the players making most of 
the scores. Although all forwards have the same basic responsibility, which is to 
score goals, there are subtle differences between the positions that make up the 
forward line.  

 
 Centre forwards play directly in front of the goal. This puts them in a 

perfect position to do one main thing: make goals. These players tend to 
be either large and intimidating, or small and quick. Either way, they are 
constantly on the lookout for holes in the opponent’s defense that can be 
turned into another score. When they are not scoring, centre forwards are 
distracting opponents from other players so their teammates can score.  
 
As you can see, this is truly a single-minded position. However, there are 
several necessary skills. First, if you want to be a centre forward, you must 
be able to make and receive passes. Good shooting skills are also a must. 
Last, you should be able to head the ball, into the goal when possible, and 
have good shielding skills to keep the opposing team’s defenders away 
from the ball.  
 

 The striker is another forward line position. Although it is often confused 
with the centre forward, there are a few key differences. Strikers usually 
play just a little closer to the goal. They spend most of their time making 
runs and scoring goals. The typical striker is fast, with good reflexes and a 
quick mind. They have fewer responsibilities other than taking possession 
of the ball and making scores. 

If you want to be a striker, you will need to have good basic ball skills and 
a superior reaction speed. This position can receive the ball with no notice 
and immediately shoot. Because there are no defensive duties, the striker 
is free to focus on these two responsibilities.  

 
 The deep-lying forward is another member of the forward line. This 

position has been in soccer since the game’s earliest days, under a variety 
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of names. However, they all have the same area: directly between the 
midfield and the opponent’s defense. These players have a long history in 
the game of soccer because they are very versatile, usually playing as a 
member of the forward line, but at other times backing up the midfielders 
and even the wingers.   

If you are interested in being a deep-lying forward, you can expect to be a 
versatile player who is called on to back up everyone in your immediate 
area. You will need to have not only the usual range of forward skills, but 
the skills of a winger and a midfielder as well. From shooting to passing, to 
dribbling, you will need to be a master of the soccer ball. 

As you can see, the forward line is made up of three core players, each with a 
unique role on the team and a unique set of skills. As an attacker, you can expect 
to be leading your team in making the goals that add up to a win. You will be the 
most visible player on your team, reaping in both the most praise and the most 
criticism. The forward line is one of the most challenging positions in the game of 
soccer, but the right player will find it to be the perfect mix of challenge and 
reward.  

 

Forward Line Skills 

Although forward line players have the narrowest range of necessary skills, it is 
just as important that they be able to perform. Because their primary duty is to 
score goals, any shortcomings will be felt in the team’s statistics. If you are a 
forward line player, or you want to be one, here is a list of skills that every 
attacker needs as well as ways to build up your confidence and ability in each 
area.  

 
 Passing – Passing is an essential skill for the forward line because it can 

distract opponents enough to open up scoring opportunities. Just because 
you are unable to score at the moment doesn’t mean another teammate 
can’t! There are several ways to practice passing, but the most common 
and most effective is simply kicking the ball back and forth with a 
teammate. There are also several passing drills that you can use to 
overcome any flaws in your form.  
 

 Receiving – In general, for every pass you make, you will make a 
reception as well. This makes reception, as well as an effective first touch, 
one of the most important skills for a forward line player. Because most 
passing drills also involve receiving the ball, these can be effective means 
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of practice. Another way to practice receiving is to take a piece of paper to 
a wall. Practice kicking the ball at the paper, receiving it, and immediately 
kicking it back. This is effective because you will not just be receiving, but 
receiving from a variety of angles and immediately returning the ball with a 
high level of accuracy. As a bonus, this practice does not require another 
player, so you can perform it almost everywhere. 
 

 Dribbling – In a situation crowded with opponents, shooting and passing 
may not be possible. At these moments, dribbling is really the only choice. 
Dribbling with accuracy will allow you to move away from bad situations 
and create other scoring opportunities for yourself and other players. Most 
forward line players benefit from basic dribbling drills that involve moving 
around obstacles, such as dribbling around different configurations of 
cones and dribbling through fields of strategically placed teammates.  
 

 Creating Scoring Opportunities – No forward line player, however 
skilled, can singlehandedly make all the goals. If you want to be 
successful on the forward line, you must share both the responsibility and 
the glory. A good rule of thumb is that you should create twice as many 
opportunities as you personally take. Although there are no drills that 
effectively teach this skill, you can become a better team player by 
consciously giving opportunities to your teammates in every match and 
practice game. 
 

 Heading – Because you will have to receive airborne balls and turn them 
into scores, heading is an essential skill. Not only will you need to head 
the ball with correct form, you will need to head it with precision and 
accuracy. One good practice drill is to gather two teammates. One will 
toss the ball to you, which you will head to the other teammate. The faster 
you can do this simple movement, the more accurate you will be in game 
play. 
 

 Shooting – Shooting is your primary responsibility as a forward line 
player, so neglecting this skill will have a profound negative impact on 
your game. If you are bored with your normal repertoire of shooting 
practice drills, here is a new one: Have several players forming two lines 
face each other. Spread the players within their lines so they are four to 
five feet apart – enough that they can spread their arms without touching 
each other. Give a ball to one side and have a player shoot it at the other 
line. The other side will likely intercept it, at which time the player who 
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caught it can shoot it back. Going back and forth like this is fun and trains 
players to be good at shooting. If you are used to shooting with five or 
more players defending, a normal game situation will seem easy in 
comparison.  
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Centre Forward (CF) – The Tank 

 

Many soccer players like to play the position of centre forward, and it’s easy to 
see why. The centre forward is the player most likely to make a score, with all of 
the recognition and applause that comes along with it. These players are hard 
workers themselves, but also the recipient of the hard work of the defensive and 
midfield players. However, don’t think these players have no responsibilities of 
their own. On the contrary, centre forwards must be skilled, capable and mentally 
strong.  

 

What is a Centre Forward? 

If you are a centre forward, you will be responsible for scoring the most of your 
team’s goals. Many famous people have played in this position, and this is due 
not just to their superior skills but to the very nature of the position. Centre 
forwards tend to be central to the team’s most crucial moves and thus very 
visible. This is the position that everyone wants to play, but few people have what 
it takes to excel. These players tend to be large and intimidating, but agile at the 
same time. Height is a real advantage in this position. 
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Essential Skills 

First and foremost, a centre forward must be able to score goals, from a variety 
of angles and in a variety of situations, while under close guard and while taking 
the opponents by surprise. The success of the entire team is dependent on the 
centre forward’s ability to get the ball in the goal. This means that they have the 
kind of ball skills that can only come from a mix of excellent natural ability and 
hours and hours of diligent practice.  

Control of the ball is one of the most essential skills of the centre forward. No one 
will hand you the ball or clear a direct path to the goal; you must be able to 
receive the ball, maneuver it, and keep it safe from the many opponents 
crowding around. Self-protective skills are another must-have. No player is as 
well guarded and well watched as the centre forward, so knowing how to elude 
defensive players will be necessary. 

 

Essential Personality Traits 

Centre forwards need to be both brave and tough. They will be going up against 
some intimidating defensive opponents and getting knocked around almost 
constantly. Being able to stay calm and not take this rough treatment personally 
will help you deal with this jostling. General good instincts and intuition will get 
you far in this position. Centre forwards are often playing with their back to their 
opponents or their back to their own team. This will require an uncanny ability to 
know what is going on behind you even before you look. 

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

The key benefit to playing centre forward is that you will be your team’s star 
player (most of the time). While it is nice to get credit for all of your team’s wins, 
the key drawback is that you as centre forward will be held responsible for every 
loss. These players are usually judged solely by their number of scores, which 
can be unfair in many circumstances. You will have to accept the accolades 
while letting criticism go in one ear and out the other. Another drawback is that 
this position requires a lot of hard work. While you are the most celebrated 
player, you will also be the hardest working at times. 

 

Is the Position of Centre Forward Right for You? 

Many people think they have what it takes but find that the demands of the 
position are too much for them. Trying it out is the only way to find out if you have 
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the right blend of courage, toughness, tactical ability, and ball skills. A variety of 
players have found great success and happiness in playing this role, and you 
could be the next. 

 

Five Reasons not to Chase Every Ball 

As centre forward it is tempting to go after every ball. Because you are the most 
offensive player and the main scorer, every ball that comes in sight can be a 
potential goal. No one wants to miss an opportunity to score and that’s why many 
centres are diligent about gaining and maintaining control over the ball. 

There are different kinds of centre forwards, and each strategy has a unique set 
of pros and cons. You may prefer to stay in or near the penalty box at all times to 
take every opportunity to score. You may have superior technical skills and use 
your excellent control and aim to make the score. Some centre forwards are 
known for scoring with the head.  A last and fourth type of soccer play likes to go 
get the ball themselves. These are the players who tend to get winded and 
exhausted. Here are the 5 main reasons for why you should not chase every ball 
that comes your way: 

 
1. You’ll wear yourself out. Even players with a high level of stamina 

cannot chase the ball from one side of the field to the other for an entire 
match. If you want to be useful to your team over the entire length of the 
game, you need to be wise about conserving your energy. 
 

2. You’ll make yourself the center of attention. While every player wants 
to be a star, calling too much attention will make the other team take 
notice. This means being better guarded by the opposing defense and 
better watched by the opposing goalie. 
 

3. The midfielders are there to pass the ball to you. When you leave the 
penalty box to go after the ball, you may be stepping on toes, both literally 
and figuratively. The field is crowded with players, so letting a teammate 
take the ball and pass to you is usually the best choice. 
 

4. You’ll be busy when the time comes for an easy score. Imagine an 
opportunity to score arising. The winger goes to pass the ball to you, but 
you aren’t there… The winger can then make a shot from a less 
advantageous angle or miss the opportunity altogether. The fact is, there 
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is a good reason for your position in the formation. You wouldn’t be there if 
a player wasn’t needed in that exact position.  (add an extra line here) 

5. The top centre forwards use all of the different styles as necessary. 

You can stay near the penalty box when necessary; use your skills when 
the game demands, head the ball if an aerial comes your way, and, 
sometimes, chase the ball when necessary. Not only is this diverse style 
of play more likely to get you a score, it is more likely to leave you a solid, 
energized player through the end of the game. 

Being a diverse player not only makes you more well rounded and better 
equipped to handle a variety of situations, it also makes it difficult for your 
opponents to predict and counteract your every move. More stamina is equal to 
less exertion and flying under the radar as well? That sounds like a win-win 
situation for every player! 

 

Mixing up Your Dribbling Moves 

The centre forward is the main scorer on the team, so if you are playing this 
position, you can be assured that the other team is watching you closely. Now is 
a time to be a well rounded player, using a variety of passing and dribbling 
techniques to make it all the more difficult for opponents to clear the ball away. 
Because centre forwards spend a lot of time dribbling, here are a few different 
techniques to add to your repertoire: 

 
 The fake kick – In this move, you are faking out the opponent by faking a 

shot. When the opponent tries to block the shot, you simply accelerate 
from the area and leave him in the dust. This is a good way to lose an 
opponent who is marking you closely. 
 

 The 360 – Place your foot on the ball and push it slightly forward, then put 
your weight on the ball and use it to spin around, changing direction. You 
can then push the ball in front of you with your foot before embarking on 
the next star play. 
 

 The scissors dribble – This is a move that (when performed at pace) can 
trick almost every opponent. To perform it you should dribble the ball with 
your feet, then plant your foot on the outside edge of the ball and swing 
your other leg over the ball in an arc. This is called an inside to outside 
step over. Then, you can take the ball in the opposite direction. This is a 
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good way to change direction quickly and fool opponents who are 
guarding you. 
 

 The lunge – In this classic soccer move, you use your body to convince 
your opponent that you are going in a different direction. To do this, you 
jump sideways around the ball, lean toward the direction you are faking as 
if you are about to head that way, and then cut the ball in your actual 
direction with your other foot.  
 

 The chop – The chop begins when you are dribbling forward. Plant your 
left foot like you are going to shoot, but instead bring your foot down and 
kick the ball with the inside of your right foot. 
 

 Stop and go – The point of this move is to get your opponent to change 
their pace and slow down so you can pass them. When you are dribbling 
in a straight line, stop the ball with your foot. Your opponent will slow or 
hesitate. Then, take the ball forward at full speed. 

Using a variety of moves, especially the “fakes”, will make sure your opponents 
never know what you are going to do next. This makes for a confused and 
demoralized opposition. As a centre forward, being unpredictable may be your 
single best strategy. 

 

Holding Up the Ball  

The centre forward often gets overlooked, but they have an integral role on their 
team’s offense. The centre forward is very important when it comes to ball 
possession, especially in away games. If you are planning to be a centre forward, 
you must be able to perform skills that require superior control of the ball, 
including holding the ball up and winning long balls. Holding the ball up, which is 
by the way one of your most important duties, can be confusing if you do not 
know how and when to do it. 

 

How to Hold the Ball Up 

First, receive the ball and take firm control of it. Many players put one of their feet 
on the ball. Pivot your body so that it is always between the ball and the defender 
approaching you. You may also need to use your arms and shoulders to block if 
your defender is insistent. It’s important that you are constantly evaluating the 
field to see what the best next action should be. 
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When to Hold the Ball Up 

You should hold the ball up if there is no other option available. You may need to 
do this while your teammates position themselves for a pass or other play, or 
while you are waiting for an opportunity to shoot. However, the ultimate two 
situations for holding the ball up are when you know that your opponents are 
shuffling to be able to receive the ball and/or when you know that you have a 
good team supporting you. Because your opponents are bound to be near and 
waiting for you to slip up, it’s important to practice this skill until it is second 
nature. 

 

Drills to Perfect This Skill 

One good drill is to have a teammate pass you the ball from a short distance and 
then immediately try to take the ball away from you. Try to increase the amount 
of time you can keep the ball away from him. Alternately, you can practice with 
two teammates. Have the first teammate pass you the ball while the other tries to 
take the ball from you. After ten seconds, try to find an opportunity to pass the 
ball back to the first player. 

Another useful drill to learn holding the ball also begins with a teammate passing 
you the ball. As you receive the ball, stop it by stepping on it. Take a large step to 
put your body between an imaginary opponent and the ball while turning in 
another direction to pass the ball away. This will train you to keep complete 
control of the ball while changing position and scanning for passing or shooting 
opportunities.  

If you can’t control the ball when it is played to you, there is a high likelihood that 
the ball will return immediately to the opposing team’s defense. For this reason, 
your success as a centre forward begins and ends with ball control, including the 
essential skill of holding the ball.  

 

Aerial Ability vs. Speed 

If you closely evaluate some of the top centre forwards in the game, they all have 
a physical advantage that allows them to compete effectively against the 
opposing team’s defenders. Some are tall and lanky, while others are more 
compact and fast. Why do so many centre forwards fall into one of these two 
classes? Why are both height and speed such advantages in this particular 
position? Why can’t a player be both tall and fast? 

The tall players obviously have an immense advantage as centre forwards, or 
there would not be so many of them in this particular position. Most of the 
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opposing team’s centre backs must jump five or more inches just to come out 
even. The tall centre forward in this situation has an obvious lead, and therefore 
will get the header most of the time. If a game has several heading duels, the 
team with a very tall centre forward will have a distinct advantage. 

There are other advantages to being a tall centre forward besides the obvious 
advantage in heading duels. First, these players can see above others’ heads 
and evaluate more quickly what is going on in other parts of the field. Long legs 
often mean more leverage and thus a more powerful kick. Last, a player who is 
tall is generally more intimidating, and may be able to back off defenders more 
easily. 

On the other hand, there are players who fall into the other category of compact 
and speedy. These players are among the fastest players of any sport in the 
world, able to run the one hundred meters in under eleven seconds. Extreme 
speed such as this also will give players an advantage when going up against 
opponents. While they may not be able to win every heading duel, they can often 
beat a defender to the ball, and thus not need the height advantage.  

Speed has other advantages well. Centre forwards who are very fast cannot only 
beat opponents to the ball, but also move around the field quickly enough to 
confuse opponents and execute some very complicated plays. This can lead to 
increased shooting and scoring opportunities for their team, which is in itself a 
huge advantage. Increased opportunities usually lead to more goals. 

Height and speed seem to be the themes governing centre forwards, and it’s 
easy to see why; however, one has to wonder why a player cannot have both 
attributes. While a player who is both tall and fast is a huge advantage in any 
position, it is unusual to see both extreme height and extreme speed in the same 
player. A larger body is less aerodynamic and thus takes more time to move 
around. However, speed is one skill that can always be worked on. If you are a 
very tall centre forward, working on speed will only add to you inborn advantage. 
If you are a centre forward of the smaller and speedier variety, you cannot add to 
your height, but you can add even more to your innate swiftness.   

Regardless of which advantages you bring as a centre forward, the most 
important thing is that you work diligently to improve your faults and maximize 
your strengths. This will make you both the best centre forward you can be and 
the best centre forward your team could ask for.  
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The Real Tough Guys in Soccer  

There was a time when soccer was a sport for only tough guys. Players were 
used to being knocked around and jostled, and injuries were more common than 
scores. Today’s soccer is definitely softer than it was in past decades, with the 
competition friendly and the attitude entirely hands-off; however, there are still 
positions that must retain the flinty bravery of the past. Centre forward is perhaps 
the most old-fashioned of these tough-guy holdouts. Here are just a few of the 
discouraging, intimidating, and even downright painful situations you will face as 
a centre forward:  

 
 Being knocked around by centre backs – Not only will you be taking 

numerous body hits from these large and in-charge players, you will often 
be taking them in the back when you aren’t expecting them. This is 
common enough that most centre forwards leave every game with multiple 
bruises and scrapes.  
 

 Getting kicked – It’s not unusual for centre backs to be kicked, because 
they are always in the middle of the action. The most common place to be 
kicked is on the foot, but most players have been kicked in the head at 
least once. It’s just the price one pays for pursuing the ball wherever it 
may go. 
 

 Collisions – Players in your area of the field are constantly accelerating 
and decelerating. Because of this, it is almost impossible to accurately 
predict where any given player is going to be in few seconds. This leads to 
numerous collisions. Although some collisions are easy to shake off, 
others can lead to serious injuries because of the immense speed and 
force involved.  

There are several ways that you can reduce your chances of being severely 
injured. First, you can make sure you warm up properly before every game. This 
will loosen your muscles and give you better reflexes during game play. Second, 
you can wear any protection recommended for your particular level of play. Some 
centre forwards also find that ankle taping helps prevent sprains and other 
injuries.  

Also, use only the highest quality shoes and other equipment. Having poorly 
made equipment will trip you up both literally and figuratively, adding significantly 
to your chances of injury. Last, make sure that appropriate first aid gear, such as 
ice packs and bandages, are available in case of injury. Injuries of some sort are 
almost inevitable. 
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If you are injured, it’s important to respond with immediate and appropriate 
education. If you are bleeding or severely injured, you should leave the field 
immediately and get help from your coach or another person who is trained to 
deliver first aid. After you are treated, do not go back to the game until it is safe 
for you and the other players. If necessary, go to a doctor after the game to 
ensure that no permanent injuries have occurred and no further treatment is 
necessary. 

Although it is important to prevent injury wherever you can, if you let your fear of 
getting hurt govern the way that you play the game, you will end up giving up 
opportunities to take the ball and chances to score. In order to be a happy and 
successful centre forward, then, you need to be prepared to take your knocks 
and make light of them.  

Prevent injuries and treat them if necessary, but get back on the field as soon as 
you can. Getting jostled and bruised is simply part of soccer for this position, 
whether you are looking at children’s soccer or world-class professionals. If you 
can’t take the heat, this is definitely not the position, for you! 
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Striker (S) – The Goal-Scoring Machine 

 

Although centre forwards get much of the credit, the striker is usually the player 
who scores most goals. Unlike the other team positions, the striker’s sole duty is 
to score goals, nothing else. If you have the single-minded concentration and ball 
handling abilities necessary to make score after score, striker may be the perfect 
soccer position for you. Not every player can meet the diverse needs of this 
position. 

 

What is a Striker?  

A striker is an offensive player who simply scores goals. They play on the 
farthest end of the offensive third of the field. Without them, winning a game can 
be very difficult, if not impossible, because the other players are distracted by 
multiple duties. Nor is making goals as easy as it sounds: the striker must deal 
with some tough offensive players and have superior ball skills as well as an 
uncanny ability to sneak in a few surprises for the goalie.  
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Essential Skills 

A striker must be a goal-scoring machine, plain and simple. Being able to kick 
with strength and accuracy is an absolute must. You will also need to be 
constantly aware of your position and the position of the goal and the many 
angles from which a goal could be scored at any particular configuration. 
Because scoring goals is a striker’s only duty, they play their game with high 
awareness of the goal box and scoring potentials. 

Communication is an essential skill for a striker. You will need to direct the 
offensive players on your team to the positions where they can be supportive 
and/or protective. You will also need to know how to read their cues so you can 
take the ball when it comes your way.  

Last, accurate and well-thought-out penalty kicks are a good skill for strikers to 
have. Strikers are the obvious choice for penalty kicks and well placed kicks can 
give your team an incredible advantage. These can be easily learned and honed 
in just a few practice sessions. 

 

Essential Personality Traits 

The ability to read people is a real asset in the position of striker. You must be 
able to understand the goalie and other defensive players, especially their 
strategy and their weak spots. This will allow you to exploit these weak spots and 
score the goals your team needs for a victory. 

Assertiveness is another personality trait that will help you perform your job 
duties with success and ease. When the defenders are guarding you closely, 
being assertive about your space will allow you to make the plays that will win the 
game. If you are an imposing enough presence, the opponents will often get 
flustered and make mistakes that can open up opportunities for you and your 
teammates.  

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

The obvious benefit of this position is the wealth of recognition that comes with 
every goal and every win. Along with the centre forward, you will be given credit 
for every single win. This comes with a dark side, of course. You will also have to 
accept blame for many lost games, often when they were not in any way your 
fault. This position can be an emotional roller coaster and too much for a faint 
hearted or overly sensitive player. 
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Is Striker the Right Position for You? 

If you are fast, have good ball handling skills, and are a quick “forward thinking” 
player, you have the potential to find great success in this position. If you love the 
game of soccer with a passion and want to put yourself in the heart of the action, 
this is the position that will feed your need. On the other hand, some people find 
that the attention and pressure a striker faces in every game is simply too much. 

Soccer teams around the world are searching for strikers with the right skills and 
temperament, and it’s easy to see why. There is no player more valued than a 
striker because of his ability to decide the outcome of a game. This is a position 
for players who want to be all important and irreplaceable. It’s also a position for 
player who can flourish under constant stress and pressure. If you think you have 
what it takes, get out on the field and give it a try. 

 

Finish at the Goal on the First Touch 

Soccer is a game of limited opportunities to actually play the ball. Even high 
action positions such as striker often have possession of the ball just a few times 
in every game. Because of this dynamic, it is important to take advantage of each 
and every opportunity to score a goal. From the first time the ball touches your 
foot, you should be looking for an opportunity to shoot and score. 

How can you increase your number of goals? The best way to do this is by 
shooting more, of course. How can you fire more shots? By making shooting the 
first option you consider every time the ball comes your way. Here are a few 
ways to optimize that first touch so it can lead to the score you want so badly. 

 
 Know your space – This is simply being aware of the dynamic on the 

field as the ball is approaching you. Where are your opponents? Where 
are your teammates? What direction should you take the ball to maximize 
your chances of success? Part of this awareness is to know your chances 
of scoring a goal if you shoot at the moment when you have an 
opportunity. 
 

 Receive the ball with your downfield foot – Why do this? Because that 
is the foot that is closest to the goal you want to attack. Receiving in this 
way sets you up to score.  
 

 Get control immediately – The only way to learn how to take immediate 
control of a ball that may be coming at a wide variety of speeds and spins 
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is to practice – over and over. Taking control of the ball is important 
because if you fail, you will lose the ball quickly. 
 

 Find your space – No one can shoot while under pressure, so your next 
step should be to find a little unpressured space. While being quick is 
important, don’t rush into an unsafe situation. Make sure you have the 
space to make a good shot. Even if the space is only temporary, it only 
takes a few seconds to set up and make the shot that saves your game. 
 

 Don’t be afraid to take risks – If you are the hesitant type, try making 
quick moves without over thinking. If you can do this with success several 
times, it will build your confidence and make you that much more likely to 
take the risky plays. 
 

 However, don’t take stupid risks – On the other hand, if you are the 
reckless type, take a moment to contemplate your shot. Is there a better 
angle? A better player? Often, a missed shot is a shot that could have 
been successful under slightly different circumstances.  

In the end, shooting is usually better than not shooting. Every moment that you 
have the ball is a moment it could be lost to the opposing team. Everyone knows 
the general rule that you should always pass before dribbling if this is a 
possibility. A good addendum to this rule is that you should always shoot before 
passing if the opportunity is there. 

 

Scoring Goals is all about Confidence  

You’ve attended every practice, made kick after kick and honed your aim to 
razor-sharp accuracy. Even so, you just don’t seem to be making the goals. What 
are you missing? If you are like many strikers, your main problem may be 
confidence. 

Although confidence isn’t taught in any practice drills, it is a trait that can be of 
huge use in soccer, especially when it comes to scoring goals. Nothing in the 
game of soccer is as nerve-wracking as shooting for goals, and it’s easy to see 
why. The success of your team in this game may depend on the success of 
these few crucial seconds. Two full teams of soccer players and often a sizeable 
number of spectators are watching. Suddenly your past performance doesn’t 
seem to matter; all you can think about is whether the ball will go in. A slight lack 
in confidence can lead to huge problems here. 
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There are a few signs that a lack of confidence may be an issue for you. First, do 
you find yourself over thinking every soccer move as the goal looms nearer? Do 
you tend to picture the ball missing or being caught up by the goalkeeper rather 
than seeing it sail past him? Do you get physical symptoms, like a stomach ache, 
excessive sweating, and nervous shaking as you prepare to shoot? If so, you 
need to work on your confidence. While there are no practice drills that will give 
you confidence, there are a few exercises that can help build your mojo. 

 
 Practice positive visualization – When you are alone, try picturing 

yourself approaching the goal. See the defenders practically falling out of 
your way and your teammates cheering as you effortlessly make the 
score. Doing this often enough and picturing a variety of positive scenarios 
will counteract the negative thinking that may be plaguing you. 
 

 Examine your expectation – If you expect that every shot is a future 
goal, you are going to feel disappointed and let down in every single 
game. Even the best strikers don’t score even half of the goals they 
attempt, and there is no reason to hold yourself to a higher standard. 
Learning to accept these disappointments, recover quickly and move on is 
an essential part of playing the game of soccer. 
 

 Don’t be intimidated by your opponents – Goalies and other defensive 
players tend to be large and imposing figures, and you are going up 
against them every game. While they may seem imposing, they are 
merely soccer players just like you, with a similar level of skill. Intimidation 
is part of most teams’ defensive strategy, so avoid letting them be so 
successful in wearing down your confidence. 
 

 Practice your basic skills – Nothing will help your confidence if your 
skills truly are not up to par. Practice basic skills like dribbling, passing, 
kicking, and you will feel more confident when it comes time to shooting. 
 

 Create a supportive atmosphere on your team – If there is a lot of back 
biting and criticism on your team, you will have a hard time building your 
confidence. While you cannot control the actions of others, you can be as 
encouraging as possible and foster a supportive atmosphere on your 
team. If you are quick to judge your teammates’ failures, they may be 
equally critical of you, but if you give them the benefit of the doubt, they 
are likely to repay with similar courtesy. 
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If confidence is an issue that is keeping you from scoring, you should work on it 
until you are comfortable. Confidence will intimidate your opponents, inspire your 
teammates and ultimately win more scores. Don’t let another game be sabotaged 
by the power of negative thinking. 

 

Vision, Position, and Ambition 

When most people think of the skills that a striker will need to be successful, they 
think of certain ball skills such as shooting and passing. The list of necessary 
skills can seem daunting. Nevertheless, this position is a relatively simple one. 
Quite simply, it all boils down to pulling down your opponent’s defenses. 

How can a striker pull apart their opponent’s defenses? The two most important 
factors are having both vision and positional awareness; however, for many 
potential strikers this is easier said than done. If you are having a hard time 
taking your striker career to the next level, here is a step by step guide to 
understanding and developing these two attributes. 

Vision can be defined as simply seeing patterns in the game and understanding 
how plays are going to develop. This allows you to see both goal-scoring 
opportunities and the moves that lead up to them. Often, a potential score is just 
a pass away. While vision can be difficult to learn, the following are a few tips 
that can help you: 

 Master basic ball skills. The less energy you have to expend in simply 
moving the ball around, the more energy you can use noticing what is 
going on around you. 

 Watch soccer matches both in person and on television and evaluate 
the defense. You will begin to notice that only a small number of plays 
make up the majority of defensive action. When you see the precursors to 
these plays, you can learn to watch out for them in your own games. 

 Play different positions occasionally. This will give you a window into 
the minds of other players on the field, including your opponents. 

 Practice being aware at all times that you are on the field. Whether 
you are doing drills, playing a practice game, or in the middle of the most 
important match of your soccer career, you should practice being aware of 
the people around you, including what they are doing and what they likely 
are going to do next. This will train your mind to hone in on details. 

Positional awareness means knowing where you are, where your defenders are, 
and how your movements are affecting everyone around you. You should always 
work to exploit and dominate the space you are assigned to. You should also 
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take note of how the opposing team’s defenders move as you move. Once you 
have this awareness, you can plan subtle movements that will pull these 
defenders out of position, opening up holes through which your team can score 
goals. Here are some ways you can develop this positional awareness: 

 Think of soccer as a game of chess. Every time you move, your 
opponent will move. Some of these moves are predictable if you take the 
time to think out the situation. 

 In general, if you move toward a player, they will move away. And vice 
versa as well: if you move away from a player, they will likely move toward 
you. This is especially true if the defensive player in question does not 
realize what your true purpose is, and if you do not have the ball or look as 
though you are going to receive the ball immediately.  

Picture the following situation: A midfielder is moving the ball toward the forward 
line, but no one is really clear to receive it. You know from your superior vision of 
the game that the midfielder will likely pass the ball to a certain player. However, 
you can see that a nearby opponent will try to interfere. Using this knowledge, 
you inch ever closer to the defensive player, who without even realizing it moves 
slightly away, clearing the field for the pass. This is just one basic, everyday 
situation when you will be using vision and positional awareness to clear the path 
for more victories. 

 

Using Your Head to Score More Goals 

A good striker scores a lot of goals from balls that are crossed in from the wings; 
however, it takes a truly awesome striker to score goals from heading balls 
crossed in from the wings. Indeed, when it comes to strikers in soccer, the 
difference between being average and being exceptional lies in being able to get 
up in the air and get a head on the ball. 

Heading the ball into the goal has obvious advantages. First, it saves you the 
step of dropping the ball to the ground before shooting. It also decreases the 
chances of your opponents to take possession of the ball. Because people tend 
to pause to watch aerial balls, being able to head a ball into the goal may catch 
the goalie and other defenders off guard. However, like all soccer skills, heading 
requires learning and intense practice. Here are the most common ways of 
heading the ball and when they are appropriate: 

 
1. The standard header – This is the basic, all-purpose header that is used 

by every soccer player from preschool on up to the pros. Basically, you 
lean your head slightly forward and bend your knees, then come upward 
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with your whole body and hit the ball with your upper forehead. It’s best to 
master this header before you take on any of the others.  
 

2. The flick header – This is one of the most common headers used to 
score goals, because it results in a fast moving and somewhat hard to 
follow ball. This is different from a standard header because you are 
hitting it with the back of your head. The simplest way to do this is to bend 
your knees slightly and arch your back, and then straighten your knees as 
the ball makes contact. If the back of your head is aimed squarely at the 
goal, that will be where the ball heads. This is a great incognito move that 
will surprise and dismay your opponents.  
 

3. The glancing header – Like the flick header, the glancing header can be 
performed without a lot of obvious preparation, allowing you to sneak the 
header through the goal posts. However, the glancing header has the 
advantage of allowing you to aim. To perform this header, you need to 
turn your head toward the place you want the ball to end up and then 
head the ball in that direction.  
 

4. The diving header – The diving header is different from the others 
because you dive for the ball as you are heading it. It is a tricky move that 
is in practice much more difficult than it sounds. The best way to practice 
the diving header is to keep your body elongated with your arms stretched 
out to keep your face from hitting the ground. The best way to learn this 
type of header is to practice diving before adding in the element of 
heading.  

As with all soccer skills, these heading techniques must be repeated over and 
over before you have mastered them well enough that you will be comfortable 
using them in the middle of intense game play. In the position of striker, no one 
skill can make as big of a difference as learning to head the ball into the goal. 
With this skill, you can become the awesome striker you want to be, able to turn 
crosses and corner kicks into the goals your team needs for victory.  
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Deep-lying forward (SS) – The All-round One’s 

 

 

The position of a deep-lying forward is one that varies from region to region and 
even from team to team. Although one of the oldest positions in the game of 
soccer, this position has had a variety of names, such as second striker, deep-
lying playmaker, and deep-lying center and almost as many different roles on the 
team. However, there are a few key commonalities that all successful deep-lying 
forwards share.  

 

What is a Deep-Lying Forward? 

The first step to understanding this position is to know exactly where a deep-lying 
forward is playing. As the name suggests, a deep-lying forward is playing 
between the midfield and the offensive third of the field. If you are a deep-lying 
forward, you will be playing not as a midfielder or a forward, but as a blend of 
these two. Your main job will be to create scoring opportunities for your offense 
and, at times, to attack as well. This dichotomy has led many Italian teams to call 
this player the “three-quarters”. 
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It takes a special person to be a deep-lying forward. They must be versatile and 
have all of the strengths of both centre midfielders and strikers. They must be 
adept at multitasking and able to judge where they can best be of benefit to their 
team at any given time. 

 

Essential Skills 

Because you will be a blend of midfielder and forward, you will need to have the 
accurate ball skills that both players exhibit. Heading skills are also a must, as 
you will be stopping many airborne soccer balls. Although you are not your 
team’s main scoring machine, you are still supposed to take advantage of every 
scoring opportunity. This means that kicking and shooting skills are important as 
well. Passing is another very important skill for a deep-lying forward. If you don’t 
have good passing abilities, you will almost certainly fail in this position. 

 

Essential personality traits 

Teamwork is an absolute must! The deep-lying forward usually does not function 
as a leader on the team. Your physical position on the field can make it difficult to 
keep close tabs on other players, so you will mainly be carrying out plans 
devised by other players and opening channels for the success of your 
teammates. There are other positions that will be coordinating plays and 
inventing new offensive strategies. Fearlessness and determination in dueling 
will help when faced with an intimidating defensive line. 

You must also be able to function well without the applause and encouragement 
that other forwards may enjoy. You are the foundation of the offense and as such 
will often not get the accolades you deserve. Another essential personality trait is 
the ability to stay focused even with constant distraction. You will spend most of 
the game in the middle of intense action, and you must see through the chaos to 
know what you can do to advance the good of your team. 

 

Benefits and Drawbacks 

This is a great role for players who want to be in the heart of the action. You will 
always be surrounded by players and commotion. As stated previously, one 
serious drawback to this position is that it is a supporting role that offers little 
glory.  However, this can be a benefit for players who like to avoid the limelight. A 
last drawback is that you will have so many diverse duties; it will be difficult to 
know exactly what you should be doing at any given time. You must always be 
searching for your next move. 
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Is the Position of Deep-Lying Forward Right for You? 

Many players have found great success on this position, and you can be the next 
if you have the right combination of personality traits and skills as well as a 
willingness to give the position the attention and practice it deserves. All you will 
need are solid basic skills, a sense of teamwork and a willingness to play in the 
background rather than in the spotlight. Players who excel in this position are 
rare, so mastering it can give your team a true advantage. 

 

The Most Important Skills  

If you are a deep-lying forward, you have an oversized pair of cleats to fill in 
every game. Your specific role in the game is to create attacks as well as to 
make shots from outside the penalty box. More generally, you also create scoring 
opportunities for the other forwards and back up your offensive team whenever 
needed. 

Do you have what it takes to play this important role on your team? Although 
most of the necessary talents for this position are easy to learn and practice, truly 
great deep-lying forwards are few and far between. Here are a few of the skills 
you will need as a deep-lying forward: 

 
 Ball handling – You will be handling the ball under pressure and while 

being marked by one or more opponents. From this high-stress 
atmosphere, you will need to move the ball decisively and accurately. The 
only way to show composure while executing a move in strained 
conditions is to practice over and over in a calmer setting. 
 

 First Touch – You’ll be using first-touch skills often, because the ball 
spends a lot of time in your area. You need to know how to receive the 
ball smoothly and play it immediately. First-touch skills can truly set a 
deep-lying forward apart from the other players. 
 

 Shooting – Because you are stationed very near the goal, you will have 
more opportunities to shoot than almost any other player in the game. The 
quicker and more accurate you are, the more goals you will score. 
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 Passing – Sometimes you aren’t adequately set up for a shot. You can 
turn your loss into your team’s gain if a teammate is open, and if you know 
how to pass the ball with accuracy.  
 

 Aggression – A healthy dose of aggression is an asset in the game of 
soccer, but it can be especially advantageous in the position of deep-lying 
forward. Don’t hold back when protecting your space, your ball, or your 
ability to shoot.  

 
 Shielding – As with all forward positions, you will find that the opposing 

team’s defensive players are constantly marking you. Having superior 
shielding skills, including being able to put yourself squarely between 
opponents and the ball, will prevent many interceptions. 
 

 Crossing – You will need to move that ball back and forth across the 
width of the field at great speed to give other players chances to shoot and 
score. 
 

 Confidence – As a deep-lying forward, you will have to think fast and 
make decisions without hesitation. Confidence is definitely a must have 
asset when it comes to this position. Without it, you will miss every window 
of opportunity while contemplating what to do next. 

The deep-lying forward is the link between midfielders and strikers, and holds the 
key to getting the ball in the goal. This is why your technical skills are absolutely 
crucial to the fate of your game. Knowing what your most essential skills are and 
practicing them until they are second nature will yield a long string of wins and a 
team that appreciates all of your hard work.  

 

Pay Attention, Plan, and Predict 

A deep-lying forward has a lot to think about and a lot to do. It’s easy to wear 
yourself out in this position and never really feel like you accomplish anything. A 
player in this position is serving in so many roles that many become 
overwhelmed and end up spreading themselves too thin. How can deep-lying 
forwards gain the focus they so badly need to be successful? It’s a simple 
formula: paying attention to the game, predicting your opponent’s next move, and 
making a plan to lead your team to a score. 

If this seems easier said than done, here is a guide toward implementing this 
three step plan in your own game play: 
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1. Pay attention – Look around at your opponents. Do you see any plays 

developing? Don’t look just at obvious signs like where they are looking or 
their facial expression. You can often distinguish important actions from less 
purposeful movements by watching the players’ feet and bodies rather than 
their faces. It’s harder to fake with your body language than to fake with your 
expression. Alternately, you can watch for diagonal movements on the field, 
which often indicate that opponents are moving into some sort of play 
formation. Whatever the tip-off you decide to watch for, what’s important is 
that you are indeed watching. If you pay attention on a regular basis, you will 
notice patterns and know when it’s time to move proactively. 
 

2. Predict your opponent’s next move – This is where a wealth of practice 
and real life experience will be a huge help. When it comes to learning 
strategy, nothing can replace watching matches both televised and in person, 
as well as playing in practice games on a regular basis. Once you have 
determined that a play is indeed being executed, you can draw on your 
hopefully huge bank of information to settle on what your opponents are most 
likely planning. 
 

3. Make a plan – Once you know what your opponent is thinking and how they 
intend to proceed (or at least have narrowed it down to a few possibilities), 
you can plan how you and your team may respond for best results. If your 
team has the ball already, you can use what you know to counter your 
opponent’s attempts to intercept the ball or stop you from scoring. If you think 
the opposing team is preparing to make a pass, position yourself so that pass 
is not possible. If you foresee a move up the field, close down any holes that 
will make that movement easier. The key is to use the information you have 
determined to close down your opponent’s options and force them to turn the 
ball over to your side. 

Does this sound like a difficult plan? Try going through all of these steps in less 
than a few seconds with little or no room for error, and you will see what the 
world’s best deep-lying forwards go through every day. It’s a tough job, but 
someone has to do it. If you are a deep-lying forward, that “someone” is you. 
Luckily, perfection in this task is not expected of you from the very beginning. 
You can start immediately to watch for trends, predict your opponent’s next 
move, and take the actions you deem most correct. Only by trial and error will 
you learn to be accurate in these types of situations. 

All of these steps basically boil down to intuition – developing it, and using it. 
Intuition is one skill that every soccer player can use, but it is especially important 
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to the deep-lying forward. Learning to develop this skill and apply it to your game 
will make you an expert player with the ability to lead you team to victory. 

 

The All-Purpose Player 

Although many people describe this position as a type of director for their team’s 
attack, in reality they often play in a variety of roles, including forward and 
midfield extra. If you are a deep-lying forward, you may struggle with knowing 
exactly what to do at any given time. The answer, for most players in your 
position, is to adapt yourself to the needs of your teammates, whatever they may 
be. How can you tell what actions will best suit your team’s particular situation? 
Here are a few situations and the most useful place for you in each of them: 

 When the ball is coming up the field, you should work on making 
yourself open for the ball, or creating an opening for another teammate. 
This will make it easy for the midfield to pass off the ball without 
interference from the other side and bring you that much closer to the 
score you need. 

 When a cross is coming your way, you should try to shoot or head the 
ball into the goal. If this is not possible, your next option should be to clear 
the way for one of your teammates to take this action, whether it be by 
holding back the defense or simply staying out of their way.   

 When a forward on your team has the ball, your thinking should shift 
from creating openings for passes to creating openings for shooting. 
Whether you are holding off the opposing defense, creating a distraction, 
or getting ready to receive the ball to make a pass, your goal in this 
situation should be an attempt at a score. 

 When your striker is moving in to shoot, back them up either by 
clearing away defenders from the opposing team or preparing to move in 
and finish if necessary. 

 After a shot has been taken, a deep-lying forward can support the team 
by waiting near the goal box to finish if necessary. Even if a goalie 
intercepts the ball, the chances of a score still being made are high if you 
are waiting to knock the ball back into the goal. A team that knows how to 
finish well may make up to twice as many goals as one that doesn’t 
pursue the ball after shooting. 

 When the opposing team takes the ball, you can help your team best by 
closing down your opponent’s options for taking the ball closer to a goal 
for their side. Whether you move to close them down by eliminating holes 
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in the field or by more aggressively pursuing the ball, your job now is to 
stop their movement however you can. 

 When your team is losing spirit, you can have a huge effect, especially 
on the morale of the forward line. You can come up with a play that will 
save the day and lead your team to victory or merely offer the 
encouragement your team needs to survive and thrive in a difficult 
moment. 

These suggestions are not written in stone; they are merely guidelines to help 
you decide where you can do the most good. If you ask a soccer expert about 
the particular talents of a deep-lying forward, creativity and ball skills are sure to 
come up. The need for these qualities arises from the need to adapt to the needs 
of the team. When you learn to adjust your play to each unique situation, your 
forward line will truly be unstoppable. 
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Closing… 

That should be it. If you follow the roadmap in this e-Book you will soon be able 
to perform well in any soccer position. Of course, do not forget the most 
important ingredient which is to play games regularly. You can never replace the 
experience from a real game with practice as these are crucial for your 
development. Now that you know how to perform well in any soccer position start 
to apply your knowledge during your practice and games as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would love to hear your feedback.  

Please send your comments through this form. 
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